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FOREÍ{ORD

In November 1984, the l,later Quaì ity Centre (Water and Soi'l Directorate,

MWD) hosted a seminar on "Bioìogical Monìtoring in Fneshwaters" at Waikato

University. The seminar was attended by 94 individua'ls representing 13

regìonal water boards, I government agencies, 6 unìversities, 4

acclimatisation societies, 3 consu'lting firns, 2 research institutes, and 2

i ndustr i es .

The aims of the seminar wêFê: (1) to present current knowledge on the

principles and technìques appìicab'le to biologìcal monitoring in New

Zealand freshwaters; and (21 to consider desirable directions for future

bio'logical reseanch, wi th part'icular regard to the development of usef ul

too'ls for water quality management.

Papers were presented by se'lected speakers on 6 main topicst (1)

philosophy of monitoring; (21 biostatistics; (3) monitoring of aquatic

p'lants; (a) monitoring of aufwuchs communities; (5) monitoring of

macroinvertebrates; and (6) monitoring of fish. This publication contains

24 of the 26 papers Presented.

In reading these papers, we have been impressed by the amount and qual'ity

of freshwater bio]ogical work which is go'ing on in New Zea'land, and by the

conscientious attempts of virtua'lly eveny worker to make his or her work

appìicab'le to fneshwater management needs. We hope the reader will share

this view and gain much from the publìcatìon.

t{e wish to thank the authors, who responded kindly to requests to present a

paper and then make it avai'lable for publication; the chairpersons, for
their pìeasant and abìe control of each session; Drs M.E. Livingston, D.S.

Roper, and J.D. Stark, for he'lping with both the selection of speakers and

the organisation of the semìnar; Miss. J.E. Hewitt, for he'lp with editing

the manuscripts and draughtinE the figures; Mr C.J. Milmine, for his

invaluable administrative assistance; and Judy Brìghting and Mary Clarke,

for the many hours of typing.

Rick Pridmore

Bryce Cooper

SEMINAR ORGANISERS
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SESSION 5

MONITORING OF

MACRO I NVERTEBRATES

Biological monitoring in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. llater & Soil Directorate, Ministry of
l¡forks and Development for the'National l^later & Soil Conservation Authority,
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RT'ilTIre HATER EOfISYSTEIIS

ll.J. Iintcrbourn

Department of Zoology, University of Canterbury, Christchurch

ABSTRACT

Running water ecosystems are characterized by 2 cont!'asting
functions; the transportation of materials and the processing of
organic matter. Their relative importance depends partly on the
presence of instream retention devices and is affected by geology,
c'limate, catchment vegetation, and land use. Hard and soft water
streams often differ in productivity whi'le acidification may
affect decomposition and production processes and is a subject of
current concern.

Recent work has emphasized the processing function of stream
ecosystems. This wil'l be discussed with particular reference to
New Zeaìand streams where stone surface organic ìayers are
hypothesized to be major sites of carbon uptake and invertebrate
feeding. The re'lative inportance of physicaì factors and
biologica'l interactions in structuring benthic invertebrate
communities may be largeìy a function of the "harshness" of the
envi ronment . This idea and the potentiaì'ly usef ul
intermediate-disturbance hypothesis will be considered.

ITTRüTrcTIOì

Streams and rivers are formed by erosiona'l processes and

water and transport it to the sea. Organic and inorganic

variety of sounces a'lso are entrained by stream water, and

basic nutrients and sources of energy which are trapped

aquatic biota.

serve to channel

materials from a
they provide the

and used by the

The character of a stream is determined by conditions in its catchment,

including geology, soils, climate, slope, vegetation, and land use. These

Bioìogical monitorìng in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. Hater & Soil Directorate, Ministry of
Works and Oeve'lopment for the National Water & Soi I Conservation
Authority, l{e'llington, 1985. Water & Soi'l Miscel'laneous Pub'lication 83.
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factors can vary markedìy and give streams their individuality which is
reflected in community structure and productìvity. Despite such

differences, running water ecosystems possess a number of common features

with respect to their functional organization (Fig. 1). The relative
importance of different processes is a consequence of local factors.

G Rgn süRcEs

The energy or carbon resources utilized by stream communities can be

elaborated outside the stream (al lochthonous) or produced within the

aquatic system itse'lf (autochthonous) . In sma'l'1, forested streams with
c'losed canopies, inputs of al lochthonous materials are large whereas

instream primary production is small. This is because 'little incident
light reaches the streambed. Not unnaturally, the biologicaì communities

of such streams are dependent on terrestria'l'ly derived organic matter as

their principal energy sources (Fisher & Likens, L912; Rounick et al.,
1e82).

In'larger streams and rivers, more light reaches the bed and the potentiaì
for instrean primary production is greater. An increase in the importance

of autochthony downstream is a basic feature of nost general models of
river ecosystems (e.g., Cummins, 1975) and is apparent in the Devils Creek

system, Reefton (Hinterbourn et g]., 1984) where increasing use of algal
carbon at downstrean sites was indicated by stable carbon ana'lyses. l{here

headwater streams are not forested, however, different longitudinal
patterns can be expected (Minshall, 1978; Naiman, 1981; Winterbourn et

il. , 1981) .

ALLf¡CilTHXruS CARflN STTNCES

organic material entering streams can be separated into 2 broad categories;
dissolved and particulate matter. 0issoìved organic matter (DOM) is
operationally defined as that component which can pass through a 0.45 ¡rn
filter and consequently incìudes a colloida'l fraction (Lock et al., 1977).

Particulate organic matter (POltl) is subdivided into a nunber of si ze

f ractions by most workers (see ê.g. , Bol ing et il. , 1975), a basic
division being into coarse (CPOM) and fine (FPOM) materials (i.e.,
>1 mm<). CPOìi includes twìgs, branches and 'leaves whereas major components

of FPOM may be insect f rass, invertebrate faeca'l pe1'lets and f inely
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decomposed litter derìved from within and

particulate material either falls or is
exhibit seasonal input patterns.

outside the water course. I*lost

blown into streams and it may

Although less apparent, DOl,{ is usuaì'ly the major fonm in which organic
carbon enters streams. For example, Fisher t Likens (t972) and McCammon

(1978) ca'lculated that it represented 46 and 47ltr, respectiveìy, of total
annua'l organic energy input to small forested streams, and Baekken et al.
(1981) estimated that over 95t of the inputs to a weir basin in Norway

comprised DOil in transport. A high porportion of DOM is present in
groundwater which feeds into streams (Hynes, 1983). Leaf leachates may

provide seasona'l puìses of DOM in deciduous forest streams (McDowel'l &

Fisher, 1976).

DOM in stream water has been poorly categorized chemica'lly but it is common

for a high proportion to be rather refractory, fulvic acìd-like material of
high mo'lecu'lar weight. Stream water concentrations typicalìy lie between 1

and 15 g carbon m-3, with those in many streams draining small, forested
catchments being at the low end of this range. Diel and seasonal

variations in concentration have been reported on occasions, but it is
clear that streams differ considerably in this respect.

ruTOCTIT}ÍXT¡S GARBIN Sü'RGES

The principal groups of pìants growing in running waters are algae, mosses

and nacrophytes. Attached algae and mosses predominate in forested
streams, and where substrata are mainly eroding materia'ls there is 'little
opportunity for rooted plants to establìsh. Some diatom genera are typicaì
of poorly lit habitats whereas green filamentous aìgae are most prevalent

in open streans with higher nutrient levels. The importance of ìight (and

sometimes nutrient avai labi t ity) on algal production and community

composition is often seen following .the clearfelling of smalì forested
catchments (see ê.g. , Lyford & Gregory, 1975; l.lurphy & Hal I , 1981) .

Grazing by benthic invertebrates (Lamberti & Resh,1983) and particuìarly
abrasion and sediment entrainment during fìoods (Rounick & Gregory, 1981)

aìso can have pronounced effects on algaì standing crops and rates of
prinary production.

In addition to their obvious producer role, aquatic plants contribute to
the particulate detrital pool following their death, and'living plants are
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a source of DoM in the form of exudates. Kap'lan et a'1. (1980) showed that
alga'l exudates could bring about increases in the dissolved organic carbon

concentration of stream y{ater, and our stab'le carbon isotope studies
(1,{interbourn et aì., 1984) indicate that algaì exudates are taken up by

heterotrophic microorganisns which in turn are ingested by invertebrates.

FATES tr MGATIC TATTER IT STREITIS

Upon enterìng a stream, organic matter can be stored, transported or
processed. Measures of all 3 are needed for the constructìon of organic
matter budgets but most research effort has been expended on studies of
organic matter processing.

Lcaf pr¡cc*sing
In small, forested streams, leaf litter usually forms the major particulate
input and can represent a significant energy resource utiìized by members

of the invertebrate community. This is most ìikeìy to be true in low

gradient streams which retain leaf material for long enough to enable

decomposition to proceed. Leaf breakdown is brought about by a conbination
of physica'l and biotic processes. Abrasion, although difficult to assess,

is'like'ly to be an important fragmenting process especialìy'in turbuìent,
stony streams. Feeding by insect larvae and other invertebrates, either by

chewing or rasping surfaces, a'lso results in particìe size reduction, whi'le

decompositìon is effected by colonizing microorganisms. Hyphomycete fungi

have been shown to be the nain co'lonizers of deciduous'leaves in several

North American studies (see e.9., Arsuffi & Suberkropp, 1984) but bacteria
appear to be the primary decomposers of Notho'fgggg'leaves in this country
(Oavis & l{interbourn, 1977). Breakdown and decomposition of leaves of
other indigenous plants has not been exa¡nined in New Zea'land streams but

casual observations indicate that for many species it is almost certainly
slow. Also, few invertebrates appear to feed on them perhaps in part due

to their thick resistant cuticles and an apparent paucity of fungal
co'lonizers which make leaves more palatable and nutritious to insect
larvae. Fifty percent weight loss of Nothofaqus solandri leaves held in
streams at Cass and Craigieburn ranged from 10 weeks to over 22 weeks

(Rounick & l.linterbourn, 1983) compared with 6 weeks for wi I low leaves

(Salix babvlonica) kept in identical bags in the Avon River, Christchurch
(Col I ier, 1984) .
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0OI q)tak ard storË surfacÊ orlganic la¡rcrs

Primany sites of DOl.l uptake are the surfaces of stones, logs, leaves, and

other sediments. Although most workers have emphasized biotic uptake

mechanisms, principally by microorganisms, recent work by tlcDowelì (1982)

iri Bear Brook, a noderately acid strean in New Hampshire, indicatqd that
physical adsorption accounted for ¡nost DOltl removal from the water column.

Observations of surface and subsurface sedi¡nents in'low to neutral pH

streams in the Ashdown Forest, southern England lend support to this
contention (llinterbourn et al., in press), but whether this is peculiar to
acid streams or is a more general phenomenon has yet to be estab'lished.

Stone surface organic layers (biofilms, epilithon) are a combination of
algal, fungal and actinomycete fiìaments, diatoms, bacteria, and their
products, trapped pìant fragments, silt, and "amorphous detritus". The

relative and absolute abundance of different components depends on a

variety of factors including ìight penetration, geo'logy, water chemistry,
physical substrate stability, temperature, and grazing pressure. Organic

layers are dynamic entities (Fig. 2l which may pìay significant ro1es in
nitrogen and carbon cycling, metal adsorption and bacterial digestion
within stream ecosystens (Lock et al., 1984).

Stone surfaces also provide habitat for benthic invertebrates, particularly
insect larvae, many of which feed by browsing or grazing over them. In

fact, a centra'l role for stone surfaces as sites of energy transfer in
forested and open, upland streans has been hypothesized by l{interbourn et
al. (1981). This is because they appear to be persistent, "reliable"
carbon resources (Cowie, 1980) unlike non-attached particulate natter which

is poorly retained by nany mountain streans. In lowland, New Zeaìand

streams, most of which are strongly nodified, this scenario will be less
applicabìe as low physical gradients result in slower flows and a greater
occurrence of depositing substrata. As a result, fine, non-attached POM

accumulates and provides food for a

suspension-feedi ng fauna.

primari 1y deposit-feeding or

IXVERTERATE ASSESLIßES

The invertebrate faunas of stony streans in New Zealand are doninated by

insect larvae. Winterbourn et a]. (1981) considered that a nucleus of
common genera and species tend to dominate the benthos of nany streams, a
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c'laim which has been reinforced by subsequent studies in divergent

local ities and environments (Mt Egmont ring plain, Taranaki Catchment

Commission, 1984; Otago hill-country tussock ìand, Ryder 1983; Kaimanawa

Ranges, col'lections by P. Mylechreest, Hildlife Service, Department of
Interna'l Affairs, Rotorua).

bcdrock
t

banks

( tcrrcstrlal,
aquatic)

Fig. 2: A coTartæntal rcdcl of the stonc surfac-c epilithon shaing
proposd carbon sounors and internal pathmys. DIC = dissolvcd
inorganic carbon.

The integrity of stream "communities" is a subject of some debate with
views ranging from the highly integrated (organismic) concept advanced by

Vannote et al. (1980) to the'loosely associated ("the transitory result of
many population dynamics") view of Reice (1980). Factors regu'lating
popu'lations may differ depending on the physical harshness of the

environment (Peckarsky, 1983) such that biological interactìons shou'ld be

of least importance in unstable, c'linatica'l'ly unpnedictable streams 'like

many in New Zea'land. 0n the other hand, biotic interactions such as

competition and predation nay well be important in more "benign" and stable
situations. Some support for this idea is provided by Hildrew et a'1.

(1984) whose findings indicate that fish predation may play a significant
role in structuring benthic communities in some smal'1, low gradient English
streams. Experimenta'l studies are sorely needed to test the Peckarsky

hypothesis and other theories of community organization.

Dtc

diatoms
f llemontous
algae

slimcs
cxocnzymcs

bactcri a
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In stream ecosystem studies where a functional or process-oriented rather

than purely descriptive approach is desirable, it has become common for
faunas to be analysed in terms of aþundance, biomass oF production of
functional feeding groups (Cumnins, 1973) or feedìng guilds (Hawkins et

Ê1., 1982). These are defined primarily on the basis of feeding nechanisns

and secondarily on type of food eaten, and include shredders (large

particle detritivores), filter-feeders, scrapers, gougers, coìlectors and

predators. A lack of uniformity in terninology used by different workers

illustrates the inherent difficulty of defining feeding types expìicitly
and serves a warning that such classifications shouìd be used with care.

In fact, nany stream insects have been described as generalists (Cummins,

19?3) and depending on circumstances some can be fitted into different
groups. }{e have used the term coìlector-browser to describe many of the

common New Zealand species that inhabit stony streams and whose gut

contents are doninated by fine, often anorphous detritus and diatons.
Anima'ls included in this group include De'leatidium, lg9gme_!_etus, most of
the small gripoptenygid and notonemourid stoneflies and a number of the

snaller, cased caddisflies. Depending on the habitat in question, the

coìlector (gathering of loose fine particles) or browser (stone or leaf
surface grazing) nechanism can be expected to predominate, whi'le some

nominal col lector-browsers I ike 01i49 lg¡,eCFJ.i, Austroperla cvrene and

Zelandoperla fenestrata can also act as shredders. As a generaì ruìe,
collector-browsers are the nunerically dominant group in most New Zealand

streams while shredders are often absent.

Where an ain of a study is to determine the re'lative importance of
different carbon pathways within a stream ecosystem (i.e., the sources of
organic natter supporting the benthic community) or to dÍscriminate between

the use of living and dead plant materíal, methods other than functional
group analyses of fauna wilì need to be enployed. The most obvious of
these is gut content (or faecaì) analysis, although stable carbon isotope

analysis shows promise for allochthonous/autochthonous discrimination
(Rounick et al., 1982).

XT'IFIETI STREII SYSTEIS

As one moves down a river systen, physico-chemical conditions change along

with the size of the watercourse and the nature of riparian vegetation.
The benthic fauna also changes in response to at least sone of these
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(ill-defined) factors. Sometimes these changes in faunaì composition are

gradual as in Devils Creek (Cowie, 1985) aìthough infìowing tributaries
can act as significant modifiers of stream ecosystems (Bruns et al., 1984)

and the presence of dams and reservoirs severeìy disrupts longitudinal
patterns (Hauer & Stanford, 1982).

Man's activities in the catchments of strea¡ns and rivers can have varying

effects on the structure and function of running water systems. Removal of
riparian vegetation opens up the stream channel, a'lters the nature and

pattern of al'lochthonous inputs, and f requently wi l'l result in increased

instream primary production. Also, water temperature may rise and lead to
changes in seasonal patterns and rates of decomposition as weì'l as the

distribution, development and life histories of invertebrates and fish.

Modifications to flow regimes and discharge patterns can alter the particle
size distribution and physical stabiìity of the streambed and, because

many species of animals and plants are confined to a limited range of
substrate types, changes in the benthic fauna can be expected (Hynes,

1970). The effects of silt deposition are likely to be particuìarly severe

because of its snothering and infiìling capacity. Although siltation is a

major and expected consequence of dam building (Gray & Ward,1982) and

logging activities, particularly road construction (Griffiths & Walton,

1978), its effects may only be temporary as in the Maimai Experimental Area

(Winterbourn & Rounick, in press). This will depend on the discharge

regime, particuìarly the frequency and extent of storm events and

subsequent management pnactices.

Fina'lìy, effects of agriculture on running waters include increases in
bacterial and viral concentrations, soil erosion, e]evated turbidity and

enrichment resulting from nutrient runoff (Dance & Hynes, 1980).

Inprovements in soil drainage are reflected in altered stream flow patterns

and both dissolved and particuìate organics entering streams wilì change in
quantity and "quality". The natural microbial communities on stones differ
in their capacity to take up DOM from different sources (e.9., 'leaves,

algae, soi'ls) (Dahm, in press) and as a resu'lt changes in their composition

and processing capacity can be expected. Experimental, process-oriented

research on carbon pathways in streams is enabling stream ecologists to
better understand the consequences of catchment changes.
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THE IISE OF TACNOIXYERTEBRATES IX THE ASSES$IEIT

POIXT stTNCE POLTUTI(N

S.F. Pcnny

Private Consultant, Whitianga

AESTRACT

This paper i I Iustrates the use of macroinvertebrates in the
assessment of point source polìution in running water ecosystems.
The effects of organic and toxic po'llution on macroinvertebrates
comnunities are described and contrasted using exampìes drawn from
studies of the Wainuiomata River, Wellington, and the Waitaia
Stream, Coromandel Peninsula. Structura'l and functional
approaches to macroinvertebrate community analysis are compared.

IXTROÍIETIfIT

Macroinvertebrates are indicators of the type and relative magnitude of
polluting inputs to freshwater ecosystems. Being fairly sedentary and easy

to sample, macroinvertebrates are more useful than highìy mobile fishes in
assessing point source pollution. In addition, they are easier to identify
than algae, and changes in their community structure caused by polluting
inf'lows may persist for a considerable time, since many macroinvertebrates
have a life cycle of a year or more. Thus seni-annual samp'ling is often
adequate to detect significant changes in macroinvertebrate popu'lations

(Hirsch, 1958; Hawkes, 1964; Hynes, 1965; Gaufin, 1973; Penny, 19?6;

l,lelch, 1980; Winterbourn, 1981) .

EFFECIS OF ÍNGAXIC ATT T(XIC POLTUTI(T (N THE TACROIWERTEBRATE OÍH'TITY
The ¡nain effects of organic pollution are oxygen depìetion of the water and

sediments, increased levels of suspended organic material, deposition of
organic material in the sedinents, possible deve'lopment of seetage fungus,
pro'liferation of periphyton and macrophyte communities, and changes in

Bioìog'ical monitoring in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.D. Cooper. Water & Soil Directorate, Ministry of
Works and Deveìopment for the National Hater & Soi I Conservation
Authority, l{ellington, 1985. Water & Soil Miscellaneous Publication 83.
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species conposition and abundancc of consumer organisns, in particular
macroinvertebrates. (Hynes, 1960; ilason, 1981) .

Unden septic conditions the nacroinvertebrate conmunity is largety
elininated except for tubificid and naiad worms. l,lhere oxygen is
depleted, but not exhausted, nacroinvertebrate diversity is reduced, but
the abundanccs of tolerant organisms increase in response to the increased
food supply (Hynes, 1960; ilason, 1981). Table 1 shows changes in
abundance of macroinvertebrate genera above and below an outfal I
discharging treated se¡{age effluent to the l{ainuionata River near

llellington. Innediately below the outfall (station Tl oxygen sensitive
bnowsers of the algal film including the nayflies Deleatidum and Zephlebia
and the cased caddis Beraeoptera and Helicopsvche were absent, whereas

oxygen tolerant forns such as the pulmonate snai I , EhE, the nothf ly,
Bg@dg, and the purse caddis, Oxvethi ra, increased i n numbers.

Downstrea¡n at station 8, and below, large populations of snails, nidges
(chironomids) and elmid beetles flourished in the dense beds of macrophytes

which grew in the organically enriched sediments. Once ¡nineralisation of
the wastes had been completed and the diurnal oxygen regine restored to
saturation (at station 11) oxygen sensitive taxa such as Deleatidiun
returned to the community. Nutrient levels did not return to background

levels, however, and the recovery zone was one of enhanced productivity in
which the abundances of the cased caddis, Pvcnocentrodes, and elrnid
beetles, Hvdora, were higher than at station 3 (Gibbs & Penny, 1973;

Penny, 1976).

The type and extent of the changes in the nacroinvertebrate comnunity which

occur in response to toxic pollution are so¡newhat different fron the
effects of organic pollution. Toxic effects depend on the concentration
and chenistry of the toxin in relation to the tolerance range of the
species present and other environmental factors (Bryan, 19?6; l{elch, 1980;

ilason, 1981; Hart, 1982).

As with organic pollutìon the overall effect of toxic pollution is to
reduce the species diversity of the ¡nacroinvertebrate conmunity and to
changc the relative abundance of tolerant organisns. At very low levels of
toxicity, bionass may remain the sane or even increase stightty. Some

tolerant nacroinvertebrates may increase due to a reduction in competition
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TATLE I : þrn nr-.i of individr¡rls in 27 ncrcinnFtcbrltc trx. cotlcctd in t]Ë hinuiotr River frü stations ùË lnd b.td . .-e.
tr.rÐnt plrnt outfrll o\rcr 5 oonsccutiv! æntlE (Aprit-Aügr¡st 19tf). Thr¡c selcs nrr td(.n frc cæh strtion rith r Sultar sTl.r.
(Sæ1. ¡rc¡ - 0.3 ¡r, Surùc¡ æsh - ?50 |¡r). ht! fril P.nny (1976).

station 3 6(RHS) ?(LHS) I 11

Distance belox outfall (kn) -3 O,O2 0.02 0.8 72
Instream vegetetion gfa gfa gfa,sf ec,gfa liloss
Relativeabundance * fft 'H( ffi '**t*

CLASS or ORDER Fani ly species Connon name Functional feeding
group

GASTROPooA Hydnobiidae PotanoDvrous antipodarun 114 sZ1 ?3 1461 2O5 snai l col lector-bronser

fi lter-feeder
col lector-broHser

a I gae-feeder
predator

col lector-browser

Leptophlebi idae þjeatidiu¡r spp.
Zephlebia spp.

PLECoPTERA crypopterygidae Zelandoperla sp.
Zelandobius furci l latus

TRICHoPTERA Hydropsychidae Aoteapsvche colonica
Hydropti l idae oxvethira albiceps
Hydrobiosidae Hvdrobiosis unbllennis

H. parumbnipennis
Neurochorena confusun

Leptoceridae Hudsonena anabilis
Helicopsychidae HelicoÞsvche albescens
Conoesucidae BeraeoDtere roria

0l inqa fenedavi
Pvcnocentria evecta
Pvcnocentnodes auneoì a
Hvdora picea

000029stonefly
22136<1<t
53 63 <1 <1 63 caddisfly filter-feeder

2 21 831 591 114 snai l
¡l 13 52 88 <1 I inpet

3 <1 0 0 <1 nayfìy
a29<1<111
129<1<1<1

46 96 200 138 40
1213
3<100<1
6<1 000"
0000

37<1000"
77<10<1<1
L20002
?<1 00

42 lt 11 14 433
19 76 39 1¡15 190 beetle

15¡t 86 199 77 /19 midge

Phys idae
Ancyl idae

Phvsa spp.
Ferrissia dohrnianus

INSECTA
EPHEI,IERoPTERA Oìigoneuridae ColoburiscushuDenalis

COLEOPTERA Eìr¡idae
DIPTERA Chironomidae (sevenal species)

Sinulidae
CRUSTACEA Psychodidae Psvchoda spp.

AIIIPHIPoDA Gammaridae Phreatooamnarus heìmsii
oSTRASCooA Cypridae HenÞetocvDris pascheri
oLIGOCHAETA Turbificidae (several species)
HIRUDINEA Glossophoniidae cìossophonia heteroclita

No
r¡

Austrosinuliuntillvardianun 7 I 1 1 4 sandfly filter-feeder
0 3 1?3 3 0 mothfly col lector-bro¡tser
0 1¿l I 0 62 amphipod
A 12 1 28 2 ostracod filter-feeder
I <1 7 l7 1 annelid worn burroning scavenger

<10<l30leechpredator

Total l{unber 664 99il 1602 258L 1223

Ly to in3trtr nglt¡tlon :
gfa = green filamentous algae
sf = sewage fungus
ec = Elodea canadensis

* sParse
** noderate
**t abundant
*ffi very abundant
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for food and space, and/or reduced predation, and this may compensate for

the reduction in abundance of sensìtive taxa. In most cases of toxìc
poìlution, however, a reduction in diversity is acconpanied by a reduction

in biomass. This is in direct contrast to the ìarge increase in biomass

associated with mi'ld forms of organic po]lution (l,le'lch, 1980; Mason,

re81 ) .

This basic difference between organìc and toxic poìlution is illustrated in

the ordination diagrams (Fig.1) prepared usìng the method of Hocutt

(1925). In these diagrams, control and impacted sites in an organically
po'lluted river (t{ainuiomata) and a toxicaì'ly poìluted stream (Haitaia

Stream, Coromandel Peninsula; Penny, in prep. ) are compared with respect

to total number of taxa and organism abundance. The vectors dividing

Quadrants I to IV represent the mean va]ues for contro] data for these 2

parameters. Contro'l coordinates tend to aggregate around the intersection

of the vectors whereas impacted coordinates are confined to Quadrant I
(organic po'llution) and Quadrant IV (toxic poì'lution). Thus the

poìtutants exerted markedly different effects on the numbers of organisns

present in the 2 examples, but in both there was a reduction in the number

of species. In the Wainuiomata this was due to neduced oxygen and the

inhibiting effect of blanketing algae, and in the t{aitaia this was due to

either an inhibiting or a toxic effect of acid mine drainage.

FOLLUTIOT ASSESSCTT

An understanding of the type and severity of a particu'lar po'llution is
gained by macroinvertebrate community analysis. The traditional approach

is to partition the conmunity into taxonomic groups, to species level where

possible. The information is presented as a species inventory together

with relative abundances, and is usua'lìy summarised as total number of

species and total number of organisms. This information may be further
condensed into a variety of biotic and dìversity indices, (e.9., Beak,

1964; Wilhm & Dorris, 1968; Wilhm, L9721 and nay be accompanied by a

discussion of the community changes.

Severe pol'lution invariabty reduces the number of species, but the main

effect of mild pollution may be a change in relative abundance without a

great loss of species. This latter effect is often associated with a

change in the type and abundance of food rather than a direct inhibitory
effect arising from oxygen depletion or concentrations of toxic substance.
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Number of taxa

(") Toxic Pollution (u) Organb Pollution

Fig. 1: Effcct of toxic and organic pollution on racroinvertcbrate
abundancc and specics richncss.

e tcid rinc pollution in llaitaie Strcar, l{orth Island, llc¡r Zcaland (toxic
cffcct). o, control sitcs; . , Ípactcd sites.

b Trcatcd scmge pollution in llainuicata River, tlorth Island, tcr Zealand
(orpanic cffcct). oo control sitcs; L, heterotrophic production;

r , rutotrophíc prodtrction; ., recoyìèry zonc.
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These "food web" effects can be revealed by functionaì (or trophic)
analysis. Macroinvertebrates are partitioned into functional feeding

groups according to their mode of feeding. Some broad categories are :

shredders (coarse partic'le feeders); collector-browsers (fine particle
feeders including scrapers anrj algal grazers); predators; filter-feeders;
burrowing scavengers.

The re'lative abundances of these groups and the number of taxa within each

group provides some indicatìon of the sources of food, the pathways for
energy transfer, and the variety of opportunity for exp'loiting the food

source.

TABLE 2 : llcan n¡.ücrs and nrDer of species of ¡acroinvcrtårttcs
collcctcd fra stations above and bela a s€mgG trcatænt plant
outfall dischargirg into lcft hand sidc (LHSI of llainuicata R.,
Ùlct I ington Surber selcs nFG col lccted ronthly f rc
Aprit-Ar¡gust 1971. flata fra Pcnny (19?6).

Distance below outfa'll (km)
Stat ion
Number of samples

o.o2 (RHS) O.O2 (LHS)
67
55

-3
3

15

0.8 L2
I 11
15 15

Number
Number

Number
Number

Number
Number

Number
Number

29 69
36

77 1

NR NR

32
33

I
2

7

NR

1

3

<1

NR

3

5

81
6

1

NR

10
11

of
of

of
of

of
of

of
of

col lector-browsers
spec i es

f i I ten-feeders
species

burrowing scavengers
species

predators
spec i es

550
27

9t2
77

?6
5

1 586
13

2523 1143
I7 19

Total number of
macroi nvertebrates

Number of species

664 994 1602

24

2581 1223

35302944

NR = not recorded

Thus in the Wainuiomata

in abundance and a

River (Tabìe

decrease

2l

in

the major

species

effects were an increase

diversi ty wi thi n the
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col'lector-browser f unctional feeding group. Other f unctiona'l groups within
the stream decreased in abundance and diversity indìcating that conditions
f avourab'le to some co'llector-browser taxa were inhibitory to other taxa

within the group and to other types of feeders.

In the l{aitaia Stream (Table 3), by way of contrast, abundance and

diversity of a'll functiona'l feeding groups decreased. Abundant detritus
was available as food in thìs stream; thus it appeared that a direct toxic
effect rather than 'lack of food caused the decrease or absence of
shredders, collector browsers, and filter-feeders.

TABLE 3 : lþan n¡iars and nrÉers of specics of racroinvertebrates at
stations abonc and belu the confluence of Control and llilæ
Branches of llaitaia Strea¡, Goraandel Peninsula. Sarylcs rere
collected balrrcen llarch 1982 and January 1983 (Penny, in prep.).

Control Strean Conf I uence Mine Stream Mi ne

Distance fnom
conf'luence (km)
Stat i on
Number of samples

1.0 0.01
H3 W4

27 15

0 0.01 1.0 1.8
w6 }{7 l¡l8

18 15 27

Number of
browsers

Number of

Number
Number

Number
Number

Number
Number

col lector-

spec i es

fi ìter-feeders
species

shredders
species

predatons
species

198
30

77
5

273
25

20
5

100
25

10
3

4
3

I
11

105 9
22 74

2
2

1

4
of
of

of
of

of
of

3
3

I
11

3
3

15
9

<<1 <<1
31

6<1
57

Tota] number of
macroi nvertebrates

Number of species
226

49
311

42
122

42
tt2

34
11
24
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STRT'GNNAL AI{ALYISIS

FÆIILY

Leptophlebi idae - Fine Partìcìe

scraper/co'llecto

0l ìgoneur jd¿s 

- 
Fi'ìter

Austroperl idae 
-Shredder/col 

lec

Grypopterygidae- Fi ne particl

Hydropyschidae- Net spi

FITICTIOT{AL ATALY]SIS

Fine particle

LLECTOR/BROI.ISERS

Seston

COLLECTORS

PREDATORS

(R¡ER

Ephemeroptera

(mayfl ies)

P I ecoptera

(stonef 'lies)

Tr i choptera

(caddis)

Leptocer i d". 
\, 

n""¿¿""./

'Predator

Hydrobi os i dae-Predat

Fig. 2: Rclationship betrcGn structural
ordcr of ¡acroimlcrtcbratcs.

col'l ector

Eusthenidae 

- 

Predator,

and functional analysis of 3
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Physidae (snai ls)
Hydrobiidae (snails)
Hydroptí'l idae (caddis)

E'lmidae (beetles )
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In most cases famììy groupings provide a reasonably consistent functiona'|,
as wel I as structuraì summary, of macroinvertebrate data (Fig. 2l .

Anaìysis to the family 'level of the large generalist collector-browser
group is particularly useful since this group encompasses taxa with a wide

variety of tolerance to organic pollution. Once broken down to fami'ly
groups, sensitive and tolerant forms can be distinguished. In the

Wainuiomata exampìe, col lector-browser fami'l ies could be assigned as

foì lows :

Tolerant Sensitive
Leptoph'lebi idae (mayf 'lies)

Conoesucidae (caddis)

Hel icopsychidae (caddis)

Thus fami'lies may be the nost convenient groups to use for showing the

effects of moderate to severe po'llutìon and may be adequate for routine
compliance monitoring. Additiona'l infonmation is required, however, to
fully understand the effects of mi'ld organic polìution, or to distinguìsh
sublethal toxic effects from other environmental variables. In these

situations, the identification of individuaì species is necessary, and an

understanding of their ìife history, eco'logy, and sensitivity to dissolved
oxygen and toxins is helpful. Data for species which are tolerant of one

type of pollution, but sensitive to another are particularly valuabìe for
"forensic" investigations (Brinkhurst, 1974). Interpretation of such data

also requires a catchment description and an assessment of the substratum
(e.9., stability, particle size and proportion). It is recommended that a

standard checklist be devised and used for this assessnent.

oftclusrtn
In investiEative base'line and impact studies a'11 species in the

macroinvertebrate community shou'ld be identified and counted where

possìble. For routine monitoring it'is preferable that a species'inventory
be kept and changes in dominance recorded, but it may be sufficient to
enumerate and make statistical comparisons at the family level.

It is suggested that in reports macroinvertebrate data be summarised in
simpìe tab'les and graphs, acconpanied by a short expìanation of the
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community changes. These shouìd use common names and functional feeding

group terminology aìthough the species inventory should be avai'lable for
reference.
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THE IIPASTS OF F(nESTW UFfIT STRE/III FAI'XA

8. Canic

Consultant to the North Canterbury Catchment and Regional Water Board,

Chri stchurch

ABSTRACT

Forestry operations such as roading, logging, and burning can have
najor impacts upon stream environments. These impacts include
changes in the hydrologic regine (higher base f'lows, "flashier"
flood peaks), changes in ¡{ater temperatures, changes from an
a'llochthonous to an authochthonous energy base, an increase in
debris in the stream, and, perhaps most significantly,
sedimentation. Excess sedinent fi 1 ìs the interstitial spaces
between stones and in doing so changes both the abundance and
specif ic composition of the invertebrate commun'ity as we]l as
smothering fish redds and eggs. There is some evidence that in
New Zealand these changes are relatively greater in stable than in
unstable streams.

In any given catchment the 'logging practices adopted are a major
factor in determ'inìng impacts upon the stream environment.
Leaving riparian Strips a'longside streams is a s'imp1e means of
heìping to'limit such impacts. In New Zea'land most catchments are
logged using tracked bu]ldozers; this requires roads to be built
around catchment contours and unless these are constructed
carefully they can lead to excess sediment entering streams.
Other practices such as root raking and burnìng can also affect
the stream biota. one critica'l factor that cannot be controlled
is the occurrence of storm events; lllost sediment entens streams
folìowing large storms and no matter how carefully logging is
carried out, such events are sti'll likely to have major impacts
upon streams.

ITTRÍXX'CTI(N

About 25?." of New Zealand's'land surface is covered by forest, much of it
protection forest. Exotic plantations account for about 88 of this area,

or 2% of the total land cover. Forestry is curnent'ly our fifth 'largest

Biological monitoring in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. Water & Soil Directorate, Ministry of
llorks and Development for the National Water & Soi'l Conservation
Authority, llellington, 1983, Water & Soil Miscellaneous Publication 83.
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export earning industry. At present some 18,000 ha of forest are 'logged

each year; this will soon increase as much of the country's radiata pìne

resounce wil'l be logged during the 1990's.

This paper first outlines the main logging methods used in New Zea'land

before reviewing the various impacts of ìogging operations on stream

invertebrate and fish populations Ifor a more thorough review of the

impacts upon fish see Morgan & Graynoth (1978)1. This information is then

used to draw genera'l conclusions as to how sympathetic forestry practices

and perhaps more stringent contro'l of ìogging, can be used to reduce such

i mpacts .

Lfmrre TEcttrQrJEs

The choice of ìogging technique used depends primariìy on 'land slope and

stability, and economics. The main method used in this country involves

either the tracked buì ldozer or rubber tyred skidder. Tracks are

constructed around the catchment boundary and at intervals along catchment

contours. Logs are then towed out behind the skidders.

0n particular'ly unstable or steep 'lands a sky'line hau'ler may be used. A

hau'ler pad is set up on the catchment boundary and heavy chains are used to
haul logs to this pad, from which point they are transported out by

trucks. The main benefit of this nethod, as compared to using a skidder, is
that the land surface of the catchment nemains relatively undisturbed.

However, it is a more expensive ìogging method.

A number of other managenent decisions taken at the ti¡ne of ìogging can

also have inportant consequences for stream biota, ê.9., will a riparian
strip be left aìong the'larger Hatercounses in a catchment, or will a

catchnent be selectively ìogged? Post-'logging management decisions also

can be critical, for instance whether or not "sìash" is burnt or the

catchnent is root-raked prior to p'lanting out. A discussion of how such

practices affect the stream biota follows.

IIPACTS OF L(rcGITG

Impacts of logging upon the invertebrate and fish fauna arise ìargely from

changes in stream hydrologic regime;

sed i mentat i on ;

a

b
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c changes in stream morphology and debris dams;

d changes in the energy base to strean conmunities;
e alterations in water temperature.

Each of these is now discussed briefìy.

Gheng:s in strur Snologic r€giæ
Stream flows increase folìowing 'logging because the quantity of water
evaporated from the catchment, both by p'lant transpiration and through

interception by pìants, decreases (Bosch & Hewlett, 1982). Both base f'lows

and flood flows increase, but whereas increased base flows could

conceivably be benef icia'l to the fauna of smal'l streams, increased f ìood

flows are likely to be detrimental.

Scdinntation
Sedinent entering streans foì'lowing logging can have major impacts upon

stream invertebrate and fish populations. By filling the interstitiaì
spaces between stones, sediment can comp'letely change the substratum

character and therefore invertebrate habitat qua'l ity. Under such

conditions the aquatic invertebrate community often changes from one

dominated by mayflies, stoneflies and caddisflies to a situation where more

to'lerant and/or burroning organisns such as chironomids and oìigochaete
worms are more preva'lent (e.g., Graynoth, 19?9; Cowie, 1984). Such

changes are likely to be more marked in stable streams, which in near

natural conditions generally have more diverse invertebrate faunas than do

unstable streams (see Rounick & l,linterbourn, 1982).

Amongst fish, salmonids in particu'lar require si'lt-free gravels for
spawning. Sedimentation can reduce the areas of good spawning gravels
available to trout, äS weìl as smother eggs and alevins within redds.

In parts of New Zealand such as the Motueka River Catchment, substantial
areas of which drain from Go'lden Downs State Forest, angìers have voiced

concern that forestry openations and subsequent sedimentation may have

detrimentally affected the spawning success of trout (Richardson et al.,
1984). In this context it is important to note that the impacts of
sedimentation are not'limited to the immediate stream envíronment - they
can also affect larger watercourses further downstrean.

Strca¡ rcrptrclogy
By modifying stream morphology, logging can have further impacts upon the
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stream biota. For instance, until 5 to 10 years ago in areas such as

Golden Downs State Forest, South Nelson, it was common to'leave ¡nassive

debris jams in streams during and after logging (e.g., Graynoth, 1979).

Such practices detrinentaì 1y affect fish passage and migrations, and

perhaps invertebrate passage, and can have major ìmpacts upon streams if
the debris jams "burst" during floods suddenly releasing the water

accumu'lated behind them.

Cha4cs to thc cnerg¡y base

Logging a catchment can lead to a decrease in leaf litter inputs to a

stream and an increase in light penetration. In combination these factors
can result in a change from a primarìly allochthonous (out of stream

production) to autochthonous (instream production) energy base (l,linterbourn

& Rounick, in press).

The New Zea'land stream f auna has a strong core e'lement of about a dozen

genera which are wide'ly distributed in streams draining a variety of forest
types, inc'luding indigenous p'lantations, and in open streams (Rounìck &

Winterbourn, 1982). This means that changing catchment vegetation may have

relativeìy little impact per se upon stream invertebrate communities. Such

changes may however af fect levels of secondary production which are 'like'ly

to be higher if the canopy is opened up.

The impacts of such changes upon fish communities are'little studied in Nevt

Zeal and.

llatcr tc?êratures
High water temperatures can be damaging to fish and invertebrate
popuìations. Salmonids, for instance, are fish of cool temperate waters

and temperatures of 22 to 28oC, depending on acc'limation, can be fatal to
trout (Church et a]., 1979).

9{ater temperatures can increase markedly in smaì'l streams draining clear-
fel led catchments. For example, studies carried out in the Maimai

Experimental Catchment Area near Reefton showed that on a warm summer's day

water temperatures in a clear-felled catchment rose 6 to 8"C more than in
an unlogged control catchnent, and 5 to 6oC more than in a logged catchment

with a riparian strip (pers. comm., C. 0'Loughlin, FRI).
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Burning of "slash" following logging can lead to water temperatures

reaching levels lethal to aquatic life.

Drscltssrfn At) oftcLl¡sr(re
Logging part or all of a forested catchment can be viewed as a major

environmental perturbation which can potential'ly have major impacts upon

the stream biota, ât least in the short term. Such impacts can be

minimised by careful logging practices.

In skidder logged catchments roads should be carefully constructed to
follow contours; this wi'll help minimise sediment ìnputs to streams.

In catchments with steep or unstable s'lopes hauler methods should be

used in preference to skidders. Similarly, selective logging using

skidders will heìp 'limit impacts on stream environnents.

Leaving a rìparian strip is a simple and expeditious means of helping

minimise the impacts of logging upon streams. Riparian strips may

help to:

i limit direct sedinent inputs¡
ii protect streams banks and bank vegetation from 'logging induced

erosion;
iii prevent water temperatures from becoming critica'lly high;

iv help maintain the a'llochthonous energy base of the stream.

A najor problem with riparian strips is that in exposed localities they

are very prone to wind-throw.

Pnactices such as root-raking, which further disturbs the catchment

land surface, burning of "s'lash" near streams, and leaving log debris

in streans are ìike'ly to have serious consequences for the stream fauna

and should be discouraged

Three further points are also relevant to this discussion.

No matter what means are undertaken to protect the stream biota during

the logging of hi t'l country catchments, major storms in the

post-Togging period are 'likely to lead to major sediment ìnputs to
streans with consequent impacts upon the biota. such storns can be of
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beneflt, however, lf they scour sedlment fron streans, as has happened

in some of the l.laimai catchments (pers. comm., M.J. þlinterbourn,
University of Canterbury) .

In the longer term, stream invertebrate communities seem able to
recover fron the short-term detrimental impacts of unsympathet'ic

logging practices. For instance, Graynoth (19?9) found that the

invertebrate fauna of Gi'lbert Creek, Motueka River catchment was badly
affected by logging in 1973-1974, let by 1981 the invertebrate fauna

had recovered to one typica'l of similar streams in that area (Cowie, in
press).

Finally, I be'lieve that there is a good case for nore stringent control
of logging operations. A water right, with its associated objectìon
and appeal procedures, is required for many ventures which often have

minima'l impacts upon soi I and water vaìues, ê.9. , a stormwater

discharge operating discontinuously to a sma'l ì, lowland stream.
However, the logging of substantial exotic catchments, with potentiaììy
severe effects upon soil and water values, is often controìted only by

the agency carrying out that logging. Although recognising that thene

is now a much increased environmenta'l ahtareness within the forestry
industry, I suggest that some independent appraisal of logging
proposals could only be beneficial to soi'l and water conservation in
New Zealand.
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LIFE HISTORY PATTERF Aru THEIR IXFLUETCE OT H'TITORI}IG

IXVERTEBRATE OfH'TITIES

D.R. Tanrs

Wildlife Service, Department of Internal Affairs, Wellington

ABSTRACT

Life history patterns are influenced to some extent by the
composition of invertebrate communities. Communities in New
Zea'land lakes are species-poor with a relative'ly low contnibution
by insects, whereas those in streams are species-rich with a high
proportion of insects. The types of life cycles in New Zea'land
invertebrate comnunities are described. Seasonal variation in New
Zea'land invertebrate communities ìs'low and this is related to
life history patterns. A model of seasonality based on northern
hemisphere invertebrate studies is described and its app'licab'il ity
to New Zealand stream ecosystems is discussed. It is conc'luded
that the predominance in New Zeaìand of poorly synchronìsed life
cycles and poor'ly defined growth cohorts, whi 1e presenti ng
difficulties for ecoìogists, provide resource managers ìn
New Zealand with fewer sampling prob'lems than in countries where
seasonality ìs more pronounced.

IXTR(IT'CTIOI{

The more comprehensive accounts of the invertebrates in New Zealand lakes
(Forsyth, 19?8; Timms, L982, 1983) and forest streams (Winterbourn, 1978;

Towns 1976,19?8,1979,1981a, b,1983; Cowie,1980,1943) cover a range

of habitats, altitudes, and latitudes, but apart from some general comments

by l{interbourn et a'|., (1981) and Towns (1983), no overview of New Zea'land

invertebrate 'life history patterns has hitherto been availabìe. Recent

reviews based on northern hemisphere'examples include accounts of 'life
history patterns in selected orders such as Plecoptera (Hynes, L976'),

Trichoptera (Wiggins , 1977 ) and Ephemeroptera (Brittain, 1982), and models

of how these patterns may have evolved in entire communities (Cummins &

Bio'logical nonitoring in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridnore and A.B. Cooper. ¡{ater & Soi'l Directorate, Ministry of
Works and Deve'lopment for the National Hater & Soi I Conservation
Authority, Hellington, 1985. Water & Soil Miscellaneous Pubtication 83.
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Klug, 19?9; Vannote & Sweeney, 1980). However, these accounts pre-dated

nost work carried out in New Zealand, some of them invoìve families not

found here, and, in some cases, pubìished New Zea'land exampìes appear to
have been ovenlooked. Accordinglv, this contribution examines ìife history
patterns from a Nen Zealand perspective by out'lining the patterns found in
this country, the ways these differ from patterns most frequently
described in the I iterature, and the effects these patterns have on

sampling periodicity.

The invertebrate communities of New Zealand strea¡ns are more diverse than

those of lakes (see Forsyth, 1978; Towns, 1978; Cowie, 1983) so this
review draws most heavily on examples from running waters. In addition,
because this seminar is aimed at providing guidel ines for sampl ing,
coverage is restricted to macroinvertebrates, which represent the most

easi ly obtained aninals.

Because the types of life history patterns that can be encountered in
aquatic ecosystems are a reflection of the types of invertebrates present,
it is necessany to comment on the coÍrposition of these comnunities in New

Zealand. Before doing so, 2 terms require clarification : life histories
or'life history patterns; and'life cycìes. Life histories are the overall
patterns of growth, energence and reproduction of popuìations of any one

spec'ies (Cowie, 1980), and these patterns can show flexíble responses to
environmental conditions. Life cyc'les refer to the changes which occur as

organisms grow and reproduce. These changes involve a series of life
stages (e.9., ìarva, pupâ, and adult), and are fixed geneticalìy within
groups of organisms.

OfTIFÍTSITI(N IT XEjI ZETI¡ruI If,I'ERTEBRATE OOTNITIES

The predominant macroinvertebrates in lakes and streams are o'ligochaetes,
crustaceans, moì 'luscs, and i nsects . The 'largest number of taxa recorded i n
a benthic lake community in New Zealand is 26 taxa from Lake Rotoiti (South

Island) (Timms , 19821, of which 13 were insects. with an average of ll.4
invertebrate spec'ies in 7 Rotorua lakes (Forsyth, 1978) and 12.4 species in
20 South Island lakes (Timms, 1983), diversity of benthic invertebrates in
New Zealand lakes is very low. Higher diversities (75 species) have been

recorded fron New Zealand lakes on submerged macrophytes (Stark, 1981), but
a'l I such faunas lack some groups found overseas, and have few
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representatives of some groups which are cosmopolitan. For examp'le, fewer

than 10 chironomid species have been recorded from most New Zealand lakes
(Forsyth, 1978; Timns, 79821, whereas over 50 species have been found in
some cool temperate ìakes e'lsewhere (cf . Forsyth, 1978) . Simi lar'ly,
odonatans (dragonflies and damself'lies) in New Zeaìand are represented by

only a few species in any aquatic environment (McLel'lan, 1975; Winterbourn

et a'l . , 1981) . 0n the other hand, New Zea'land streams harbour a wide

diversity of invertebrates, with the Insecta (80-92t of the fauna) (see

Towns, 1978; Winterbourn, 1978; Cowie, 1983) represented by 11 aquatic or
y{ater-associated orders (Winterbourn & Gregson, 1981). The absence or poor

representation of some fami I ies in New Zealand streans is apparently
compensated by high diversity in other groups, such as caddisfl ies
(Winterbourn et a1., 1981). As a result, species diversìty in relative'ly
unmodified New Zea'land streams can approach 200 species, which is
conparable to the species richness recorded in some temperate northern
hemisphere streams (Towns, 1978; Cowie, 1983). The invertebrate
comnunities of ìakes and streams in New Zea'land show surprisingly few

regionaì differences (Winterbourn et a'1., 1981; Timms, 1982; Rounick &

l{interbourn, 1982). In fact, 'lentic invertebrate communities do not even

ref 'lect lake troph'ic status, although this commonly occurs elsewhere (cf .

Timms, 79821. Some differences in sections of stream communities are

apparent between the North and South Islands, and in relation to a'ltitude
(e.g., stonef'lìes appear to be more diverse in South Island than North

Island streams), but little comparative work of this nature has been

conducted.

Since only slight regional differences in community composition occur',

genera'l comments on life history patterns can be made with a reasonable

degree of confidence.

ITVERTEERATE LIFE CYCLES

Knowledge of the types of life cycìes of target organisms is required so

that natural periodic absences are not interpreted as responses to
environmenta'l disturbance. For examp'le, aìthough numerical ly dominant in
most aquatic ecosystems, very few insects have a fuìly submerged life cycìe
(Resh & Solem, 1978), and all New Zealand aquatic insects appear to have at
least 1 terrestrial I ife stage. Because lakes support the highest
proportion of non-insect groups, they tend to show a predominance of
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species with fu'lly aquatic ìife cycles. These non-insect groups have life
cycles varying in complexity (Table 1).

TABLE 1 : Sæ fc¡turus of thc life cyclcs fot¡nd in lkrr Zaaland
invcrtcbnatcs.

NON-INSECT INVERTEBRATES

Asexual reproduction (fragmentation)
and sexual reproduction (cocoons)

Brooding of young

Parasitic glochidium

Ovovivi pari ty

Planktonic larvae

Protandry

INSECTS

Incomplete metamorphosis

Co:npl ete netamorphos i s

0l igochaetes

The shortest I ife cycles in ful ly aquatic groups involve vegetative
(asexual) reproduction, as in naidid o'ligochaetes, which periodically bud

offtermina1bodysegments,or@varie9atus(Lumbricu]idae)which
sp'l i ts i n ha'lf and regenerates each part ( pers. comm. , H. J. Wi nterbourn,

Canterbury University). Like most ' annel ids, naidid worms can also

reproduce sexual ìy, with the eggs deposited in cocoons. The most

sophisticated form of reproduction in anne'lids occurs in g'lossiphoni id

1eeches (e.g., Glossiphonia heteroclita), which retain eggs in a brood case

attached to the parent (Williams, 1980).

Particularly intriguing ìife cycle stages occur in 2 of the more conmon

molìuscs. The freshwater mussel, Hvridella ¡ryiÉi, belongs to a family

Crustaceans

Hemiptera, Plecoptera
Ephemeroptera, Odonata

Al I other orders
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of biva'lves which has a larva'l stage (glochìdìum) parasitic on fish
(l{i I1ìams, 1980) , whi'le one of the most common and w'idespread of al ì

aquatic invertebrates, the snai l, Potamopvrgus antipodarum, is
ovoviviparous and facultatively panthenogenetic (Winterbourn, 1970).

Various forms of ovoviviparity are found in severa'l f ami'lies of
crustaceans, but a number of pìanktonic forms found in ìakes have free-
swimming ìarvae (naup'lii) (Chapman 6r Lewis, 1976). The most bizarre life
cycle is that of the freshwater shrimp, Paratya curvirostris, which has a
pìanktonic larva that develops in estuaries, and is protandrous, changing

sex from male to female as its size increases (Carpenter, 1978, 1983).

Insects do not show such a wide array of life cycìes, but they do differ in

their form of deveìopment and in the duration of the aquatic phase of

various life stages. In the Hem'iptera (bugs) and Pìecoptera (stoneflies)
development is graduaì or incompìete, with newìy hatched young resemb'lìng

adults except for the absence of wings. Similar deveìopment occurs in
Odonata and Ephemeroptera (mayflies), but the immatures do not resemble

adu'lts as clear'ly because of the presence of compìex gi I ls (mayf I ies) and

mouthparts (odonates and mayfìies). Immature stages in this group wìth
gradual development frequentìy are termed nymphs. The remaining insects

undergo complete metamorphosis, which consists of 3 distìnct stages : an

immature 'larva, a non-feeding pupa, and an adult (Barnes, 1968).

A genenaìised lìfe cycìe of an aquatic insect would involve a terrestrial
adult laying eggs into $rater or onto a submerged substratum, and an aquatic

larval andlor pupaì stage present in the water for the major part of the

insect's life. There are in fact numerous variations on this pattern, and

severa'l of them are found in Coleoptera. In some New Zealand beetles
(e.g. , Pti ìodacty'lidae, Helodìdae) on'ly the larvae are aquatic. Others

have aquat'ic larvae and adu'lts, but terrestria'l pupae (e.g., Ëlmidae,

Dytiscidae), whi le some have terrestria'l (or amph'ibious) 'larvae, but

aquatic adu'lts (e.g. , Hydraenidae) (þ{i I ì iams, 1980) . Because of this
variatìon, a singìe benthic sampìe can produce an array of life stages

(Fig. 1), some of which may have an aquatic phase of short duration, whiìe

others are present for 12 months or longer. For exampìe, the e1mid beetle,
Hvdora nitida, has a 'larva'l 'life of 2 yeans, but is present in streams as

an adu'lt for a maximum of 5 months (Towns, 1981b).
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I NCOI'IPLETE I'ETAITþRPI-IOS I S

Tri chooteia

oipter( (part)
Lgpldoptera

Lifc c¡tclcs orenly cncountened in tlc¡r Zcaland quatic insccts,
rith thc diagmally stripcd lær portion rtpr€scnting aquaticphrscs. llotc : of thc anoups undergoirp incopteta ntarorhosis,
onty Ephcær'optcra (21 havc 2 tcrr.cstrial Ìifc stagcs¡ itc¡íptcra¡ay bc cithcr surfaca ô.cllcrs op almet futty eeuatic; sæ
Diptcra have aquatic larvae and pr.pac ¡rhich ¡rcaihc at thc ntcrsurfaca; lsracnidae lanrae ¡ay bc terrcstrial (1) or aphibions(21¡ and ttcuroptcr¡ havu no fuliy aquatic ¡cËcrs in llcr Zealand,
but frilics rith aquatlc la¡wac ocrcur elscrherc.

:/Ptilodact-ylidae ptera

C0HPLEIE ltr¡ûæRPHoS I S

Fig: 1
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SEISTNALITY AË' IIFE HISTORY PATTERIF;

Because the life cycles of aquatic insects include terrestrial phases, some

sections of the fauna may be absent from aquatic environments for quite

long periods of time (cf . Hynes, 19?0). In addition, c'losely reìated

species may show sequentiaì hatching, development and emergence periods,

with little overlap in larval size distribution (cf.Cummins & K'lug, 1979;

Cowie, 1980; Towns, 1983). Although some seasonal variation in

composition occurs in New Zealand aquat'ic invertebrate communities, the

amount of variation is nuch lower than that commonly reported elsewhere.

Suggested cues for the presence of high levels of seasonaìity, and the

implications of seasonality for stream conmunity dynamics have received

considerable debate. At present, one school believes that'abiotic factors

and/or the effects of predation provide the primary determinants of life
history patterns and habitat use, whereas the more conventiona'l view

espouses interspecific competition as a doninant and aì l-pervasive

inf luence (e.g., Mil'ler, 1984 vs Thorp, 1984). Actual'ly, there is ìittle
empirical support for either position, although there is evidence that life
history patterns may be fixed genetically and so possess little f'lexibi'lity
in some groups yet show considerab'le flexib'ility in response to
environmental factors in others. The least flexib'le life cycìes appean in

spec'ies which undergo an obligatory diapause, which can occur in the egg,

early instar nymph, or pupa (Hynes,19?0) (Table 2). Most species studied

over a wide geographic range show some flexibitity in their'life history
patterns. These patterns can be inf 'luenced by f ood qua'l i ty, such as

occurs in some caddisflies which produce larger numbers of generations of
larvae when they have access to high quality food sources (Anderson &

Sedell, 19?9; DalI et al., 1984), oF water temperature, which affects the

time of emergence from quiescent stages, growth rates, and the number of
generations produced (Table 2l (Hynes, 1970; Newell & l{inshall, 1978;

Humpesch, 1979; Mackay, 1984). A form of quiescence is one of the most

important potentìal influences on the'life history patterns of New Zealand

aquatic invertebrates. This is delayed hatching of eggs, a process yet to
be investigated in detail here, but apparently common in Australian
stoneflies, sone species of which are capable of producing hatchlings for
all or much of the year from a single set of eggs (Hynes & Hynes, 1975).

Various models have been proposed to account for the "annual cyc'les"
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reported in northern hemisphere streams. The simplest of these was

proposed by Hynes (19?O), who divided life history patterns into 2 types :

non-seasonal, in which individua'ls in a wide range of size classes are

present throughout the year (e.g., species with long life cyc'les and non-

insect groups); and seasonal, in which there is a distinct change in size

distribution with time. The latter category can be subdivided into "sìow"

and ',fast" seasonal patterns depending on the rate of development and the

degree of quiescence or diapause in the early stages (Fig. 21,

TASLE 2 : Poesibte inftrrnces on life histo4y pattGrns in insects.

INFLEXIBLE LIFE HISTORIES

Diapause - in the egg, early
instar larva, or PuPa

FLEXIBLE LIFE HISTORIES

Quiescence - in the egg, ear'lY
instar larva, or PuPa

Growth rate

RELEASER

Temperature/day'l engt h

INFLUENCE

Temperature
Genetic variability

Temperature
Food quality

The life history patterns of a'large number of New Zealand freshwater

invertebrates are now known (e.g., Towns, 19?6, 198lb, 1983; Cowie, 1980;

Stark, 1981; Summerhays, 1983; and references cited in Winterbourn &

Gregson, 1981), and seasonaì cycles, such as those found in the northern

hemisphere, are so rarely encountered that it has become nore appropriate

to refer our patterns tO the CategOries Of "Weì l " VerSuS "poorly"

synchronised (Winterbourn, 19?8; Winterbourn et aI., 1981; Towns, 1981b).

This situation can be illustrated using mayflies as an example. Univoltine

(single annual cycte) life history patterns and staggered emergence of

congeneric species are reported frequently from temperate strealns

(references cited in Towns, 1983), but there are few exanples known from

New Zealand. Instead species assemblages here tend to show a mixture of

wel'l and poorly synchronised life history patterns, over'lapping generations

and size cohorts, and both long and shont emergence periods (e.g., Towns,
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1983; Summerhays, 1983) (Fig.3). Even patterns shown by nayf'lies of cool

southern streams appear to be no more clear'ly synchronised than those of
warmer, northern streams (e.g., l{interbourn, 1974. 1978; Towns, 1983).

Possible reasons for the general'lack of synchrony in the life history
patterns of New Zea'land aquatic invertebrates have been discussed by

Winterbourn et al. (1981) who proposed that steep, unstable streams and

unpredictability of the physical envinonment have favoured se'lection for
opportunìsm. Curious'ly, these same life history patterns occur in the more

stab]e northern streams (Towns, 1983; Summerhays, 1983), so additional
inf'luences may be involved. These could include the importance of fine
particulate organic matter as a food resource which is utiìised by a ìarge
proportion of the invertebrate community of New Zealand streams

(llinterbourn et â1., 1981) and wide c'limatic f 'luctuations over long

geological time periods (Towns, 79761, both of which cou'ld favour selection
for flexibility in an insular fauna.

THE STATT'S OF STTTTIES (T IIFE HISTORY PATTER]IS

There is good reason to question the basis for much of the debate over the

significance of 'l ife history patterns, because few studies have been

conducted on the same species over a range of habitats, or on the same

species for more than 72 months. A recent discovery by Resh (1982)

indicates that long-term studies can be particu'lar'ly instructive. Resh

found that the caddisfly Gunaqa niqricuìa in a spring seepage in California
had a poorly defined'life history pattern in which early instar'larvae and

adults were found throughout the year - a pattern conmonìy encountered in
New Zealand caddisflies (e.g., Towns, 1981b). A drought caused the stream

to dry up and the caddisfly was eliminated. Two years later, once flow had

recommenced, G. nioricula reappeared, but this time as a single cohort
popu'lation, hrith clear temporal succession fron early to late instars and a

narrow (two-month) adult emergence peri.od. The species had shìfted from a

poor'ly synchronised, nonseasonal I ife history pattern to a wel I

synchronised and highly seasonal one, apparently as a result of ovipositìon
from a founder population present for a short time (Resh 1982). These

findings have 2 important implications. First, they indicate that observed

larva'l growth patterns may be related to constraints on the f'light period

of the adults, rather than to the widely assumed direct biotic on abiotic
influences on the ìarval stage per se; and second, that 'life history
patterns may be the resu'lt of some past random event.
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This example i I lustrates we'll that we sti I I ìack a c'lear understanding of

why certain tife history patterns occur, to what extent they can fluctuate,
and to what extent these fluctuations can be attributed to biotic or

abiotic influences. There has even been some suggestion that clear

tenporal segregation of I ife history patterns in tenperate northern

hemisphere streams is less prevalent than would seem because only the wel I

defined, cìear, seasonaì patterns are considered worthy of publication
(pers. comm., B.L. Peckarsky, Cornell University).

IFLICTTI(rc F(n STUDIES IX TEI ZEAlJlHl

This comparison of studies on New Zealand invertebrates with the results of

studies elsewhere indicates that 2 frequentìy encountered statements should

be treated wi.th suspìcion :

"Many species in several orders of insects

each year and are to be found in the water

quite Iimited season" (Hynes, 19?0, p.2771.

"Temporal isolation of potential competitors

rule among stream macroinvertebrates. When

same general space in the stream thein growth

over'lapping" (Cummins & Klug, 1979; p.162) .

have a single generation

on'ly at a certai n, of ten

seems to be a generaì

such species occupy the
patterns are largely non-

Faced by what appears to be the combined effects of confusion at a

theoretical leve'l over the signif icance of invertebrate 'life histol'y
patterns, plus the difficuìties of interpreting the patterns found in New

Zea'land, resource managers would be justified in feeling that they are

confronted by a particular'ly difficult problem. In fact, the poorìy

synchronised 'life history patterns preva'lent in New Zea'land aquatic

ecosystems probab'ly makes the use of invertebrate communities in pollution

analysis less complicated here than elsewhere.

In those temperate northern hemisphere situations where there is an

apparent predominance of invertebnates with slow or fast seasonal cyc'les,

L or 2 samplìng periods in a year could greatly underestimate tota'l species

richness. Indeed, without a thorough know'ledge of the life histories of

the species which might be present, erroneous assessment of the potential

effects of internittent po'llution could be produced.

In New Zealand, hatching and emergence periods are often long and most
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species are present in streams for much of the year. consequent'ly, 2

samples, 1 in summer and 1 in winter in most situations should provide a

cìose approximation of potential species richness (e.9., Towns, 1g?g).
Because seasonal factons are minimised, the absence of key species or
segments of the fauna should be related more c'losely to some environnental
disturbance, rather than to pecu'liarities in 'life history patterns. In
addition, because growth cohorts are often poor'ly defined, a wide range of
size classes nay be present at any one time. Consequently, the standard
mesh sizes of 200-500 pm should capture some representatives of most

species. Sma'ller mesh sizes are important where quantitative samp'ling is
being attempted or where early instars or certain groups, such as

chironomids and sma'l'l oìigochaetes, are required.

I will conclude this account with a note of optimism and one of caution.
Complications in the ìife history patterns of aquatic invertebrates in New

Zealand present analytical problems which need to be confronted by

ecologists, but the same poor'ly synchronised pattenns may be an advantage

in pol lution assessment. However, in situations where invertebrate
diversity is low, either natura'l'ly, as in ìakes (Timms , lgg?l , or due to
subtle environmenta'l effects, such as opening of the forest canopy (Towns,

1981a), responses to additional environmental change may not always be

easily interpreted. The challenges posed by this situation are now being
approached by Stark (1985), who is providing appropriate methods for the
ana'lyses of community structure.
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SAIIPLI]IG STREAII IWERTEBRATES

]1.J. Ùlinterbourn

Department of Zoology, Universìty of Canterbury' Christchurch

AESTRACT

Before embarkìng on a study of the benthos of a stneam the

bioìogist needs lo ask 2 important questions: (1) What do I want

to f ind out?, and (2) What procedunes should I fo'l'low to
acconplìsh my aim? This paper considers only the second of these

questions. Two broad kinds of study can be defined. Faunal

auru"v= aim to discover what species are present and perhaps their
ñffie abundance. The objective of quantitative stgdies is to
estimatenumbersoforgan.ismsperunitarea.Someformofthe
foot-kick method emp'loying a hand net is suitable for faunal

surveys. The main "quantitative" sampìers used on hard substnata

are the surber and severa'l kinds of box or cy]inder samplers '

Theìr attributes and disadvantages are discussed a'long with
individual stone sampling, a method which shows some promise'

Mostsamplersandchoiceofmeshsizeis
important. It n the aìms of the study and the

conditions pre onment. Three other questions

considered ane, (1) Where shou I samp'le?, (2\ !'lhen should I

sampìe?,and(3)HowItake?Answerstothese
aga'in depend on the but inevitabìy wi'll be a

cõmpromise between practica'l considerations '

rfnä11y, methods of and reportìng procedures

are discussed.

I]ITRü¡T'CTIü{

Changes in stream benthos popu'lations are

concerned with habitat changes because most

'life cycles and respond rapidìy to habitat

1981 ) . Many methods have been proposed to

have certain merits and detractions' .These

by a number of authors, and the accounts

(19?9), and Peckarsky (1984) are reconmended'

of specìa'l va'lue in studies

þenthic organìsms have shot t
a'lteration (Ra'leigh E Short,

sample benthic faunas and al l

have been discussed at 'length

given by HYnes (19?0), Resh

Biologìcal monitoring in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar' Eds'

R.D. pridmone and A.B. Cooper. wa:er & soil Directorate, Ministry of

t{orks and Development for the National !'later ü| Soi'l Conservation

Àutnority, ¡¡el.lingion, 1gg5. t,later & soi I Miscel laneous Publ ication 83.
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The fundamental questlon which must be asked by the practical biologist is
"l,úhat do I want to find out?" Obviousìy, the objectives should guide the
procedures se'lected - but is this often the case?

In his excel'lent handbook, El I iott (19?7) distingu'ished 2 prìnc'ipaì types

of study, (1) faunal surveys, and (21 quantitative studies, the objectives
of which demand different samplìng procedures.

The aims of fauna'l surveys are to discover what species are present and

often to estimate relative abundance. In contnast, the basic objective of
a quantitative study is to estimate numbers of organisms per unit area.

Considerable pessimism has been expressed concerning the practica'lities of
quantitative sampling and is exemplified by the statement of Harper & Hynes

(7972) that "The gathering of a representative sample from a population of
nymphs is not presently feasib'le because of unsolved problems. Indeed, no

net or apparatus has yet been devised to sample adequate'ly the common

grave'l and cobble substratum." More constructiveìy, Resh (1979) noted that
errors in sampling derive from 4 main sourcest (1) choice and operation
of sampling devices, (21 physical features of the environment, (3) fie'ld
and laboratory sorting procedures, and (4) biologica'l features of the study
organisns themselves. These must be kept 'in nind.

INETHIIS Atft S/ITPLERS

Sampìers can be divided into 2 groups depending on whether they are

designed to be used on hard or soft substrata. The latter include a number

of coring devices, grabs and the Ek¡nan dredge which is wel'l known to lake
biologists (see ê.g., Biggs, 1983). In this paper I wi l'l not discuss
their particular merits but it shou'ld be noted that many of the same

problems are encountered in sampling soft substrate as in sampling hand

substrata.

Samp'lers for use on hard substrata in f 'lowing water fa'l'l into a number of
categories. Most frequent'ly used are handnets, Surþer samplers, âñd

enc'losed box or cyl inder samplers (Tab'le 1) . They wi'l'l be considered
be ì ow.

Airlift, drift and shove] samplers as well as electrofishing methods can

also be employed but have rather fewer devotees. Individual stone sampling
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sæ studies.
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in 122 published studiês of distributions
benthic struar invcrtcbrates. Thc total
þre than 1 type of sarpling was used in

Method Number of
Stud i es

Number of
stud i es

Surber sampìer

Hand net

Box or cylinder samPler

Grabs

Individua'l stones

Drift nets

Shovel sampìer

46

34

27

8

6

5

4

Corer

Pump

Airlift samp'ler

E'lectnofishing

Open quadrats

Snag removal

Total

4

2

1

1

I

1

140

U'
EE
;a
o
0)

_o
E
:lz

30

20

ro

0.4 o.ó
lrdesh slze (mm¡

llini¡rr ¡esh sizc of netting or sieves
str¡dìes in invertebrate 'lifc histories and

0.8

used in 105 published
dístributions.

Fig. l:
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has been advocated recently by Doeg & Lake (19g1)

discussed.

Many sampìing devices used in streams incorporate a

animals are swept by the current. Variations
samplers have been demonstrated by various workers
is the mesh size used.

and others and ¡¡i'l'l be

catching net into which
in catchabi I ity between

and one reason for this

llesh síze
Meshes used on co'l'lecting nets vary wideìy in size (Fig. 1), and the
selection of a suitable mesh should be guided by the requirements of the
study. For accurate life history or productivity studies of many species,
a very fine mesh (<200 gm) may be needed to retain a.ll young stages.
However, fine-mesh nets also gather and become clogged with fine sediments,
aìgae, and detritus which make the subsequent processing of sampìes
difficult. A'lso, fine-mesh nets tend to be inefficient in rapid and very
slowly flowing waters. }{i'lìiams & Hynes (19?1) found that.in very s.ilty
streans, a net with ZO meshes "r-1 choked so they resorted to a much
coarser (a meshes "r-1) weave. In smar'r s'rowìy-f rowing streams of the
Maimai Experimental Area near Reef ton, water wou'ld not f low satisf actori.ly
through a 0.2 mm mesh net so a 0.8 mm mesh was used (winterbourn & Rounick,
in press).

Ze]t & c'lifford (L972) made a direct comparison of the capture efficiencies
of 720 um and 320 ¡rm mesh nets in a Canadian stream and found that S0S of
the aquatic insects captured by the latter passed through the coarser mesh.
Nevertheless, they concluded that inferences concerning 'l ife history
pattenns of insects were not affected by the choice of mesh and that
biomass estimates were reduced by on.ly about Sg when ca.lcu.lated from coarse
net samples. Biggs (1983) recommended that a mesh size of 200 to 210 gm be
used routineìy for survey work, but I consider that for most purposes a 500
gm mesh shou'ld suffice. This wilt capture specimens of most species
including the later larval instars of small chironomidae.

llon-quanti tative saryI i ng

A sjmple hand net is often used in survey work. The frame of the net can
be circu'lar (about 30 cm diameter), square or trianguìar (side about
30 cm), the'latter being the nost usual design. rt is usefu'l to attach the
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net to the frame by a sleeve of tough calico or plastic to reduce darîage to

the net. The net needs to be reasonably long (>50 cm is preferable) in

order to minimize potential prob'lems with clogging and backf'low around the

mouth. If soft, flexible materiaì is used for net construction, emptying

is made easy. Coxie (1985) found that using 2 triangular hand nets (1.0 mn

and 0.2 mm mesh) ,,in tandem" enabled collections to be made effectively and

subsequent sorting was simplified.

To operate a hand net, the substratum must be disturbed immediately

upstream of the net. The exact distance depends on the flow regime and

needs to be far enough away that sediment is not the dominant material

caught! stones are turned over and scrubbed by hand or with a brush,

and/or the foot-kick method is used. The ìatter was formaìly described by

Frost et al. (1g?1) and is convenient, effective, and an obvious choice for

faunal surveys. Also, kìck sampìing ìs one of the few techniques available

in rivers where the substratum is rough and unsorted (Cowie,1985) or

rocky, and where water levels vary considerabìy (Boon, 19?8). Where such

conditions prevai'1, it is tikeìy that fixed-area sampìers can be used onìy

on atypical parts of the bed which timits their usefulness.

The effectiveness of kick-net sampling is affected by its duration, kicking

intensity, behaviour of the fauna, mesh-sìze, and flow (Frost et âl',
1971). In fauna'l surveys where as fu]l a conplement of species as possibìe

.is desired, a collection should cover a large area of the stream bottom

(Elliott, lg77l. Further, if an attempt is made to collect from all

habitats roughly in proportion to their abundance, then useful comparisons

can be made between stations and/or times, at least in terms of re]ative

abundance of the more common species.

In an attempt to quantify the kick-net method, some workers have tried to
standardize the time taken samp'lìng or'the number and intensity of kicks.

This can provide only rough quantitative data and fixed-time sanpling is

not recommended by E'l I iott ( 197? ) .

(¡¡antitativu saPling
Quantitative sampìers delimit a known area of streambed and animals within

that area are collected. Several workers have demonstrated variations in

catchabi'lity between collectors some of which can be attributed to the
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degree of enclosure of the device. The Surber is the most comnonly used

semi-enclosed sampler, a'lthough its suitability for community analysis has

received considerable debate (see ê.g., Bishop, 1973). Its reliabilìty
depends largely on the user (Pennak, 197?), and Hughes (1975) found that
results obtained with it were comparabìe to those from an enclosed,

cyl inder sampler.

Sunber sapling
The Surber sampìer has a square, horizonta'l f rame, usua'lly 0.1 ¡2 or
thereabouts, and a collecting net slung from an identical sized vertical
frame which forms the back of the sampler (see Biggs (1983) for further
details). Trianguìar sides are usua'lly present to prevent or at least
reduce losses of fauna around the sides of the net. Sediments within the

horizonta'l frame are disturbed, preferably to a predetermined depth. This

is often 5 to 10 cm but depends on the nature of the bed. The disturbance
procedure should be standardized and may invo'lve digging into the bed with
a trowel, stick or hands ('look out for broken glass!) and/or brushing
stones which are held in the mouth of the net. If stones are not scrubbed,

some animals such as flatworms, caddisfly pupae and the 'larvae of
Helicopsvche and Hydropsychidae are 'likely to be mìssed.

Box sçlcrs
Box or cylinder samplers are superior Surber samplers which enclose the
entire area from which the collection is to be made. This prevents losses
of animals or the entry of othens from upstream. Hell-known designs are

the Nei l, Hess, and Waters and Knapp samplers (see Welch, 1948;

Schwoerbel, 1970; Waters & Knapp, 1961).

Box sanplers sometimes have mesh-covered windows in their sides to enab'le

at 'least a slow current to flow through the device. A net is attached to
the downstream side and normally it leads to a removable collectìng jar
where the catch accumulates. If an "Agee" type ring is sewn into the apex

of the net, coì lecting jars can be attached and removed readì ìy.
Aìternatively, the col'lecting jar can be slid into a tight-fitting, eìastic
s'leeve.

Some box sampìers (and Surbers) have a toothed lower rim which helps screw

the device into the stream bed. Operation of the sampler is as for the
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Surber although a current may have to be produced by hand to ensure that

animals float into the net.

Another kind of box sampler has no attached co]lecting net. Instead, the

operator removes disturbed fauna from the water column inside the box with

a hand net until no further animals are seen. This is likeìy to be a

tedious procedure and some of the heavier organisms'like snails and cased

caddis probably will be missed.

Individual storc saptitB
An alternative method of sampìing which provides quantitative density data

is to take individual stones as sampling units. This method could be

useful in New Zealand streans especia'lly where beds are irreguìar and

rocky, and quantitative sampìers cannot be used with ease.

Stones are samp'led by placing a handnet of appropriate area and mesh-size

immediate'ly behind the stone which is 'lif ted or ro'lled into it. In this
wâV, organisms on and immediately below the stone are captured along with

trapped detritus which floats free upon stone removal. It is possible that
some active insect 'larvae (e.9., Nesame'letus) may avoid capture by this
technique (as when using a Surber sampler), and to prevent this a totaì1y
enclosed stone-lifting device was devised by Doeg & Lake (1981).

The size, number, and location of stones to be sampled wiìì depend on the

aims of the study and conditions in the particu'lar stream. In a study of

the population dynamics of a Danish stonef ly, I'ladsen (1976) took at 'least

10 stones of greatest dimension 5 to 72 cm per statìon on each sampling

day. Lake et al. (in press) col'lected 15 randomly selected rocks (size not

given) per month in a benthic community study.

Results are expressed in terms of stone surface anea which can be

ca'lcu'lated in several ways. The most appropriate measure of surface area

is unclear as in practice only a port'ion is likeìy to represent actual

habitat available to and used by aquatic invertebrates. In any event,

individual stone area cannot be equated with the anea del'imited by a Box or

Surber sampler.

The simp'lest, crudest, vet most practical neasure of "inhabitable surface"

is obtained by muìtiplying stone length by width. Alternatively, an
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approximation of tota'l surface area can be calculated as S = rr(LW+LH+hlH)/3

where L, }.l and H are stone length, width and height, respectively. Tota'l

area also can be determined by wrapping stones in "Gladwrap" or aluminium

foil. The wrapping is cut to size, dried (if necessary) and weighed, and

the weight converted to area using an empiricalìy established re'lationship.

McElhone & Davies (1983) argued that for organisms attached to stones (like
some larval Trichoptera) that are strong'ly influenced by surface area,
quantification in terms of numbers per unit area of stone surface is
potentially a more meaningful measure than abundance (i.e., numbers per

unit area of stream bed). However, for species not strongly influenced by

rock surface area, conventional quantification in terms of abundance is
appropr i ate .

l{hether the New Zea'land aquatic fauna incìudes species whose distributions
are corre'lated with stone size is not known, and the representativeness of
stone samples for community analysis has yet to be demonstrated.
Nevertheless, for survey wonk and life history studies the individual stone
method is worth considering as it is convenient and provides c'lean, rapidly
processed collections. It is interesting to note that some recent studies
of net-spinning Trichoptera have used snags and submerged branches as

sampìing units and density, biomass, and production have been expressed per

unit area of branch surface (Cudney & Walìace, 1980; Benke et al., 1984).
Results expressed in such units are difficult to equate with those from
conventional streambed sampìes un'less the bed area covered by snags is
known.

TTIERE g{¡I'LD I SAIIPTE?

The distributions of benthic invertebrates
interacting factors of which substratum,
emphasized by Cummins & Lauff (1969).

ane determined by a nunber of
current, and food have been

Where biological data are requìred for water quaìity assessment purposes,

comparabìe sampling sites are needed at all stations being compared. This
reduces the "competing" influences of factors other than water quat'ity. As

a genera'l rule, riffles are favoured sites, and if f'low, depth, and

substratum partic'le size are similar so much the better. Communities in
riffles are often species rich and dominated by insect larvae, whereas
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fewer species typica'lly occur in pools.

areas where fine sediments and organic

burrowers and deposit feeders can be

"po1ìution tolerant" taxa (e.g.' some

}.linterbourn, 1981) which are useful as

when associated with hard substrata.

Slack waters are a'lso depositiona'l

debris accumulate, and as a result
expected. These inc'lude various

Ch i ronom i dae and 0'l i gochaeta - see

organic pollution indicators only

Where 'life history information is required for particuìar invertebrate

species, samplìng of a sìng'le habitat is unlikely to be sufficient. This

is because the larvae of many species change their habitat requirements as

they grow oìder. For example, young larvae of the New Zealand mayfly

Onisciqaster wakefieldi common'ly inhabit sand and fine gravel bars in
shallow water, whereas older larvae occur in deep pools, and emergence is

on stones at the heads of the pools (Mclean, 1970) ' Larvae of the stonefly

Acroperla trivacuata migrate towards the sides of streams as they deve'lop

and 'late 'larvae are semi-terrestria'l (Winterbourn, 1966). Larvae of other

species may change their vertical distributions within the streambed at

different times of year. Spaniocercoìdes cowlevi is ìike'ly to do this
since late-instar larvae and adults are commonly seen ìn þ'lestland streams

during sp¡ing and earìy summer but sma'ller 'larvae are rarely found (Cowie,

1e8o).

!{here non-quantitative data are sufficient for a life history study, hand

net sampl ing shou'ld attempt to encompass the who'le range of habitats

present at a station (see above). Where quantitative samples are wanted

their pìacement needs to be decided with care. Stratifìed-random

programmes (i.e., random p'lacement of samples within the various habitat

types) are recommended. Cross-stream transects do this with sampìes pìaced

at equal intervals so the habitat types are sampled rough'ly in proportion

tg their occurrence. The number of sampling points wì'll depend on the

width of the river, the heterogeneity of the environment and the commitment

of the bio]ogist. Dudgeon (1982) recommended 5 or multip'les of 5; Resh

(tg7?) managed ?O! A sensible practice is to lay a diagona'l transect and

to work across the stream starting at the downstream end. This will ensure

that the operator does not accidentaì'ly disturb sites that have yet to be

sampled.

r{(}t ltAill slp1g5 sllot LD I coLLEcT?

This simpìe question has no simp'le answer. It shou'ld depend on the object
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of the study and according to Resh (1929) "it is genera'l]y determined by

experience or intuition and then modified by cost considerations,'. In
practice, this means as few as poss'ibìe which is not unreasonable
considering that the collection and processing of samples ìs a lengthy and
tedious business. Raleigh & Short (1981) give a figure of 130 hours to
co'llect and process 47 Surber samples.

More formally, where data on the numerical density of invertebrates are
required, the number of sampling units needed is a function of the size of
the mean, the degree of aggregation of the population. and the desired
precision of the mean estimates. Elliott (1977) considered that a standard
error of I 2oZ (95t confidence limits of about I 4og) was a rea'listic
degree of precisìon to achieve in a stream sampìing programme gìven the
heterogeneity of the environment and the known tendency for c'lumping by the
benthos.

To determine the mininum number of sampling units (n) required to achieve a

specified degree of precision, a preliminary samp'ling programme must be
undentaken from which n can be calculated as fol'lows ;

Sa
n=

Dzx2
(El'liott , 7977)

where.s2 = the variance

D = the desired standard error as a proportion of the mean

; = the mean

Inevitably, this provides only a general guide since the number of samp'les
required to achieve a given degree of precision for one species, ot one
poìnt in time is unlikely to app]y to another. In practice, such an

exercise is rarely carried out and the number of samp'les to be taken is
decided subjective'ly. A perusaì of papers in my reprint collection showed

that in Ss "quantitative" studies of stream benthos the number of samples
taken per station ranged from 2 to ?0, with 5 or'less in over half of the¡n
(Fis. 2).

It is worth noting here that most relatively undisturbed stream faunas
inc'lude a few abundant species and a large number of less common ones
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20
Number of samfles

Fig. 2: The nrrber of saDles (sa¡pl ing units) taken per station in
85 published str¡dies based on quantitative sarpling.

Consecutive sanples

Grrulative nurbers of s-pecÍes present in consecutively collected
Surber saryles (0.1 t2l fron iliddte Bush strean i., o) and
Craigieburn Guttiqg strea¡ (4, A) on 2 occasions.

FÍ9. 3:
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(Tablc 21. This neans that as samp'ling effort is increased the species
list should increase as rare species are encountered (Fig.3). This must

be borne in mind when comparatìve studies using species presence,/absence

data are contempìated.

In order to nake val id conparisons of species richness and

similarity with indices such as those of Margalef, Sorensen and

(see Winterbourn, 1981; Cowie, 1985), sampling effort needs to
uniform as possible.

TABLE 2 : llrÉcrs of invertebrate species in I relative abundance
at I sìtes m fÞvils Greek, Reefton (frc Corie, 19gO).
Over 5(IÌ of individuals rere contributed by l-3 species
72 species r¡ever ¡aè up rore than 0.1t of total nuüers
sitc.

f auna'l

Jaccard

be as

classes
l{ote:

nhereas
at any

Percentage of
totaì numbers Site 1

Numbers of
Site 2

spec I es
Site 3 Site 4

Over 10

1- 10

0.1-1
Under 0.1

3

10

34

35

3

9

t7
47

2

I
18

68

1

L2

23

52

Tota'l species

tttEt To slp¡g
Once again, the aims of the study shou'ld dictate the time and frequency of
sampling. In New Zealand, there does not seem to be any one time of year
which is demonstrably "better" than any other for making "one-off" surveys
(see ê.9., Stark, in press). The poor'ly synchronized 'life histories of
many invertebrates in this country mean that their 'larvae are present most

of the time, a'lthough there may be changes in their relative abundance

within a community. These may be consequences of tife history phenomena or
other events, for examp'le, responses to environmenta'l factons I ike f ìooding
or drought which may or may not be predictable. Some stoneflies, including
species of Zelandoper'la and Acroper'la, are exceptìons to the "rule" that

88967682
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most species occur in streams year round. Their main period of larval
growth is winter and spring and few 'larvae are seen in summer. If any one

time is better than any other to carry out a survey then it is probably

autumn. Thìs follows the major emergence perìods of insects and a

new-generation of larvae can be expected to be present.

In contrast to surveys. life histony and productìvìty studies require
sequent'ia1 samplìng over a long period - perhaps a year or more.

Traditionally, fixed-interval sampling (often monthìy) has been empìoyed,

but the appropriateness of the monthìy sampl ing mentaì ity has been

questioned by Waters (1979). Instead, he and Resh (1979) both advocated

that the intensity and frequency of sampling shou'ld be greatest at times

when the popu'lation of interest is changing in size and structure fastest,
This requires prior knowìedge of the genera'l form of the I ife cyc'le which

may not be available, however.

PRESERIVIre ATD PROCESSIXG SATPLES

Upon coì'lection, sampìes are best transferred direct'ly fro¡n nets (or

whateven) to containers for transport to the laboratory. Initial transfen
to a tray is a waste of time (and may resu'lt in ìosses), unless the

collection needs to be perused for a particuìar reason.

To transfer net contents efficient'ly, concentrate them into the apex of the

net by sweeping the net briskly through the open water, against the

current. Then, ìnvert the net into the container. If the latter contains
some fluid, most adhering matenials will float off the net. Repeat the
procedure if necessary and check for "intransigent animals" c'linging to the

mesh. Larvae of the stonefly Zelandoper'la, hydropsych'id caddis lanvae and

oligochaete worms are notably hard to dislodge and may have to be picked

off by hand.

Also add preservative to the sample in the field. If not done then, al'l
samples wi'l'l have to be reopened in the laboratory which adds an

unnecessary step. Recommended preservatives are 70S methano'l (cheaper than

ethanol), and 4% formalin. The 'latter is rather unpleasant to use but
preferable if animals are wanted for gut analyses or ane to be dry weighed.

This is because a'lcohol extracts pìant pigments (e.9., chlorophyì'l f rom

aìga'l ce'l'ls in guts) and I ipids f rom anima'l tissues.
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Following preservation in ?01 alcoho'l for a month, the dry body weight of
Deleatidium and stenoperla larvae fel'l by about zr\ and that of
Zelandopsvche by 40S (Hinterbourn, 7974¡ Winterbourn & Davis, 19?6).

Plastic bags make convenient sample containens for fie'ld use. They are
light, easi'ly closed by tying a knot in the bag, and can be packed together
in a small space as long as most air is squeezed out. tllake sure they are
not'leaking though - formalin fumes make for an unpleasant drive home! As

an a'lternative to bags, various kinds of g'lass or pìastic jars with
tight-fitting lids make convenient collection ho]ders. A'label with
co'llection details - at least the date and the location should be pìaced

inside each container. Use a penci'l or non-soluble felt pen to write
labels; ink runs. Labe'lling with felt pen on the outside of bags is also
a good idea and enables particular sampìes to be located quickly.

Sorting is carried out convenientìy in shallow, well'lit white trays.
Remember though that some animals, ê.g., some leeches, amphipods and

ostracods show up best against a dark background. If they are 1ikely to be

present transference of the sample to a black tray at some stage can be

useful. If a samp'le contains a lot of sediment, wash it through a sieve or
sieves to remove fine material. This procedure also removes preservatives
whose presence can make sort'ing unpìeasant. Select a sìeve which wi'll
retain alì anima'ls needed in the study and remember that if the finest
sieve used in the laboratory has a 1 mm mesh, then there is no poìnt in
using a 0.5 mm mesh net in the fie'ld. Hork through tray samples
methodicaì]y. Sort through sma'l'l quantities of debris at a time and swirl
the contents of the tray about at intervals. Remove animals with fine
forceps (watchrnakers forceps are best) or perhaps a fine paint brush or
eyedropper, and p'lace them into via'ls of clean perservative. Often this
wi'l'l be 70t methanol, but remember the choice of presenvative again wi'll
depend on the ultimate use of specimens concerned.

A number of aids to sorting are available and may be worth considering. If
very small insect'larvae need to be recovered, a dissecting or travelling
microscope is usefuì to provide greater magnification. Dyes such as

phloxine B and Rose Bengal (Mason & Yevich, 1962) can be used to stain
animals and so increase sorting efficiency. B'lyth et al. (1983) used a

combination of Rose Benga'l and Lugols iodine to stain animals and Chlorozol
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Black E to darken silt and algae, Flotation methods ane advocated by some

authors and if used properly wi'l'l separate many an'ima1s (not snaì ls with

shelìs or cased caddis) from sediments and plant debris which remain on the

bottom. Sugar and sa'lt solutions are often recommended although the former

are incredibìy messy. I have had success with saturated solutions of CaCì2

(see Anderson, 1959).

REPÍnTITG SATPLIIIG PROCET'T'RES

Reporting of al I studies invo'lving benthic samp'ling shou'ld include comp'lete

information on methodology aS a matter of course. A perusal of the

scientific I iterature shows that this is not always the case and

consequently the resu'lts of some studies cannot be evaìuated with ease or

conf i dence.

Descriptions of methodo'logy should always include the type and dimensions

of the sampler, net mesh si ze, number of samp'les taken and thei r

arrangement (e.g., random, stratified-random, on a transect, in

midstream), and depth of substratum disturbance, Further, accounts of

quantitative studies shouìd provide a statement as to the pnec'ision of

means presented (standard errors or 95* conf idence 'limits), at 'least in the

text if not in relevant tables and figures.
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ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATA : THEIR UISE' AIIVA']ITAGES

DrSAIwAIITAGES I1{ AQUATIC ITIYERTEBRATE tmilITORI}lG

ll.I. flavenport

þ,laikato Va'l'ley Authority, Hami'lton

ABSTRACT

The use of artificial colonising substrata for invertebrate
sampììng and monitoring is discussed with reference to their use

in New Zealand. ¡rilficial substrata can provide favourable
rr"¡iiåi. of uniform and reproducible substratum composition and

area fon inventebrate colonìsation. They perm'it the collection of
a diverse f auna at statìons of choice, and f aci'l'itate comparison
of populations col'lected at different stations regardless of
natural bottom conditions. Disadvantages of use include loss or
áãr"g" by floods, debris or interference, and the co]lectìon of
faunã that may not be accurate'ly representative of that occutning
natura'lly. Usef ul app'licat'ions of artif icial substrata ìn

olotogicál monitorìng of New Zealand freshwaters are considered to
be in shor t-term inténsive surveys of large or diff icu'lt to samp'le

rivers, in monitoring irreguìar point discharges in sma'l'l streams,
and in augmenting infoimation col lected by other sampl ìng

techn i ques .

I]ITRü'I'CTIOII

The macroinvertebrate community existing in any given s'ituation ìs a

product of its environment, and the principaì community determinants with'in

the environment are substratum type and water quality. Field studies of

benthic invertebrates as indicators of water quaì'ity ane often handicapped

by the effects of natura'l substratum variability on community composition'

In addition, and particularly in deep or swift rivers, the major

invertebrate conmunity component may be located in situations inaccessible

to many common samp'lìng techniques, such as Surber, kick-net or grab

samp'l i ng.

Bio'logica'l monitoring in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar' Eds'

R.D, pnidmore and ¡.4. Cooper. Water & Soi'l Directorate, t'l'inistry of
works and Development f or the National l,later & Soi'l conservation
Authority, we'll ington, 1985. Water & so j I Misce'llaneous Publ ication 83 '
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Substratum type and water quality obviously are not the on'ly variables
influencing invertebrate community composition (and hence influencing any

index or diversity values). There are a number of other biotic (e.g.,
'life cycle stage) and abiotic (e.g. , geographicaì location, current
veìocity) factors which may have to be taken into account when interpreting
a series of comparative invertebrate sampìes.

In deve'loping a biologica'l monitoring programme which incorporates samp'ling

of benthic invertebrates, a question the investigaton should ask isr "How

can a series of sampìes be co]lected easily in a way that effects of
natura'l substratum variability are reduced and effects of water qualìty
hightighted?" And, in addition: "If the sampling loca'lity is not amenable

to appììcation of the aforementioned sampìing techniques, are there any

other suitable techniques?"

Artificial substrata appear to provide some of the answers, particu'larly if
a distinction is made between their use to measure detailed biological
parameters and their use to assess the effects of water quaìity. In the
former instance it is often essentia'l that natural bottom conditions be

dup'licated as closely as possib'le. To assess water po'llution, exact
dupì ication of natura'l conditions is of 'less importance than ab.i'l.ity to
obtain rep'licate samp'les at dif ferent times and in different 'locations.

A review of the 'literature has shown that the development and use of
various types of artif icia'l substrata has f aci I itated the co'l'lection of
comparative and quantitative samples and tack'led the probìem of sample

co'l'lection and monitoring in situations where other techniques are not
appropriate, or are used only with difficulty. Because of the variabiìity
inherent in invertebrate samp'ling it is important that those variabìes
affected by sampling difficu'lty and substnatum differences be neduced as

much as possib'le.

The objectives of this paper are to briefly describe some of the types of
artificia'l substrata that have been deve'loped, and where approprìate to
make reference to their use in New Zea'land. In addition, the advantages
and disadvantages of artificial substrata compared to more conventional
invertebrate sampling techniques are discussed, and some conc'lusions are
made regarding their use in biological monitoring of freshwaters.
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Throughout the text the terms biological monitoring or invertebrate

monitoring refer to the collection and examination of invertebrate samples

to assess the broad based effects of water qua'lity.

TY?ES OF ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATA

Two types of artificia'l substrata, basket samplers and mult'ip'late sampìers,

are used commonly in the United States, and routinely by such organisations

as the Federa'l Water Qual ity Administration and the Pol lution Survey

Division of the Environmenta'l Protection Agency.

Basket sarylers
Basket samplers were deveìoped for use in large rivers in the United States

(Mason et a'l ., 196?). They cons'ist of a cyì indrical or rectanguìar wire

mesh basket which is f i'l'led with 'linestone chips, rocks, plastic, debris or

brush (e.g., Scott, 1958); the contents of the sampler can be varied to

include e'lements of the natural substnatum and/or material that permits

some quantification of artificial substratum area. One side of the basket

is hinged to permìt rep'lacement of substratum material and examination of

the invertebrate samp'le. The assembled samplers can be suspended at the

desired depth from a suitable pìatform or buoy arrangement (e.9., Mason çt
â1., 1967) or may be pìaced on the natura'l substratum where access and

river conditions permit.

Basket samp'lers wene recently used during an intensive sunvey of the

Tarawera River (pers. comm,, J.D. Stark, Taranaki Catchment Commiss'ion).

In this deep, fast moving river the natura'l substratum is comprised of

mobile coarse and fine pumice material. Basket samplers containing similar
nunbers of similar sized rocks were deployed at 7 sites (with 5 replicates)

over a singìe immersion period of 5 to 6 weeks. They were suspended from

buoys anchored to the river bed. Some ?6 taxa and very large numbers of

individuals were collected. The samplers proved successful in
distinguish'ing differences in invertebrate community composition that may

be attributed to the effects of different discharges.

Iultiplate sarplers
The mu'ltiplate sanpler was developed in the United States by Hester & Dendy

(1962) and consists of a number of 7.5 cm2 hardboard or ceramic pìates held

together on a central bolt and separated by uniform or various sized
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spacers. The assembled sampler can be weighted and suspended in the water
at any depth (e.9., Fuìlner, 19?1; Mason et aì., 1g?3), or a number can
be suspended below a buoy (e.g., wefring & Teed, 19g0). Alternativety
they may be attached to a standard or meta'l bar driven into or tying on the
river bed. l'lultiptate samplers have been used with some success in
samp'ling in the Waikato River (Davenport,19S1), where the river bed is
mainìy mobile, duning pumice and sand, supporting few organisms. The
invertebrate fauna is concentnated in the littoral fringes, and temporary
and shifting weed beds. These areas are subject to lange fluctuations in
water level. Using multiplate samplers, it was found that the majority of
organisms inhabiting the weed beds were sampled in reasonab'le numbers, and
some additional taxa such as Ephemeroptera and Trichoptera which were not
often collected in net sweeps of the weed beds were reguìarìy obtained.

Multipìate samplers attached to metal stakes driven in to the river bed
were used successfully in sections of the Patea River where the natural
substratum is primarily mud and mudstone (pers. comm., B. zuur, ¡¡aikato
Vaìley Authority). Here the major component of the invertebrate fauna was
restricted to submerged ìogs and other debris; these substrata wene not
amenab'le to rigorous sampling by other techniques.

The performances of the basket and mu'ltiplate artificial substnata described
above in colìecting'invertebrates are quite similar. l,lhen constructed with
equal substratum surface area and placed in simi tar environments,
comparable sanples, 'in terms of both numbers of individuals and numbers of
genera, can be obtained (Ful'lner, 19?1; Mason et aì., 1g?3). Species
preferences for one or other sanpler type may become apparent, a factor due
mainly to differences in substratum geometry and the feeding, respiratory
and 'light requirements of particuìar species. rn assessing the comparative
performance of basket and mu'ltiplate samplers Fu.llner (19?1) concìuded that
both col'lected a sufficient diversity of benthic fauna to be useful in
assessing Hater qual ity. It is suggested, however, that prior to
initiating a surveillance programme using artificial substrata some brief
comparison be nade between the fauna co'llected by the chosen substnatum
type and that present on the natural substratum.

In addition to the basket and multip'late samp.lers
other types of artificial substrata, each of which
certain river situations and sampling strategies.

there are a number

may be appropriate
of
to
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Hcb on fÍbre sarylcrs

These consist of lengths of plastic or other synthetic web' rope or fibre

attached to a suitab'le float, or buoy and anchor arrangement (e.9., Cairns

& Dickson, 19?1). They are suitable for faunal sampìing where filamentous

algae and other plant material are permanent'ly or temporanily a predominant

component of the natural substratum. In common with other artificial
substrata they may be deployed at any depth and immersed for vanious

periods.

llooden blocks

The use of these has most recent]y been neported by þ'lintenbourn (1982) ' In

a forest stream in the South Is'land, grooved wooden b'locks p'laced on the

stream bed were used to sample and study the invertebrate fauna co'lonising

artificial substrata on which fine particulate material was deposited' The

sanpìers were I if ted and examined at month'ly interva'ls, and at 'least 31

invertebrate species were samp'led during the study'

Semge filter redÍa

cylindrica'|, pìastic sewage f i'lter media, anranged as a series of cylinders

and termed the standard Aufwuchs unit, have been evaluated for routine use

in different rivers in the united Kingdom (James & Evison, 1979). Groups

of these cylinders may be weighted and suspended at the desired depth, or

attached directty to the substrata. The principle nerit of this type of

sampler is that it affords a large surface area re'lative to total size;

however, certain organisns may be excluded due to the smooth pìastic

surface of the media. They have been used in a variety of smal'l stneam

situations in New Zealand. Challis (1983) used pìastic sewage media with

some success in a study of the effects of low f'lows on invertebrates in the

Ngakoroa stream, near Auckland. In this situation up to thirteen species

were reconded, and seasonal changes in numbers of individuaì organìsms and

species diversity were obvious. Sewage media samp'lers were also used to

good advantage in a study of small streams of the upper waitemata catchment

(pers. comm. , D. Chal'lis, Auckland Regional l'later Board) . Here the

invertebrate fauna was diverse and numerous, but restricted to sticks and

debris in extensive river sections where the natura'l substratum comprised

mud and si'lt. It was found that the sampling units were co]onised very

heavi]y and sub-sampling became necessary to reduce processìng time'
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The above list of the types of artificial substrata is not definitive, and
other samprers have been used in particuìar circumstances, ê.g., ritter
trays, concrete blocks, pipes fi I ted with rocks to study depth
colonisation, âhd so on. However, the types described constitute those
that have some direct invertebrate monitoring appìication. The reader is
referred to the additiona'l list of references for further details of use
and comparative perfornance of individual artificial substratum types.
There are, however, a number of factors re.levant to their use in a
biological monitoring role that will be highìighted here.

THE T¡SE OF ARTIFICIAT SI'BSTRATA IfI IÍTITORITG PR(reR'UflES

Artifícial substrata can reduce or e'liminate the probìems associated with
trying to sample high'ly variable substrata or samp'ling in diff icult
conditions. However, consistent practices in samp'ler installation are
necessary in any monitoring programme in order that sinilar habitat types
are made availabìe for colonisation by the organisms of each station.

samplers should be placed in similan environmenta'l conditions, especiaììy
with respect to water velocity, light, depth and proximity to the natural
substratum.

rn common with other biologìcaì sampling techniques an appropniate number
of replicates should be considered. In evaluating the use of basket
samplers for samp'ling invertebrates, Dickson et al. (lg?1) found that, in
clean water, 4 samplers were required to estimate the true mean number of
taxa and individuaìs with an error of 25*i a greater number of repìicates
was required for statistical precision in clean water situations than in
polluted conditions. Mason et al. (19?3) found that 3 to 4 basket sampler
replicates were adequate in providing estimates of total numbers with
commonly accepted 'reve]s of statisticar precision.

In an invertebrate monitoring prognamme adjacent to the Huntly Thermal
Power statíon on the llaikato River it was found that 3 multiplate
repì icates were general ìy sufficient for statistical pnecision (this
author, unpubl ished materiaì ).

Pìacement of artificial substrata on the river bottom resu'lts in loss of
control of substratum composition. such control is necessary in comparing
communities collected by samplers at stations subject to differing water
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qual ity. l.lason et al. (19?3) found that basket samplers placed on the

bottom accumulated more sediment and showed greater variability between

samples than those sited near the surface'

Immersion period, or colonisation time, is also important in an artificial
substratum sampìing programme. Mason et al. (19?3) noted that a'lthough

depth could affect invertebrate samp'le compostion, sampling duration had

more effect on the numbers of organisns co'llected'

trlinterbourn (1982), in using wooden block substrata to study invertebrate

fauna associated with fine particulate matter in the Middle Bush Stream,

considered that monthly interva'ls between sampl ing times should have

enabled 'equi I ibrium level ' invertebrate popuìations to establ ish. In

examining the factors affecting the performance of artificial substrata,

Mason et al. (19?3) found that in the Litt'le Maimi Riven (Cìncinnatti)

total numbers of organisms collected with different exposure periods became

more pronounced with seasona'l decline in water temperature. Signìficantìy

greater numbers of individuals occurred in samp'lers immersed for I weeks

than those inmersed for 4 or 6 weeks in winter.

In the Waikato River it }{as found that in winter multiplate samplers

suspended mid-water collected more taxa and more individua'ls when immersed

for I weeks than when immersed for 4 or 6 weeks (this author's unpub'lished

observations).

A minimum colonisation time in New Zea'land waters wou'ld appear to be 4

weeks. This penmits deve'lopment of a periphyton communi ty on the

artificial substratum (a minimum of 2 weeks) and subsequent co]onisation by

macroi nvertebrates .

AÍ'VATTAGES OF ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATA

The main advantages of appl'ication of artificia'l substratum monìtoring

techniques have been a'lluded to. Essentialty they provide a standard

reproducible co'lonising substratum for the col'lection of invertebrate

samples in comparative surveys. They are appropriate for use in rivers and

at sampling stations that cannot be sampled effectively by other technìques

such as kick nets, Surber samplers or grabs.

There are a number of other advantages in the use of artificial substratum

monitoring methods.
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In some situations artificial substrata can generate higher invertebrate
community base diversities. This is the case in rivers with'little or no

stable substratum, ê.g., in the Patea River and uppen Waitenata tributary
stream exampìes cited earlier. In the lower Waikato River at Huntìy the
invertebrate community general'ly is conf ined to l jttora'l submerged p'lant
beds, or to areas protected from strong currents where there is a stable
soft mud and sand bottom. Some organisms, however, are restricted to hard

substrata (logs and debnis) in flowing water. In an invertebrate
monitoring programme designed to examine the effects of thermal eff'luent
from the Huntly Power Station on Waikato River invertebrate fauna,3
sampìing methods are empìoyed (Waikato Va]ley Authority, 1982). Net sweep

samples are taken to examine the weed-bed fauna, and grab samples taken to
sample the sediment infauna. Mu'ltip'late sanpìers positioned adjacent to
weed beds and above the mobile substratum have been used to samp'le the
invertebrate fauna of flowing water. This fauna inc'ludes sone taxa (e.g.,
Ephemeroptera, Trichoptera) which may be more sensi tive to thermal
poì'lution than, for exampìe, the predominantty o'ligochaete f auna co'l'lected
in grab samples. The ro'le of artificial substrata here, in generating
higher base diversities, is one of augmenting the information obtained with
other sampling methods.

In some situations, and particular'ly in sma'l'l streams, artif icia'l substrata
may be used on a more or less continuous basis in monìtoring irregular
point or diffuse discharges. In many cases some discharges cannot be

identified or characterised by spot physico-chemical or biological
samp'l ing. In these instances artificial substrata can faci I itate
quantification of the effects of water quaìity on benthic communìty

structure and abundance. In such long-term monitoring progranmes nore than
one investigator may be required for the col lection and analysis of
samples. The use of artificial substrata can reduce he'lp to reduce

variation produced by different sampling techniques or reduce effort on the
part of different investigators.

Some artificial substrata, in particular the multiplate type, can reduce

sample processing time. They are simp]y disassembled, and anima'ls ane

eas'iIy dis'lodged with a minimum of damage. This type of substnatum is
'lightweight, quick and inexpensive to manufacture, and in an extensive
monitoring programme provide a means whereby a'large number of samples can
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be collected in a short time. The only fieìd work required is repìacement

of the artificial substratum.

A characteristic of artificial substrata is that genera'lly they do not
provide a substratum similar in all respects to natural bottom conditions,
and hence they do not col lect an invertebrate community fuì'ly
representative of that occurring natura'l'ly. This factor was hìghl ighted by

James 6( Evison (1979) as being the principìe drawback of the Standard

Aufwuchs Unit, In many instances this prob'lem may be overcome to some

degree by using artificiaì substrata that incorporate at least some of
those materials forming the natural substratum of the river or site to be

sampled. The wooden settlement bìocks used by Winterbourn (1982) were

constructed of mountain beech, the pnedominant timber surrounding the study
site, Basket sanp'lers can be assemb'led using rocks, grave'|, or debris from

the sampl ing local ity, and multiplate samp'lers can be constructed of
naturaìly occurring timber, or pretneated by immersing in water prior to
use. In any event ìt is inevitab'le that some of the drift debris and

sediment in any given situation wi'l I become lodged on or within the
samp'lers.

The use of artificial substratum sampìers for col'lection of comparative
samp'les does not require that a'll species that may be present be sampled,

on that the collected community is representative of natura'l communities

neanby. Provided that a broad spectnum of spec'ies with a good population
size is co]lected, comparison between sites can be made on the basis of
community diversity.

DISAT'YATTAGES OF ARTIFICIAL SUBSTRATA

A very rea'l disadvantage stems from the fact that artifíciaì substrata must

be anchored or secured in position for considerable periods. They are,
therefore, prone to loss or damage caused by drifting debris, flood events,
or gross movement of mobile river bed substrata. In addition to being

secureìy anchored they must be marked in such a fashion that they can

easily be relocated by the investigator. This normally requines the use of
marker or floatation buoys, guide ropes or some other device. Such devices
not on'ly increase 'like1ihood of loss due to drif ting debris, but a'lso act
as very strong attractants to those in society with either inquisitive or
vandaì istic tendencies.
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The above prob'lems proved to be quìte major ones in the previously

mentioned invertebrate monitoring programme at the Huntly Powen Station.
Positioning and servicing samplers by diving went some way towards

al leviating vanda'lism and drif t damage, but created additiona'l prob'lems of
reìocating sample sites in turbid water on after gross movement of the

river itself . As a resu'lt the samp'ling became labour intensive and time

consuming. In addition the loss of al'l repì icate samp'lers at any one

samplìng station meant the'loss of data from a sampìing period covering

I weeks. The artificial substratum component of the monitoring programme

has now been reduced to an annual survey in which the number of rep'licates
has been increased to cater for losses.

The problems encountered in using plastic sewage filter media substrata in
sampling the tributary streams of the upper Waitemata catchment inc'luded

the retention of 'large quantities of si'lt, making sample sorting difficult.
In addition, very large numbers of individuals were col lected,
necessitating some subsampl'ing and requiling long periods of sorting,
identifícation and counting (pers. comm,, D. Challis, Auckland Regiona'l

Water Board). It must be noted that the coìlection of large numbers of
anima'ls is not necessari ìy a disadvantage.

Fina'11y, a minor disadvantage of artif icia'l substratum sampl ing is the

dislodgement and loss of organisms on removal of the sanpler. This prob'lem

can be readily overcome by placing the sampler in a net or mesh bag prior
to or during retrieva'|, and then examining the net for any dis'lodged

animals.

slttt RY

A variety of artificial substrata have been deve'loped for sampling and

monitoring aquatìc invertebrates. Basket and mu'ltiplate samp'lers ane the

nost widely used, primari ly in rivers where conventional sampì ing

techniques are inappropriate due to factors of depth, current, changes in
water level, mobi'le substrata or 'limited suitable natura'l substratum.

However, samp'lers designed for specific sìtes and specific purposes can be

and have been used.

Artificial substrata permit the collection of a numerous and diverse fauna

at sampling stations of choice, regard'less of bottom conditions. They
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provide favourable areas for invertebrate colonisation, on a uniform or

reproducible habitat on which period of colonisation can be contro'lled.

The provision of a standard substratum thus provides a basis for the

col'lection of comparative sampìes, against which the effects of the water

quality component of the environment may be reasonably assessed.

A minimum colonisation tjme of 4 weeks is suggested, but long immersion

periods render artificia'l substrata susceptib'le to damage or'loss due to

floods, drift debris or vanda'lism. In some instances they do not ptovide a

substratum similar to that occurning natura'lly. Coup'led with the need to

depìoy them above the natural substnatum, this can resu'lt in the sampìing

of a communìty that is not fully representatìve of the naturally occurring

invertebrate community. This is not a probìem ìn companative, as opposed

to descriptive or base'ìine studies.

Artif icial substrata have been used successful ly in New Zea'land streams and

rivers. Based on the accounts of their use presented in this paper, and on

the author's experience with artificia'l substrata in the !'laikato River,

their most usefuì app'lication to biologica'l monitoring appears to be in the

following contexts :

b

c

in short-term
large rivers;
in monitoring

in augmenting

techn i ques .

(i.e., 1 or 2 immersion periods) intensive surveys of

of point or diffuse discharges in small streams;

the ìnformation col'lected by other invertebrate sampling
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AXALYTIS A[' PRESETTATIOT OF TACNOI]IYERTEBRATE DATA

J.D. Stark

Taranaki Catchment Commission and Regìonaì Water Board, Stratford

IESTRACT

Thispaperprovidesabriefintroductiontoavarietyof
techniques for the analysis and presentation oÍ survey or

monitoring data on macroinvertebrate communities' Methods of data

analysis ãiscussed incìude descriptive ¡nethods, diversity indices,
Oiotic indices and community sinitarity/ dissimilarity indices'
Techniques for the presentation of data, ranging from specìes

I ists and percentage community composition to dendrograms,

ordinations and principal components ana'lyses are outl ined'
Examples of the uåes of a number of these techniques are given'
Reference is made to literature that may be consulted for detaiìs
of the application of these, and other, techniques'

IIÍTR T'CTIOlI

Biological surveys or monitoring nor-rnal ly result in the co'llection of

complex biotic and environmental data from which patterns and relationships

need to be extracted. Cìearly, it is not possible to use and comprehend

all of the data in its original form, and the problen is then how to reduce

or condense that data and to present it clearìy and conciseìy (Hellawell,

1g??). A confusing variety of techniques are available for the analysis of

such data. To date, in Nen Zealand, most studies concerned with the

bioìogìcal assessment of yraten qua'lity using macroinvertebrates essentiaì'ly

have been descrìptive (e.g., Hirsch, 1958; h|interbourn et â1" 1971;

Gibbs & Penny, 19?3; t{interbourn & stark, 19?8), perhaps with the use of

selected diversity indices. Few studies have attempted to use comparative

(e.g., suckìing, 1982) or biotic (Taranaki catchment commission, 1984;

Stark, in Press) indices.

Biological monitorìng in freshwaters: proceedings of a se¡ninar' Eds'

R.D. pridmore and A.B. Cooper. llater & Soit Directorate, t'linistry of
t{orks ar.ìd Development for the National Hater and Soi I Conservation

Àuthority, Heìtington, 1gg5. water & soil Èliscellaneous Publication 83.
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In this papen, I hope to provide a brlef {ntroductlon to a variety of
methods that can be used for analysis and presentation of macroinvertebrate

data, such as that collected fron biological monitoring progranmes. A

complete coverage, or detailed description of techniques is not attempted,

but references are given that nay be consulted for further information and

explanation.

Sound design of the sampling programme is the basis for successfu'l

biologica'l monitoring and inherent weakness in sampì ing cannot be

compensated for by subsequent data nanipulation (Hetlawell, 19771. For the

purposes of this paper, I make the assumption that adequate samples have

been co'llected via a well-designed sanpling programme (usefuì discussions

concerned with the design of sampìing programmes are given by Elliott,
7977 ¡ Green, 1979).

Various nethods of data analysis and presentation are il'lustrated in this
paper using data from the South Branch, Wainakariri River (Hinterbourn et
â1., 1971), the Taranaki Ring P'lain Water Resources Survey (Taranaki

Catchment Commission, 1984; Stark, in press) and various stream surveys

undertaken by Hirsch (1958).

IESCRIPTIYE ICT}TI¡}S OF DATA PRESETTATI(N AMI Af,ALYSIS

As þlinterbourn (1981) stated, descriptive analysis of macroinvertebnate

communities in the context of their physico-chemica'l and biotic environment

must form the basis of studies that use macroinvertebrates for assessment

of water quality. I be]ieve that this should be the case, also, for most

reports detailing the resuìts of biological monitoring programmes. Indeed,

an experienced biologist can make a usefu'l assessment simpìy by inspecting
a I ist of species and their relative and absolute abundances. This

assessment certa'inly is improved when environmental data are availabl.e

also. However, the results obtained and the conclusions reached must be

conveyed to others in a concise and understandab'le manner.

Taxa lists, taxa-by-site matrices containing presence/absence data, relativc
abundances, counts (Tabìe 1), percentage composition, or bionass data

should be presented as a reference database. If data are extensive, they

may be best as appendices to the report (or neferenced as being lodged in a

computerised data-base). Howeven, data in this form may be relativeìy
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T SLE 1 : Lrn nurbæ3 of rrcrolnvartcbr¡tca pcr O.t ¡2 rt 6 sitcs on thc
South lrerph, hinl¡¡rlrl Rlvrr (?-21 llcccüor f970l. ll¡te f¡c
Ilnt rtoum .t tl. (19?11

Taxon
No.

SITE NUIIBER
34

EPHEtIER0PTERA
Deleatidiun sp.
Coloburiscus huneral is

TRICHOPTERA
Aoteaosvche sp.
Helicopsvche sp.
0linqa feredavi
Pvcnocêntrie evecta
Frrcnocentrodes aureol a
Hudsonena amabilis
Oxvethira albiceps
Polvplectropus sp.
Hvdrobiosis sp.
Psilochorcna bidens
lleurochorena conf usun

DIPTERA
Tanypodinae
l,laoridiamcsa sp.
Orthoc'ladi inae
Chironomus zcalandicus
Linnophora sp.

CRUSTACEA

Paracal I iope f luviati I is
0stracoda

I,I0LLUSCA
Potamopvrqus anti podarun
Phvsa sp.
Gvraulus corinna

HIRUOINEA
Glossiphonia sp.

PLATYHELIIII{THES
Cura pinouis
Rhabdocoela

OLIGOCHAETA
Tubi f i cidae
Lunbriculus varieoatus
Eiseniella tetraedra

1

2

3
I
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
l2
13

4.6
9.6

11 .0
3.3

70.3
1.6

1.3
2.3
1.0

13.6 0.6
1.6

159.0 111.0
0.6
3.0

1.3

1.6 :

27 9.6 38.6
28 14.0 1.0
29 ?.3 0.3

95.0 88.6
0.3 0.6

ri. o
30. 6
0.3

44.6
1.0
0.3

2.O
0.6

1.0

9.'

104.0
0.6

0.3

16.3
2.3

61.0 34.6

':.0

2.O
0.6
4.6
1.0

68.6
0.6
1.0
7.6
3.6

1.0
1.0

30.0
2.3

e.o
0.6
0.5

l1
15
16
l7
18

19
20

27
22
23

21

25
26

0.6

2.O

308 4780 15.0
,:, 32787 t:t
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.lncomprehensibìe to the non-biologist. Thercfore, in thc main body of the

report, graphicaì representation of data (e.9., kite diagrams or bar graphs

showing nunbers of taxa, percentage conmunity conposition (Fig. 1), or

density data) may be used to illustrate changes between sites and the

effects of pollution. Comnon names of taxa may be used also, since many

people find long scientific names detract from their comprehension of a

report. Wi'lhm (7972) and Heìlawell (19?8) provide good examples of the

many ways that biotic data may be presented in a clear and understandable

manner.

te
I

0ther taxa

0ligochaeta

Moltusca

Diptera

Trichoptera

Si
123

Ê
.9
'6
o
CL
É,o
L'

ås0
c,

=
Eo
U
-oo\

Ephemeroptera

ffim

ffi
ffiI
ET
ffi

Fig. 1: Pcrcantagc cnunity coposition, by HJor ¡æroinvertebratc
gnoups, for 6 sitcs m thG South Branch, llaiHkariri Rivcr 17-21
Ilcccücr 1970). Frcezing rcrks discharaes antcr bctncn sitcs 3 t
I and I t 5. tlata (Tabtc 1) fra Hintcnbourn ct al. (19711.
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SIIrcU-S¡UI'LE ATI N'TTIYARIATE TIATA PROCESSI]IG

Biological monitoring programmes may generate large volumes of data, which

are best stored and analysed using computers. The selection of appropriate

methods for the ana'lysis of these data has received considerable attention
with the result that there is available a bewi'ldering array of techniques.

References that are worth consulting on this matter include Wilhm (19'12),

Clifford & Stephenson (19?5), Hellanelt (197?, 19?8), Green (1979) and

Washington (1984).

Two primary categories of methods for the analysis of biomonitoring data

may be identified :

Sil¡Ic-saplc or univariatc tcchniqucs

These methods include biotic and diversity indices and are appìied to data

from single sites/samples without reference to data col'lected fron other

s'ites/sampl es .

h¡I tivariatc tcchniqæs
Multivariate techniques, such as community simiìarity indices, ordinations

and principa'l components analysis, are desirable for the assessment of
spatial or temporal changes by comparing 2 or more populations or community

structures.

I'IIIVARIATE ET}ÍNS OF DATA ItrALY1SIS

Divurslt¡r indiccs
A variety of approaches have been used to formulate diversity indices, but

there is genera'l agreement that diversity (in this context) must have both

a species richness component and an evenness component (i.e., a measure of
the relative abundance of individuals withìn species) (t,Úashington, 1984).

Diversity indices derived from information theory are the best known and

nost commonly used indices (especially that of Shannon in Shannon & l,leaver,

1949), but, at present, these are being questioned as to their biological
meaning (Washington, 1984). Some workers (e.g., Margalef, 1958, 1968,

1969, 7972¡ Hi'lhm & Dorris, 1966; Wilhm, 1967, 1968, 1970; 0ills & Roger,

l9'l4i Pielou, 19?5; Cairns, 1977) have found Shannon's H useful or

promising, but others (e.9., Hurlbert, 1971; Goodman, 19?5; Hi'lsenhoff,

7977; Hughes, 19?8) have criticised its use. This criticism has not been

countered by proponents of the information theory indices (llashington,
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19g4). Washington (1984) concluded that the continued use of H seens to be

because of its entrenched nature rather than any belief in its biologicaì

relevance and it shoutd be c'lassified as a dubious index.

In summary of diversìty indices Hashington (1984) concluded that there is a

need to find an index that has a meaningful biologìca] explanation and

includes both species nu¡nber and abundance of individua'ls within species.

Hurlbert's PIE (19?1) and Keefe & Bergersen's TU (19??) were suggested to

offer the most promising approaches to diversity but both requìre further

investigation and evaluation.

Hulbert's PIE (probability of interspecific encounter) (1971)

s2
PIE = tN/(N-l)l [1-.ElPi]

Keefe and Bergersen's TU (197?)

s2
TU = 1 - Ln/(n-1)l t E pi - l/nl

i=1

where s = number of taxa in the sample or population,

]rl = number of individuals in the population or community,

n = number of indivídua'ls in the sample, and

pi = ni/n = the fraction of a sampìe of individuals belonging to

species i.

An important point to note concerning the appìication of diversity indices

is that some are meant to be used to estinate the index value from a sample

(e.g., TU) and others to ca]culate the exact value when the sample is

treated as a population ( i.e., a complete co'llection) (e.9. , PIE) . t'lany

indices have versions that may be used in both circunstances.

Biotlc indiccs
llhereas diversity indices nay describe biological quality in terms of the

structure of the macroinvertebrate community, biotic indices make use of

the indicator organism concept. Biotic indices tend to be pollution-type
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TtlLE 2 : Scor¡¡ rllært¡d to {nyrrt.öîrt trn collcctod fFC 3tony rlffl¡¡'
triry th¡ Trrnrk{ Rlngpl¡{n llologleel Sr¡lrtlt, for ¡¡sc ln
ctlcr¡htlqr of hnolnrrrt ör.t canlty lrd.x (tI) v¡t¡¡¡.
(Aft.r St.t, in P'¡¡sl.

EPHEI'IEROPTERA
AreletoÞsis
l{esaneletus
Coloburiscus
Zephlebia
Iþleatidiun
Ata I ophlcbioidcs
l,laui u I us
Austroc'l ina

PLECOPTERA
Stenooer I a
l,lcqa I eptoper I a
Zelandooerla
Zel andobl us
Acroper'la

HEI,IIPTERA
llicrovelia

I.IEOALOPTERA
Archichaul iodes

COLEOPTERA
ELI,tIDAE
PTILODACTYLIDAE
STAPHYLINIDAE
HYOROPHILIOAE
HYORAENIDAE
DYTISCIDAE

DIPTERA
Linonia
Aphroohi la
ERIOPTERINI
PSYCHODIDAE
l,lischoderus
TAIIYPOOIIIAE
PoDOI{OilIllAE
I'laoridianesa
ORTHOCLADIlII II{AE
Polvpsdi lur
Chi rononus
TANYTARSII{I

DIPTERA (Cont. )
CERATOPOGONIOAE
Austrosimul i um

STRATIOI,IYIDAE
EI.IPHIDIDAE
l,lUSC I DAElANTHolilY I I oAE
TABAI{IDAE

TRICHOPTERA
0rthoosvche
Aoteapsvche
Polvplectropus
Hvdrobiosi s
Psi lochorena
Neurochorema
Hvdrochorena
Costechorema
Ti phobi os i s
Oxvethi ra
Paroxvethi ra
Pvnocentria
Bcracoptere
Pvcnocentrodes
Conf lge¡s
Conuxia
Ol inqa
OECOIIESIDAE
Hel icopsvche
Triplectides

CRUSTACEA
AI,IPHIPODA

OLIGOCHAETA

HIRUDIT{EA

PLATYHEL]itII{THES

I{OLLUSCA
PotanoÞvrqus
Phvsa
Latia

ACARINA
1{EI,IATODA

10
9
9
7

I
9
5
9

10
9

10
5

5

3
3
5
3
3
3

9
I
8
5
I
6
9
7
6
2
2
1
I
5
5
I
9
9

10
5

6
I
5
5
I
5

6
5
9
1

I
5
I
3
2
3
I
3

5

1

3

3

3
1
3
3

5
3
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and geographically specific (þlashington, 1984) and so are never ìikely to
be universally applicable. The concept of the indicator organism, whose

presence indicates po'llution, has been disputed since these taxa may be

found in clean streams aìso (Chandler, 19?0). However, it has been

suggested that associations or communities of benthic macroinvertebrates

may provide a more reliable assessment of pollution than the occurrence of

specific taxa (t{ilhn, 19?0; l{interbourn, 1981; Stark, in press).

þlashington (1984) evaluated 19 biotic indices but, of these, only 4 may be

appìied directly to freshwater macroinvertebrate communities in New

Zealand. These indices, essentiaìly, are ratios of tubificid oligochaetes

to other taxa (Goodnight & t'lhi tley, 1960; Ki ng & Bal I ' 1964; Bri nkhurst '
1966) oF, simply, densities of oligochaetes (Hright e Tidd, 1933). Such

indices are likely to be too sirnplìstic for widespread app'lication in thìs

country due to the complexity and variability of stream environments

(Winterbourn, 1981). However, the prÍncip'les of those indices considered

pronising could be apptied to New Zealand conditions. t{ashington (1984)

considered that Chandler's (19?O) and Chutter's (1912) approaches to

development of a biotic index had most merit. Included also in this class

of index are Hilsenhoff's Biotic Index (19??), the Bio'logical l'lonitoring

t{orking Party Score system (BMWP, 19?8; Armitage et a1, 1983), and the

only comprehensive biotic index adapted specifica'lly for New Zealand

conditions - viz. the J.iacroinvertebrate Community Index (t'lCI) of Stark

(in press).

The MCI involves atìocation of scores (fron 1 to 10) to taxa (mostly

genera) with pollution intolerant taxa gaining higher scores than pollution

tolerant ones (Table 21. The MCI is applied by summing scores for each

taxon present at a site to obtain a site score, dividing this by the number

of scoring taxa and multiptying by 20 (a scaling factor). The index ranges

from 20, when all taxa present score 1 point each, to 200, when all taxa

present score 10 points each. For stony riffles in rivers and streams on

the Taranaki rìngplain, MCI values greater than l2O indicate clean,

unpolìuted conditions; values between 100 and l2O, slight-to-moderate

nutrient enrichment; and values less than 1OO, moderate-to-gross organic

polìution, For detailed nethodology concerning the application of the l'lCI,

discussion of its characteristics, further examples of its application, and

a vension of the index that uses quantitative data (Ql,lcl), refenence should

be made to Stark (in Press).
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Downstlean

Fig. 2: llacroinvcrtcbratG Corunity Indcr( values for selccted sitcs on the
hingpngpro Strcu (lll, Iangatoki Strear (ll), ll¡ngatoki-iti Stnea¡
(I1), and thc Clirie Strcu (C) in the llaÍrtgorlgoro catclmnt,
Taranaki (20-21 July 198Ít) (aftcr Stark, in prcss) -

ilangarhero St¡n Dunn's Ck Kaupokonui stm

Dâiry Factory

cheese Factory

Cheese Factory

DorFstic Sewage

Lâctose Co.

oalry Facto¡y

Dairy Fâctory

0a'iry Fôctory

Diagraratic rcPnescntetion of thê
Taranaki sluing Hin Pollution
Cilunity lndct( values Íor 22 sites
nrËcrs frc Hirsch (1958r. t.B"
prcss).

Kaupokonui Strear catcJmnt,
inputs and llacroinvertcbrate
(larch 195?). tlata and sÍte

lbt to scale (after Stark, in

oal ry

Fig. 3:
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The results of MCI analysis (or indeed any single-sanple statistic) may be

tabulated, depicted graphically (Figs.2,3) or shown on a map of the study

area (Fig. 4).

It nust be stressed that biotic ìndìces (and indeed, diversity indices),
which can be invaluable in summarising compìex bioìogica'l informatìon into

a form understandable by water-managers, must not be regarded as the be all
and end all of biological monitoring. There is great danger in collecting
information of a quality that is only just sufficient for an index to be

applied, or in never analysing data in more sophisticated Hays. It is on'ly

by detailed quantitative ecoìogical and taxonomic studies that we will
learn more about the habitat requirements and tolerances of aquatic taxa.

It is this more detailed infornation that could form the basis for more

reliable or nore refined biologicaì methods of pollution assessment.

I'lany authors have developed, evaluated or compared various biotic indices,

and for more information on this topic the reader may consult Hellawelì

(19??, 19?8), l.lason (1981), Washington (1984) and references therein.

Fig. 5 shows one way of depicting changes in a number of diversity and

biotic indices downstream in the South branch of the Waimakariri River. As

I'lason (1981) has noted, there are situations where various indices may

convey little more information than the number of taxa (s)!

Biotic indices should never be conpared to diversity indices, especially
not as indicators of water quality (tlashington, 1984). Diversity indices

measure change in community structure, whereas biotic indices measure

polìution (usually organic) specificatly based upon the reactions of
physiotogically sensitive organisms. Presence/absence or abundance of

sensitive organisms may alter without a major change in conmunity

structure. In such cases, there would be a poor correlation between the

2 types of indices. This is not to say, however, that biotic and diversity
indices never yield similar interpretations (see Fig. 5). Despite this, a

number of authors have compancd biotic and diversity indices (e.9.,

Chutter , 1972; Hi ìsenhof f , 797'l; l.lason, 1981) but there appears to be

little consensus as to which indices are preferred.

N'LTIYâRIATE IET}Iü}S tr DATA AXATY€IS

Atthough single-sample analysis is essential in aquatic community
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Follutional cìassification of Taranaki ring¡rlain sçIing sites
bascd uPon llacroinvartcbrate Cnunity Inde( valucs catãutatcdfnc cotincd nintcr, spring and slrcr saryIcs. I - pollution
insignificant; fI o slight - todcratc poltution; III ¡ ¡oderate -g¡oas polìution. After Stark (in prcssl.
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biononitoring, analysis often is inconplete unless comparisons are made

between samples (e.9., control vs affected site comparisons). The abiìity
to discriminate between sanples and to identify the cause(s) of sample

differences is a goal of biomonitoring (Herricks & Cairns, 1982).

l,lultivariate analyses may be performed on quantitative (density), coded

abundance, frequency, biomass, or presence/absence data (Field et â.|.,

1982). However, comparisons are valid only if sinilar sampling and sampìe

analysis procedures are used. Hurlbert (1SOS¡ suggested that, since

abundances are inf'luenced readily by extraneous factors, presence/absence

data nay give a 'less ambiguous measure of association. I don't be'lieve

that the situation is that simple; rather the choice of nethods must be

considered in relation-to the aims of a study and the habitat/river types

involved. Often there are financial or tine constraints that dictate the

use of more rapid presence/absence techniques. In any event, one must

appreciate that the choice of methods, inevitabìy, will influence the

results and possible conclusions of a study. For this reason, methods ¡nust

be chosen carefulty by suitably experienced persons to ensure that they are

appropriate to the aims of the investigations.

Green (1979) has identified 2 broad categories of multivariate analysis,
viz. cluster analysis and ordination. Both procedures allow visual
interpretation of relationships between samples and may be used in
combination to increase analytical capabilities (Herricks & Cairns, 1982).

l{alker et al. (1979) identified 3 approaches that could be used for the

nultivariate analysis of survey data :

Search for patterns amongst the biological variables and then attempt

to interpret then in terms of environmental data.
Search for patterns of relationships between biotic and environmental

data simultaneously, e.9., canonical anaìysis (Cassie, 19721.

Search for patterns in the environmental variables followed by a search

for related patterns in biotic data.

The third approach requires prior knowledge of which physical variables
are likely to be doninant so that they can be measured, but there seems

to be most support for the first approach (Day et al., 19?1; Green &

Vascotto, 1978; Green, 1979; Field et al., 1982). The first strategy
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QMCI

Fig. 5: Gtrangcs in various blotic and dirnrsity indiccs donnstreer in thc
South Bralrch, llainkariri Rivcr. S = nrier of t!xt; llcl =
llacroinvurtcbratc Cnrnity Indcx; (FICI = llGI usilrg quantitativc
data¡ Hr E Shannon-l{eanar Spccics Divursíty; PIE ' Hurlbert's
Probability of Interspccific Encountcr. tlata (Table 1) fro
llintcltq¡rn et tI. (1971,.
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avoids the inf'luence of previous assumptions about the relationships
between environmental and biotic variables, and minimises the danger of
circular arguments in seeking to deduce relationships (Field et al.,
1e82 ) .

Two types of analysis may be performed :

Site group analysis (otherwise termed

which samples or sites are arranged

sinilarity of their biotic communities

Taxa group analysis (otherwise termed

which taxa are grouped according

distributions over the sites (Fig. 71.

normaì, or q-type analysis) in
into groups according to the

(Fìs. 6) .

inverse, or r-type analysis) in
to the similarity of their

hta transfolütion end standardisation
Prior to multivariate analyses, and depending on the characteristics of the
data, it may be desirable (or essential) to transform or standardise data.
Clifford & Stephenson (1975) and Sokal & Sneath (1963) discuss a number of
methods that may be used and the conditions they are appropriate for.

Transformation, which is not required for presence/absence data, alters the
entry for each taxon for each sanple without reference to the range of
scores in the rest of the data. Most comnon'ly used is the logarithmic
transformation but square root transformations nay be used also.

Standardisation is not required for normal (site group) analysis but may be

desirable prior to inverse (taxa group) analysis when quantitative data are
used. This is because perfectly correlated taxa, which always occur
together, might be separated from one another because their scores were not
the same. One recommended standardisation for taxa group anaìyses involves
replacing each data value by :

(Field et al. , 19821

GoTarativu indicas
Itleasures of distance, information, correlation, simi larity and

dissimilarity have been used to summarise the overall similarity between

2 samplesr/sites taking all taxa into consideration. Many of these indices

ln
loofx¡i / E

t-j=l
I

,.- jJ
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Ordination

Fig. 6: Sitc-grorp (rcnal or q-type) analysis : snary of stagês leading
to classification and oldination of sarylcs. Rü deta (stagp 1)
rru rcpncsGntcd in a ¡etrix of n sÐles by s species. llata ray
rcquir.c transfomtion (stagp 2). Thc sírilarity Htrix (stagp 3)
is dcrived and classificd (stage 4l or ordinatcd (stagc 5) to
yicìd coplcæntary pictorial srraries of thê rclationships
betrccn the I sarytes in this diagrar. Indicator spccics
(stagp 6) arG obtaincd dircctty fra the ral data and aid in
intclpl'ct¡tion of sQIc aroupil¡s (after Ficld ct al-, 1982).

Ordination

Taxa-grorry (invurse or r-typc) analysis : strary of stages
Icadiæ to classification and ordination of species (cf., Fig. 61.
tdditional stcp6 l7 and 8), data rcdrrction and standardisation'
¡ay bG rcquired. Tha classific¡tion suggests that thcre ane 2

nin clustcrs of I spccics cach; the ordination Índicatcs rhich
individual spccics are closc or distant Ín distribution (after
Ficld ct al., 198,21.
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Classificatron

Fig. ?:
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and their properties have been sunmarised by Sokal & Sneath (1963), Sneath

& Sokal (1973) , Cl ifford & Stephenson (19?5), He'l lawel 1 (19?7, 1978),

Perkins (1983) and Hashington (1984). Few different indices seem to have

been used in aquatic ecosystems (l{ashington, 1984).

Qualitetivr cÇuiso¡r
0f the indices available for use with presence/absence data, the index of
Jaccard (1908) (termed CC or Coefficient of Community by Hhittaker &

Fairbanks, 1958) is the oldest, sinplest, and one of the most satisfactory
of those in general use (Ctifford & Stephenson, 1975).

cc c/(a+b-c)

where a

b

c

nunber

number

number

oÍ
of
of

taxa at site A,

taxa at site B, and

taxa in comnon

in value from 0 (when 2 sites have no taxa in
sites have the same taxa present). Sonetimes the

percentage (llashington, 1984).

Jaccard's index ranges

common) to 1 (when both

index is expressed as a

(¡¡anti tativu coçarisons
Comparative conmunity simi larity,/dissimi larity indices that use

quantitative data, and which have been used in aquatic ecosystens, include
the Percentage Sinilarity of Community (PSC) (Hhittaker & Fairbanks, 1958),

the Bray-Curtis (1957) measure with various later modifications (see

Clifford & Stephenson, l9?5), Pinkham & Pearson's index (B) (1976), and

Euc'lidean Distance (Cl if ford t Stephenson, 1975) .

Brock (1977) compared PSC and B and concluded that Pinkham and Pearson's B

was too sensitive to rare taxa and not sensitive enough to dominants. PSC

showed a greater response to changes in dominance and sub-dominance, and

was considered less affected by normaì sampling error. PSC was preferred
for identification of structural,/functional differences between

communities.

PSC = 100-0.5 f"-¡ I

where a and b are, for a given taxon, the proportion (or percentage) of
the total samples A and B which that taxon represents.

s
E

i=1
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perkins (1983) compared a nunber of community comparison indices in

macrobenthic community bioassays and, although no sìngìe index $las

preferred, it was suggested that conmunity comparison indices hold promise

as a group.

In summarising comnunity similarity indices, it would appear that further

evaluation of their performance is desirable (Perkins' 1983; l{ashington'

1984) and that the use of 2 (or nore) indices (e'g., Jaccard and PSC) '
which have different areas of sensitivity, is likely to provide nore

re'liable interpretations (Brock, 197'll .

Pr.sürtation of r.csults of coçarative indices

Comparative community simitarity indices may be applied between adjacent

sanpling dates (to depict changes in comnunity composition between tines)

or between adjacent sites (e.g. , sequential ly downstream) . Results

normally are best represented graphicatly (similar to Figs. 2 or 5 but with

points p'lotted midway between sampling dates or sites).

More usua'l'ly, comparative indices are appìied to taxa x site data matrices

where every site (for site-group anaìyses) or taxon (for taxa-group

analyses) is compared with every other. Results may be presented as a

similarity matric or trellis diagram (Fig. 8), dendrogram (Figs. 9, 10), or

ordination (Figs. 11, l2l.

Siritarlty ratríces and trcllis dÍagrars

l,latrices of simi'larity (or dissimilarity) indices formed fron site/taxa

group analyses ane very informative to one used to interpreting them.

However, they rarely are suitable for presenting results to others in an

understandable manner. Differentiat shading of the siniìarity matrix

(termed a trellis diagram) is the simplest technique for recognìsing, at

one g'tance, groupings among the sites/taxa (Fig.8). Groups may be found

by rearranging rows and columns to obtain highest simi larity values

(darkest shading) along the principal diagona'l of the matrix.

Discontinuities in the natrix are identified by searching for blocks of

dark or light shading (i.e, , high or 'low sinilarities) which may be

del imited as site/taxa grouPs. However, this process becomes quite

unwieìdy nith large data sets (Sokal & Sneath, 1963).
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S ite
34

3
o,

:
-L

5

6

0.70 - 1.00

0.50 - 0.69

0.30 - 0.¿19

0. 10 - 0.29

0.09

Fig.8: Trellis diagrr (¡¡pper half' arÉ ¡atrix of PSc sirilarity
coeff icicnts (Iær half ) for 6 sites on thê South 8ralrch,
Iai¡akariri Rivcr. ThGsê data ane plotted as a dendrogrr on
Fig. 9c. Ilata (Tablc 1l frc Hintcrtourn et al. (1971).

Clr¡stcr analysis
A similarity matrix nornally is represented graphically as a dendrogram.

Although small dendrograms may be constructed without the use of computers

using methods such as those described by Hellawell (1978), the calculations
are tedious rather than difficult and are best undertaken using a computer.

Computers are essential for more compìex analyses, BASIC conputer programs

for dendrogram anaìyses are given by Orloci (1975) and Spencer (1984).

A variety of clustering strategies are available to produce a dendrogram

from the similarity matrix (Sokal & Sneath, 1963; Sneath û Sokal, 19?3;

Clifford & Stephenson, 1975). The nost successful nethod appears to be the
average 'l inkage clustering strategy, which joins 2 groups of samples

together at the average level of similarity between all menbers of one

group and all members of the other (Clifford & Stephenson, 7975¡ Field et
qI., 1982). This method also is known as 'group average', 'arithmetic
average' or 'UPGlilAr ( unwei ghted pa i r group method us i ng ar i thmet i c

averages) (Sneath & Sokaì, 19zg). Just as the similarity or dissimilarity

X
0.48 X
0.51 0.86 X
0.07 011 006 X
0.0ó 0.11 0.06 081 X

X0.09 0.09 0.07 0.78 0.96
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Fig. 9: Anerage tinkagc clustcring dendrogrars of sites in the South
Brarrch, llaiHkarÍri River usilrg (a) prrescrce,/abserrce data,
(b' Iog(n+l1 transforæd @unts and (c) counts oÍ ¡acro-
invrrtcbrrtGs. Ilata (Tablc 1) fra Hintcrbourn et al. (1971).
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index chosen can affect the results
cìustering strategy will influence the

Clifford & Stephenson, 1975).

of an analysis, the choice of

appearance of the dendrogram (see

Dendrograns have the advantage of being simple to understand. Samples are

clustered into distinct groups, although the cut-off levels between groups

are arbitrary and depend upon convenience. However, Field et aì. (1982)

listed 4 main disadvantages to dendrograms :

The hierarchy is irreversible - once a sanple has been placed in a

group its identity is lost.
It then follows that dendrograms onìy show inter-group relationships -
the level of simiìarity indicated is the inter-group va]ue.

The sequence of individuals (sites, samples or taxa) in a dendrogram is
arbitrary and 2 adjacent samples are not necessarily the most similar.
T.his can be illustrated by visualising an upside-down dendrogram as a

suspended mobile with threads holding samp'les/sites/taxa which are free

to rotate in a horizonta'l plane. (Often, however, this sequence can be

modified sìightly so that it does correspond with some environmentaì

gradient).
Cluster analysis wi I I always produce discrete groups of
samples/sites/taxa even where there is no pattern in the data (i.e.,
dendrograms nay over-emphasise discontinuities) .

In view of these disadvantages, it can be advisable to confirm the results
of classification using sone other method. Sometimes agreement between a

dendrogram and the pattern in the data is so obvious that further
confirmation is not realìy required (as in the Waimakariri River exanple

presented in this paper). In other cases a complementary method (such as

an ordination) may be used to determine whether or not the groups delimited
on the dendrogram are 'reaì' (i.e., when the 2 methods agree and the

results make ecoìogical sense) (Field et al., 79821. If resu'lts are at

variance, then interpretations may need to be tempered accordingly.

oTHER TECflXTQTTES OF n LTIYARTATE ATALYSIS

Classification or cluster analysis results in the production of groups of
sanples/sites/taxa from a given set of data. In order to achieve such
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Fig. 10:

r8lt212 t5223 ó 9rOt¿ 21 lp n É 25t2t3t82ót7272A

Averagc lir*agc clusterÍng dendrograr of taxa
llainkariri River. Taxa nr¡bers anê given in
grû¡ps (A-E, havc been delíritcd. Ilata (Tabte
ct al. (1971).

in the South Bralrch,
Table 1. FÍve taxa
1) fra llinterbourn

Taxon Nwnber

Fig. 1l: Rccipnocal avcragirp ordínation
tl¡l¡akeriri Rivcr (cf ., Fig. 9c).
ct al. (19?1).

of 6 sites in the South Branch,
flata (Tabte 1) fra Hinterbourn
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simpl icity (e.9. , a two-dinensional dendrogram) there has been a

considerable loss of information (clifford & stephenson, 19?s). To avoid
this loss, considerable attention has been given to deternination of the
best condensation of multidinensional relationships by projection on to a

reduced nunber of axes or planes (usually 2 or 3). Anongst these
techniques are various kinds of ordination lprincipal components analysis
(= summarisation), principal coordinates analysis, reciprocal averaging,
multidimensional scal ing, trend-seekingJ, and canonical ana'lysìs (=

nu'ltiple discrininant analysis). Discussion of the characteristics and
uses of these methods is beyond the scope of this paper, suffice to say
that the aims of a study witl influence the choice of method. Reference
should be made to Clifford & Stephenson (19?5), Or'loci (19?S) and Green
(1979) for such discussion.

Examples of reciprocal averaging ordination using data from the South
Branch, Waimakariri River (t{interbourn g! ql., l9Z1) are given on Figs. 11

and L2. In this case, groupings evident on the site and taxa ordinations
are consistent with those obtained on the corresponding dendrograms (Figs.
9, 10).

Ordination has a number of advantages over clustering. First'ly, individual
sites (or taxa) retain their identity, and their distances apart on the
ordination represent their relative similarity. Secondly, the axes of an
ordination are described by partícular dominating environmental variables.
For the reciprocal averaging ordination of sites for the South Branch (Fig.
11), for example, the 'Y' axis could represent the degree of poìtution
(increasing downwards), as measured by a suitable water quality variable
(e.g., conductivity, BOD). However, of the environmental data collected by
Winterbourn et al., (19?1) (current velocity, substratum, dissolved oxygen,
BOD, conductivity, pH, turbidity and temperature), only current velocity
appears to correlate with the X-axis (increasing ìeft).

0n the other hand,

times ìonger to run

the present examp'le, the ordinations took about s

the computer than the dendrograms.

lÞtcrrination of taxa charactcristic of sitc gr-oups or sitcs
charactcristic of taxa groups

Once the distribution patterns have been summarised in a classification or

IN

on
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Fig. 12: Reciprocal avcraging ordination of taxa in tlle South Bralrch,
llaiHkeriri Rivcr. Taxa codes are given in Tabìe 1. Taxa groups
A-E indicatcd arc thosc dclititcd on the FSG sirilarity dendrograr
(Fig. 1O). Itata (Tabtc 1) fro lintcrbq¡rn et al. (1971)'
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an ordination, the taxa differences that caused the patterns have been

obscured. This information can be regained only by returning to the

taxa-by-site matrix of ral', data or frequencies derived from the raw data

(Field et al., 1982). Rearrangement of a taxa-by-site matrix with taxa and

sites reordered according to their orders on the axes of taxa-group and

site-group dendrograms (or ordinations) respectively and then marking in
divisions between site and taxa groups can help one to identify taxa or

taxa groups characteristic of site groups by means of their presence, or

high/low abundance (Table 3). A number of rstatistica'lr tests are

available to determine which taxa are characteristic of one group of sites
but absent from another (the Infornation statistic; Field et al. , 79821 ,

or which taxa differ nost in their distribution amongst all site groups

simultaneously (the 'pseudo F-test' ; Stephenson et aì . , 1977). These

tests are a very useful way of re-exanining data in practice, but, since

severaì assumptions are not net, they must not be regarded as statistical
tests of significance.

Relationship to qwiror-ntal data

The ai¡n of nost investigations, once groupings have been de'limited in the

biotic data (and their biologica'l characteristics discussed), is to find
environmental factors that are likely to be responsible for the patterns

found. One simple method is to construct a trellis diagram showing

between-sample biotic similarities in one half and similarities of an

environmental variable (e.g., substratum composition) in the other. A

mirror image effect suggests a strong environmental relationship (see

exampìes in Green, 1979).

The mapping of biological (e.9.,
environmental variables onto spatia'l
an effective display of pattern,
discharge (Green, 19?9).

site groups from a dendrogram) and

and/or temporaì dimensions can provide

for example, related to effects of

Several statistical techniques are avai lab'le for testing relationships
between environmental and biotic data (t-test, J'lann-l{hitney U-test, ANoVA,

multiple discrininant analysis) (Green, 1979; Field et a'1. , 19821 . The

simplest tests involve comparing alì observations of an environmental

variable for one site group with those for another. The variables that
differ significantly are noted as being possible factors responsible for
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TfBf-E ! : Trxr-ly-sltc ¡¡trfu rcolúrud æding to outpl¡t frc dcndrogn
rmlrä¡ (FlF. gc t||d rol slwiæ pGrc.nt.gs cnnlty coTcltldr
rt 6 31t.3 on th. south BfüFh, hld<¡riri Riwr (?-21 ll¡coÜor
lg?ot. sitc üd trt. gtìotps e¡.c dclirltcd. Il¡te frc llntcftourn
ct rl. (f9?11.

SITE l{Ul,lBER

Taxon

Dcleatidiun sp.
Hudsonena anabilis
Hvdrobiosis sp.
PotanoÞvrqus antipodarun
Coloburiscus !lq[!
olinoa feredavi
Helicopsvche sp.
Pycnocentrodes aureo'l a
l,laoridiaresa sp.
Phvsa sp.
Aoteapsvche sp.
Pvcnocentria evecta

1

I
l1
27

2

5
1
7

15
22

3
6

10.4
0.3
0.3

12.5

0.5

1.3
0.3
0.2

o.2

21.O
0.5
0.4

31 .6
0.1
3.1
2.7

20.0

1.3
0.9

29.0
0.3
0.?

31.2
o.2

10. 1

3.6
14. 6
0.3
o.2

0.1

0. /û

Oxvethira albiceps
Polvplectropus sp.
Tanypodi nae
0stracoda
Gvraulus coriDna
Glossiphonia sp.
Paracal'l iope f 'luviati I is
Eiseniel la tetraedra
Orthocladi inae
Cura pinquis
Psilochorena bidens
ileurochorena confusum

9
10
1/û

20
23
24
19
29
16
25
12
13

18.3
o.2
0.3
0.¡l
0.8
0.3
3.6 0.2
1.9 0.1
8.0
0.4
2.0 0. 7

1 .0 0.3

o:t

o.r
o.-,

o,_,

'i
Linnophora sp.
Rhabdocoel a

18
26

0.3
7.2

Chi rononus zeal andicus 0.40.15.30.10.6LI

Tubificidae
Lunbricul us varieqatus

27
28

2.6 11.0
3? .0 0.3

5. ¡û 26.6 12.1 9. 1

0.8 68. I St .2 86.7
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the biotic groups (Field, 19?1). This approach has certain disadvantages
inherent in repeated significance tests (see Green, 19?9; p. T6), and,

because comparisons are pairwise, the overall effect of the environmental
variab'les on the observed patterns may not be clear. Multiple discriminant
analysis is considered by Green (19?9) to be the best method for evaluating
the significance of group separation and interpretation.

SIHARV ATI OfTLUSI(N;
A monitoring or surveillance programme, which is to be used in water
management (i.e., where the results must be understood by non-biologists),
should cornprise:

Descriptive analysis of nacroinvertebrate conmunities.

Site descriptions and measurement of physico-chemical factors likely to
influence benthic nacroinvertebrate community composition.

A checklist or questionnaire approach could be used to facilitate this
process.

Pictorial tnethods of data presentation with raw data included as

appendices to the report (or referenced as being stored in a computer
data fi le).

Single-sample techniques of data analysis such as biotic or diversity
indices to reduce complex information to a single number, which may be

used to rank sites or, given a suítab'ly calibrated index, to eva'luate
the pollutional status of a site.

Multivariate techniques of data
ordinations), which are preferred
tenporal changes, by comparing, for

anaìysis (e.9., dendrograms and

for the assessment of spatiaì or
example, control vs affected sites.

NorE: rf possibìe, at 2 least complementary methods of data analysis
should be used. For exanple, Jaccard and psc simitarity indices,
dendrograms and ordinations. The use of complementary methods may not be

necessary when the first method chosen is used merely to depict obvious
pattern in the data.

Identification of environnental factors responsible for the observed
biotic pattern.
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Translation of the results of the investigation into practical

recommendations that will have direct app'lication in t{ater resource

management.

lrlanagenent should be presented with relevant information,

interpretation and necommendations, either in a brief report tailored

to these purposes or in specific management-oriented sections as part

of a more comPrehensive rePort.

I betieve that the onus is on the bio'logist to provide management with

a useful interpretation of the study findings. In turn, I believe that

management have an obìigation to make best use of their technical/

scientific support by gìving such findings due consideration.
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SESSION 6

MONITORING OF

FISH

Biological monitoring in freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. lrlater & Soil Directorate, Ministry of
Works and Development for the National lrlater & Soil Conservation Authority,
tlellington, 1985. l¡later & Soil Miscellaneous Publication 83.
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FISilERY VALUES Att IATER Q|¡AIITY

D.K. Ræ

Fisheries Research Division, l,lAF, Rotorua

AESTRACT

l.lanagement of water resources requires a knowledge of al I values
of water, and how these can be protected by controls on water
quantity and quality. one of the most important instream values
of water is habitat for fish. The current status of work
identifying vaìues of New Zealand's freshwater fish stocks isoutlined. Fish stocks are defined by specìes and catchment, and
fishery vaìues, which are related to the use or benefit ofidentifiable fish stocks, are classified into ecologica'1,
biologica'l/ scientific, and exploitable categories. The combined
fishery value of a catchment may therefore involve several stocks
of fish and several categories of values, each of which can on'ly
be evaluated with reference to similar fish stocks in other
catchments. Once fishery values in a catchment are known, the
water quality and quantity limits needed to conserve them can be
determined. This is a complex problem and, at present, existing
knowìedge of the effects of water quaìity or quantíty changes on
f ish popu'lations can only provide generaì guideì ines. It is
therefore recommended that water managers should emphasise
trial-and-error approaches to setting water right limits. This
wi l'l require scientificaì ìy determined first-approximations to
water qua'lity and quantity needs of fish populations, as well as
monitoring of fishery values to assess the scope for further Hater
use, or compensation.

ITTR(I¡UCTIOT

Regionaì water boands are increasingly turning to water management p'lans

a basis for managing their water resources. The process involved
producing these pìans is likeìy to involve wide public participation
identify current values of ¡rater. Once the vaìues are identified, water

Biological monitoring in freshwaters: Proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. Water & Soil Directorate, Ministry of
Horks and Development for the Nationa'l Water & Soi'l Conservation
Authority, Wel I ington, 1985. llater & Soi'l Miscel laneous publ ication g3.

as
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qua'lity,/quantity limits needed to sustain them would be determined and used

as a basis for both decisions on water use, and later for monitoring, to
uphold the decisions.

In some ways, the preparation, advertising and S-yearly review of water

nanagement plans wi1ì follow town and country planning procedures. These

procedures wil'l put water management on a more democratic basis tharr exists
at present. But by reìying on the definition and monitoring of water

quantity/quality tinits to nanage the resource, water management plans also

seek to put decìsion making on a firmer scientific and objective footing.
This approach is commendable, although where fishery values are concerned,

it may be coming before its time. The study of links between water qua'lity

and fisheries values is in its infancy and it is dangerous to assume that
water quality/quantity limits needed to sustain fishery values can (a) be

determined and (b) practicaìly monitored to sustain fishery values at
present. For exanple, reviews of biological methods for the assessment of
water quality in New Zea'land have dealt prinarily with bacteria, viruses,
pìants and invertebrates. In short, all major groups of aquatic flora and

fauna except f ish (Standing Bio'logical t{orking Party 1979, 1981). This is
not surprising in view of the limited and/or generalised information on the

water qua'lity requirenents of f ish (e.9. , Church et al. , 1979) . ilonitoring
water quality, either directly or indirectly by b'ioìogical parameters, is
an important part of water management, but the emphasis on monitorìng water

quality to protect instream values ìs misplaced. Pridmore (1983) discussed

the role of biologica'l monitoring in nater nanagement and pointed out that
whereas many regard bio'logical moni toring as an al ternative to
physico-chemical nonitoring, it is not. Biologica'l parameters reflect the

degree of ecological change or imbalance, whereas physico-chemicaì

measunements are needed to identify the cause of such change. Both forms

of monitoring are needed for effective water management and I believe that
in many circumstances the quantification and monitoring of fishery values

holds more promise as a water management tool, than water quaì ity
monitoring. In this paper I intend to spend some time explaining why, and

to then describe and expìain how the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
(tlAF) is approaching the identification, measurement and evaluation of
fishery values in New Zealand's freshwaters. Emphasis is given to
fisheries values, rather than to the water quaìity ìimits related to them,
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because the identification of fisheries values has to precede related water

quality studies, and also because the current status of knowledge on Hater

quality requirements of fish populations is so general as to only be of use

in framing guidelines. As a result, MAF's current approach to the

identification of the water quality linits needed to protect fishery values

is to begin identifying the fishery va'lues requiring protection. This is
the field of resource assessment which is an important aspect of Fisheries

Research Division's Freshwater Resource Assessment and Research Group or

FRARG.

IIFffiTÆIGE OF ilNIT(nIre FISI{ERY VATUES

Fishery values need to be ¡nonitored by water managers because the effects
of changes in water quality or quantìty on these values cannot be readily
predicted.

Fish populations are general'ly components of the tertiary trophic level of

river or lake ecosystems and depend on production at the primary and

secondary leve'ls. In addition, f ish are behaviouraì'ly more complex than

ìnvertebrates or lower orders of life. They interact with a wide nange of
physical variab'les and are highly mobi'le in 3 dimensions. As a result,
predictions of fish behaviour, distribution or population dynamics (e.9.,
growth, mortal ity, recruitment) often need to be site-specific, and

qualified by a large Iist of constants, which rarely hold for long'in
nature. This means that whereas fisheries science can sometimes predict

the direction (positive or negative) of change in relation to a proposed

modification of water quantity/qual ity, the degree of change is 'less

certaìn. The importance of this principle was recent'ly demonstrated in a

'long-tern Canadian study. Hecky et al. (1984) ide¡rtif ied dif ferences

between 2 impact prediction studies and actual experience in Southern

Indian Lake after river diversion and impoundment occurred. Predictions at

the primary (algal ) trophic level were qual itatively correct, but

predictions, even quaìitative ones, decreased in accuracy with increasing

trophic level. The fishery collapsed because of shifts in fishing patterns

forced by compìex changes in fish distribution and feeding behaviour.

These changes were related to alterations in the main species of

zooplankton, as wel'l as to increased water turbidìty. In retrospect,
changes in zooplankton species compos'ition could have been predicted if an

overa'll reduction in water temperature had been correctly pred'icted, but
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changes in the fishery would still have been unpredictable because of a

lack of information on fish feeding behaviour. Compensation was

retrospective and contentious because of failure to consider a decline in
the fishery and to agree on principles for compensation before development

occurred.

This example illustrates the difficulties of predicting impacts on fish.
The current inabi'lity of biologists to adequately predict a'|1 reactions of
fish to a change in water quality/quantity means that, in situations where

fisheries va'lues are like'ly to be affected by cumulative water rights,
Hater managers need to adopt a conservative, triaì-and-error approach to
setting water quality,/quantity limits. Fisheries bio'logists would sti'll
advise water managers on what water quality limits should be used as a

starting point and in turn water managers would couple such provisiona'l
'limits on water rights with both monitoring of fishery values and short
term reviews of water rights. tJhere fisheries va'lues show no change over
tine, the water rights could be liberalised or further rights al'lowed. In
the frequent situations where a trial-and-error approach is not appropriate
(e.9., dans, large irrigation schemes), fisheries values could be nonitored
to assess the degree of dec'line below a certain agreed ìeve'l so that
compensation could be awarded.

This approach to water management involves monitoring fishery va'lues

directly, rather than indirectty through water qua'lity/quantity 'limits.

The process is ìllustrated in Fig.1 where the existing and additional
monitoring loops, needed for checking effects of water use on both water
qual ity (e.g. , compl iance with water rights) and fisheries ( impact of
right) are compared.

Fishery values a'lso need to be monitored because they constitute a common,

widespread and sensitive instream use of water, which is most often in
conf'lict with other water uses. For example, nost New Zealand rivers now

contain trout fisheries and, whereas most of the actual angling may on'ly
take place in middle reaches, the upper tributaries are important for
spawning, and lower reaches often provide important feeding aneas. A

rather localised fishery can therefore depend on a fish popu'lation which

utilises virtuaìly the whole catchment and requires hìgh water quaìity
throughout. Furthermore, eels and galaxiid species forming the whitebait
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fisheries, are also present in most New Zealand rivers. Their climbing

abitity enab'les them to penetrate to the furthest tributaries so that they

are present in most of the snaller streams from the estuary to headwaters.

Such cosmopolitan distributions are usefut facets for indicator species.

Monitoring fisheries values could therefore provide a practical basis for

approaching water management in New Zealand until research on water qualìty

tinks and fisheries values is lnore advanced. The following is a

description of how fishery values in New Zealand are defined and an

overview of investigations related to the identifìcation and assessnent of

fishery values.

Existing management
based on monitorìng
water qual ityl
quantity (i.e.,
indirect monitoring
of fisheries values)

Fig. 1 : Existir¡ and additional
if fishery values ane to

Proposed additional
approach to manage-
ment based on direct
monitoring of
fisheries va'lues

approaches to mter ranagptnnt needed
be consenrsd.

ues of fish

Monitoring of
fishery values in

Monitoring of
water qual ity/
quantity variables
ín water aff

Water qual ity/quantitY
limits needed to

Decision on vlater use
with water qual itY,/

quantity'limits needed
to sustain fisherv values
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YALUES OF FIS}I STOCKS IT XEI ZEAIIX' FRES}ßATERS

Values of fish stocks in Nevr Zealand need to be determined for management

of both water and fisheries resources, but also need to be known before the
water quaìity/ quantity limits required to sustain them can be identified.
It is therefore important to define what the fishery values of fish stocks
are.

At present, a fish stock is 'loosely defined as a population of fish forming
a fishery resource in a discrete water body (e.g., a whitebait, eel, or
trout fishery in a given river, 'lake, or wetland). The andromous or
catadromous nature of some fish (e,g., eels and whitebait), the tump.ing of
several species into one fishery (e.g., whitebait contains 3 main galaxiid
species), and the probabìe presence of several discrete breeding
populations of salmonid species within a river catchment means that this
definìtion of fish stocks is biologicat ly unsound. Future fishery
management and measurement of values of fish stocks in a given water
requires a more practical definition which is provided by reference to a

species of fish in conjunction with a discrete water body. For examp'le, a
whitebait or eel fishery ínvolving several species of fish would involve
several stocks.

Values of fish stocks are defined here as any perceived use or benefit
society can, or is gaining, from a fish stock. For example, some

freshwater fish stocks provide sport and recreation, some are a comnercia'l
resource and others have an ecological significance or are scientificaìly
inportant. Some fish stocks are valued for several of the above uses
(e.g., recreational and comnercial use) but overall these fish stocks are
few in number and a general classification of values of fish stocks into
Ecoìogical, Bìologicat/Scientif ic and Exploitab'le Fishery categories is
useful (Tabte 1). Further classification based on specific types of use or
benefit within a category is needed if values of fish stocks are to be both
measured and conpared. This classification is discussed by reference to
examples within the 3 major categories of fishery vaìues.

Ecological values of fish stocks
Fish stocks have an ecological value when they are essential for the
maintenance of a freshwater ecosystem. If these key species are taken
ah,ay fron some ecosystems, the ecosystem changes significantly. The
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concept of a key species cones mainly from terrestial environments, t{here,

for exampìe, they may exert a significant controlling influence on some

other species which, if ìeft unchecked, would drastica'lly change the

environment. A lack of controlling predators in New Zealand probab'ly

a'llowed rabbits, deer and opossum to proliferate with serious consequences

for the environment. Key ecological species are likely to be found in low

diversity aquatic environments where fish are often the main predators. No

examp'les are known in New Zealand as yet, although a possible key species

is the grey mullet in the Haikato River. It is a detritovore, and We'lls

(1984) estimated that 50 tonnes of mu'llet wou'ld f i lter 456,250 tonnes of

river sediment, incorporating 60 tonnes of carbon into tissue per annum.

The 1982 catch in the Waikato River was 28O tonnes of mullet, suggesting

that grey mul let cou'ld have a signif icant ro'le in carbon cyc'ling in this
river.

TABLE 1: Categorics of frcslmtcr fish stæks in llc¡r Zealand based on thcir
valuc to society (aftcr Tcirncy et aI. , 1982¡ Ræ, 1983).

Category Reason why important

Ecoìogical

Biologi cal /Sc i ent i f ic

Fisheries

a
b
c

a
b
c

Species important in maintaining carbon and
nutrient pathways in aquatic systems.
Species essential to the integrity of lake,
river and estuarine ecosystems.

Species essentia'l to fisheries in freshwater
or marine ecosystems.

Species indicative of river or lake health
(natural bioassay).

Rare native species.
Rare accl imatised species.
Rare communities of native species or rare
Distributions of native species.

Recreational (actual and potential ) .
Commercial (actua'l and potentia'l ).
Traditionaì (existing Maori fisheries).

Fish stocks a'lso have

naintenance of another

an ecological value when

heavily utilised fish
they are essential for the

population. Take the fish
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stock away and the utilised fish population crashes. New Zea'land examples

of these key fish stocks could include :

smelt, which are an essential food supply for the trout fisheries in

some central North Is]and lakes;

eels, which thin trout populations and ensure good sizes of trout in
rivers;
eeìs, which are 'likely to control rudd populations in the few smal'l

lakes stitl supporting trout fisheries (Note: In'lakes where eels are

absent, rudd proliferate and stunt, taking lures more readily than

trout, so ruinìng trout fishing);
eels in nationa'l parks which are not exploited, so providing a breeding

reservoir that may be needed to replenish over-exploited stocks in
waters outside national parks.

Finally, fish stocks have a general ecoìogical value as earìy warning

indicators of environmental degradation. In Great Britain trout fisheries
in reservoil's are monitored to provide an early warning of water quality
problems (pers. comm., Stott , 8., MAFF, Great Britain). This use could

apply to fish spec'ies, particuìarly those sensitive to changes in water

quality. Such species provide a natural bioassay that is often more

sensitive than aquatic plants or invertebrates. The ecologìcaì importance

of trout as a general bioassay organism ¡ras demonstrated recently when

trout deaths signa'lled an ammonia spi l'l in a Taranaki stream. One mìght

well ask whether the spitl wouìd have been identified if angìers were not

concerned for the trout, nonitoring them indirectly through their angling

tr i ps.

Taking the use of fish as indication of environmental change further, New

Zealand's native fish species inhabìt many of the sma'lì streams and creeks

which are being increasingly abstracted for private irrigation. Regional

water boards setting minimum flows may well ask, "what is the minimum fìow

required for such waters to preserve a given fish community and, therefore,
preserve the ecology of the stream?" In this context, PoPulations of one

of the bully or galaxiid species may prove to be an apppropriate benchmark

or indicator species, but research wiì'l be needed to determine which

species and what minimu¡n flows are necessary to support a given density or

distribution.
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The identification of ecologically important fish species is only just
beginning, and is dependent on research to identify the re'lationships
between various fish species and their environnent. As knowledge of fish
and fish ecoìogy grows so will the list of ecologically ìmportant fish
species.

Biological/scicntific va'lues of fish stocks

Rare populations of anima'ls are probably valued by society because of their
scarcity per se, but they are also of value for their genetic complement

and for the knowledge which may be gleaned from studies of their behaviour.

Useful drugs have been obtained from many plant and animal species, and the

study of anima'l adaptations has lead to many valuab'le technical and

engineering advances.

Rare fish specìes exist in New Zealand, but do not have a high pub'lic

profile probably because of their nondescript appearance. They do not

compare with birds or tuataras. Nevertheless, they are scientifical'ly and

bioìogically important and those known to be present in lakes and wetlands

are I isted in Tab'le 2. Apart f rom the rare native species (e.g. , dwarf

inanga, black mudfish), this table also contains rare acc'limatised species
(e,g., lake trout or mack'inaw) which are conmon in North America. These

are of biological importance because few stocks exist here and disease risk
prevents further stocks being introduced into New Zealand. The existìng
populations provìde the potentia'l for creating new recreational or
commercia'l f isheries in other waters.

Included in Table 2 are populations of fish species wh'ich are common in New

Zealand, but which are found in unique environments. For example, the

inanga (Galaxias maculatus) is the major component species of whitebait
and has a marine 'larval and juveni'le stage. However, a few landlocked
populatìons exist in dune'lakes and provide a rare opportunity for the

study of feeding ecology and distribution, which wou'ld otherwise be next to
impossible to examine at sea. Similarly, trout have been introduced to so

many New Zea1and lakes and rivers that pristine populations of native fish
are rare. A nunber of lakes and rivers such as Lake Christabel (population

of koaro, Qal¡Xjes brevipinnis), the Motu River and the Hauparapara River,
Bay of P'lenty have been identified as be'ing of bìoìogicaì/scientific
inpontance because they contain popuìations of native fish, reìatively
unaffected by introductions of exotic species.
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T¡¡LE 2 : Ld¡¡¡ üd ntl¡nô kffii to contrln sc{cntiflc.lly veluölc fish
stocls (rftcr Tclrnry ct rl., 19E2r.

Lake or watland Fisherv value
lorth l¡lrnd
l,lotutangi snanp (Northland)
Kaikino swamp (Northland)
Kaimaumau swanp (Northland)
l{hangnarino swanp (Waikato)

Lake hlaiparera (Northland)

I
I
I
l

Dune 'lakes, North Head, Kaipara
Harbour

Lake Rotopounaru (Taupo)

South Ish¡rd
Lake Chal ice (ilarìborough)
and Lake Christabel (Grey River)

Lake llarion (Canterbury)

Lake Pearson (Canterbury)

Lakc Enily (Ashburton)

Hernitage syúanp (South l{estland)

Lake Ohau (South Canterbury)

Lakes Gunn and Fergus (Eglinton
River Val ley)

Lake George (Southland)

Al'l are inportant habitats for the
endangered black mudfish Neochanna
diversus).

Only known location of probable land-
locked inanga (Ga'laxias naculatus)
population.

Inportant habitat for dwarf ga'laxiid
(Galaxias qraci I is).

Landlocked populations of kokopu
(Galaxias brevipinnis) and smelt
(Retropinna retropinna) .

Dense and distinctive land'locked
populatìons of @]g|æ, Þ¡qi-gig.¡þ,
unnodified by the introduction of
exotic fish or catchnent changes.

Faunistic reserve under Fisheries Act
1908.

Only wild population of l,lackinaw or
lake char (Salvelinus nanavcush) in
ilew Zealand.

0nly self supporting and substantiaì
popu'lation of brook char (Salve'linus
fontinalis) in NeH Zealand that is of
value to anglers.

Extensive lonland swanp of importance
to whitebait rearing.

Supports the najor population of
sockeye sa'lnon (Oncorhvnchus nerka) in
New Zealand.

Only residual population of Atlantic
salmon (Salno sa'lar) in New Zealand.

Series of lakes containing exceptionaì
populations of giant kokopu (Galaxias
aroenteus) which is now rare in nost
parts of New Zealand, although it is

l
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The identification and ìisting of rare species of fish is a continuÍng

process and reflects the extent to which our waters are still being

explored by fishery biologists. llhen a rare population of fish is found

and verified, some protection can be obtained by creating a faunistic
reserve under the Fishenies Act 1983. Where such protection is not

practicable the future of the rare species is dependent on the good will of

land and water managers. However, in a planning tribunaì decision on the

draining of part of the Whangamarino wetland, which is habitat for the rare

b'lack nudfish, Judge R.l'i. Turner stated that there was no provision in the

Water and Soil Conservation Act, or the 1981 A¡nendment (Witd and Scenic

Rivers) to protect rare fish species, As a result the habitat of rare

species can be modified, and this can be as damaging as direct harvesting

or exp'loitation of the stocks.

Fishc4y values of fish stæks
The last and ìargest category of important and valued freshwater fish
stocks includes the exp'loited and exploitable fish populations, or

"fisheries". These are classified, mainly by use, into tnaditional,
recreationa'1, and co¡nmercia'l f isheries. There is overlap for some

whitebait, eel and salmon fisheries (e.9., both recreational and commercial

use occurs) but whereas this poses problens for management, it is not a

serious obstac'le for measuring fishery va'lues.

Traditional fisheries include stocks of fish which are exclusively

expìoited by l,laori people, or by others with their consent. Examples are

the lamprey fishery in the Wanganui River, the trout fishery in Lake

Rotoaira, and the eel fishery in Lake Horowhenua. However, traditional
fisheries also include non-exclusive fish stocks that are also exploited

for Maori cu'ltural purposes, The identification of such fisheries requires

an understanding of the cultural background. Some fish specìes are

de'licacies, and are harvested for food to be served at l,laraes when large

numbers of guests attend rites of passage such as binths, baptisns,

weddings, conferring of honours, deaths and memorials. An integral part of
these ceremonies is the þkarl, or feasting, that dictates the dignity of

the cuìtural event. The l,larae and tribe acquire respect and status from

the quality and quantity of traditional foods, particularly fish, presented

at feasts. Consequently, failr¡re to produce these foods leads to a loss of
mana (status). This reflects badly on the rangatiratanga (chiefliness) of
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the chief of a tribe. One of the promises in the Treaty of Waitangi was to
protect the ranqatiratanqa of the chiefs, so maintaining one of the bases

for power and the integrity of lrlaori society. Traditional fisheries have

not been'listed yet and, aìthough MAF is looking at ways of surveying these
fisheries, it is unlikely that they cou'ld ever be compared or ranked in
va'l ue.

By comparison, commercial freshwater fisheries are more readily defined and

evaluated. Commercial fishermen are obliged to register with MAF and some

are required to keep statistics on catches. As a result, we know what

species are being commercially explo'ited and can often estimate the number

of fishermen involved and the yietd (Table 3). Difficu'lties can occur as,
for example, with commencial ee'l fisheries in the tlaikato River. Todd

(1982) provided comparative catch data for the ltaikato basin, but could not
apportion yieìd or catch per unit effort, between the river inctuding its
tributaries, and the connecting lake fisheries.

TABTE 3: Sizes of soæ cærcial fisheries in ]|fi Zealand freslmters.

Species Location Yie'lds per annum
( tonnes )

Approx i mate
value

Ee'ls

Mul let
Catf ish
Whitebait

Ee'ls

F'lounder

t{hi tebai t

Sme'lt

Salmonl

l{aikato River

Waikato River

Waikato River

Waikato River

Lake E'llesmere

Lake El lesmere

Cascade River (SI )

Canterbury rivers

South Is'l and

( 1e8o )

( 1s82 )

( 1e84 )

( 1e8o )

( 1e8o )

( lseo ¡

(15yr avg)

$1 , ooo, ooo

$ 250,000

s 200,000

$ 700,000

s 7,500

400-500

285

40+

10

300

184

10.5

15 ( 1e82)

200-400 (1e85)

1 fron pond and cage rearing
which includes returns from

(projections for 1989 are 4000-5000 tonnes
salmon ranching).
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River or

Salnonid fish

Coarse fish

reservoi r

Brourn trout
Brook char
Sockeye salnon
ilixed trout

l-rroptry fishcrY
Rainbow trout I Standard fisherY

River or l-Perch
stream

Lake or
pond

Perch
Tench
Carp
tlixed*

Native fish l-River f-hitebait
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(* rudd are fished for but are classified as a noxious fish at present)

Fig. 2: Types of recreational fisheries present in llen Zealand freslrmters.

commercial fishermen are I ìke1y to range wideìy, depending upon their

nelative success, and so wi'lì exploìt a number of stocks in different

waters. Apart fron Todd's (1982) analysis of the Waikato Basin ee] fishery

and an ear'ly anaìysis of the Lake Ellesmere eel fìshery, surveys of

commercial fisheries in freshwaters are rare. Wheeler (1983) reported on

muìlet fisheries, also in the Waikato River, but no inventory of New

Zea'land freshwaters providing major comnercial fisheries has been produced,

and comparative analyses of data on yie'lds, the number of fishermen

involved (f u'l'l and part time) and catch per unit ef fort have not been

undertaken. Provided the data are available, the ranking of commercia'l

fisheries should be a relativeìy straightforward exercise and could be
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based on yieìd (kg of fish/annum), economic worth, the number of fishermen

and/or boats involved (fu1'l and part time), or a combìnation of these

val ues.

Compared with commercia'l fisheries, recreational fisheries values are

comp'lex and are based on a range of sporting, social, recreational and

aesthetic attributes which are not readi ly quantified or comparabìe.

Neverthe'less, most progress in assessing fìshery values has been achieved
with recreationa'l fisheries. This is because they involve large numbers of
people (over 200,000 New Zealand licence hoìders) and are important in both

the domestic and internationa'l tourist industry. Recreationa'l fisheries in
New Zealand's freshwaters are based on 3 types of fish; saìmonid species,
coarse fish specìes, and native fish species. The species involved, and

therefore the types of fishery, are classified in Fig.2 for river, lake,
and pond environments.

Recently, MAF surveyed ang'lers to assess the fishery vaìues of New Zea'land

rivers supporting salmonid fisheries. Resu'lts from this national river
angìing survey have been used to identify nationalìy important rivers
(Teinney et al., 1982) and these rivers were c'lassified into wilderness,
scenic, and recreationa'l fisheries. The basis for this c'lassification and

identification was an ana'lysis of a combination of values, including usage

(numbers of angìer visits per annum), overall importance grade awarded by

angìers (on a scale of 1 to 5), quaìity of the fishery (size and catch rate
of f ish) as we'l'l as scenic, wi lderness and other recreational va'lues

provided in addition to ang'ling values. Regionaì ly and loca'l1y signif icant
angl ing rivers have a'lso been identified for some districts (South

Canterbury, Waitaki, Taranaki, Marìborough, Auck'land, Hawke's Bay, Nelson)
and are being steadily identified for the rest of New Zea'land. Salmonid

fisheries in lakes wene excluded from this survey and fishery values of
'lakes wiì'l need to be assessed separateìy. The 'large number of parameters

that could be invoìved in the evaìuation of salmonid fisheries in]akes is
listed in Table 4.

l{hereas trout and saìmon fisheries dominate recreational fisheries in New

Zealand, there ìs a growing interest in coanse fishing. Coarse fishing is
very different to trout angling and consequent'ly vatues wi'll be different.
Coarse fishing usuaì'ly invoìves the capture, ìiveholding and eventual
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TIBLE I : Cnltcrl¡ rnd pÙetcr3 for ¡clccting l¡ltcs rith lportüt 3llüìid
fl¡trrlcc (rftcr Tcirncy ct !1., l9o2).

criteria Paraneters

Angling effort and use

Species diversity

Fish abundance

Quality of fish

Angling methods and
restr i ct ions

- nunber of person-hours spent fishing per
annun

- number of people fishing,/annum
- number of anglers spending nore than one day

on a fishing trip to a particular fishery
- extent of tourism related to fishery values
- numbers of overseas and/or non-local anglers

fishing

- number of fish species Present

- catch rates
- bag linit

- average sìze
- fighting reputation
- incidence of parasites
- condition factor

- number of legally permitted angling methods
- percentage of anglers using different

methods
- extent of season
- restrictions on night fishing
- restrictions on strean fishing
- restrictions on nethods related to time or

I ocat i on

Recreational features - boat ranps
- local acconmodation
- road access
- access to fishing locations
- variety of fishing locations
- opportunity for other pursuits (swinning,

picnicking, etc. )

]{ild and scenic attributes - catchnent scenically attractive (forested or
bushed hills, diversity of landscape features)

- absence of visib'le land use (e.9. pastures,
forestry operations)

- water quality (secchi disc neasurements)
- absence of visible nan-made structures

(housing, jetties, etc. )
- attractive natural shoreline features (e.9.

sand beaches, rioarian veoetationl
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re'lease of a variety of fish species distinguished from sa'lmonids by their
coarser scales. In New Zea'land such fish include perch, tench, carp and

goìdfish (rudd are caught but are a noxious fish in New Zealand at
present).

Coarse fishing competitions are popular and an anglers daily catch is
scored depending on the difficulty of capture of fish (some species require
more skill than others), and the number and size of fish caught. World

record sized perch and possib'ly tench are present in some lakes and ponds

in the l,úaikato negion and the presence of such fish would considerably
enhance the f ishery values of these waters. McDowa'11 (1984) has recent'ly
reviewed the distribution and status of coarse fish species in New Zealand

but, apart from his report, very litt'le is known about the extent or nature
of coarse fishing in New Zealand, ]et alone the va]ues of different coarse

fishing waters.

The finaì group of recreational fisheries involves native fish species such

as whitebait and kahawai. Whitebait fisheries occur at river mouths and,

unlike most other fisheries, are based on a mix of species. The

variab'ility in fishing effort and catch for these fisheries make assessing

the importance of a given river mouth for whitebaiting difficult. Mean

numbers of people per river per day are not considered sufficient to
accurate'ly ref'lect the popu'larity of a river for whitebaiting, and peak

head counts over sevenal whitebaiting seasons are needed to adequately nank

whitebait fisheries. In general the value of a whitebaiting river is
re'lated to its popu'larity, which depends on its yie'ld and proximity to a

'large population centre. A further refinement of fishery va'lues is
perceived by people who distinguish smelt from the ga'laxiid species, and

who prefer koaro whitebait (Galaxias brevipinnis) to inanga whitebait
(Ga'laxias maculatus). Comparative values of some whitebait fisheries have

been studied in detail for Taranaki rivers (Taranaki Catchment Commission,

1981) and Bay of Plenty rivers (Saxton & Rowe, 1984). Recreational kahawaì

fisheries have on'ly recently received attention. A study of kahawai

fishing in the Motu River suggested that the high dai'ly catch rate (6.5
kahawai per person pen day) was the major attnaction and value for this
popuìar fishery which attracted over 800 people in the January-April period
7982 (Ritchie et a'1. , 1982) . An inventory of kahawai fisheries in river
mouths is being prepared (unpublished data, B. pen'lington, MAF, Rotorua).
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Other native fish (mullet, flounder, eels) are caught for food but don't

form easìly recognised fisheries such as kahawai and whitebait.

GOTGLUSTOil

To summarise, fìshery values fall into 3 distinct categories (ecologica'1,

bioìogica'l/scientif ic and exploitable f isheries), and can be classif ied

further within these categories depending on the use of the fish stocks

ìnvolved. Such a c'lassification forms the basis for surveying and

comparing fishery values in New Zea'land freshwaters. A start has been

made, but a considerable amount of work remains. Both water and fìshery

managers need to take an ìncreasingìy'larger role in assessing fishery

values in their respective regions, but there ìs also a need for a nationa'l

overview to standardise assessment methods. Fisheries Research Division,

MAF wi'll probab'ly have a significant ro'le in this, and at pnesent is

intending to exp'lore ways and means of assessing sa'lmonid fisheries in

lakes and traditional fisheries throughout New Zealand.

gther pr iorities preclude any major expansion of work into the field of

resource assessment, consequently the water quality/quantìty limits needed

to sustain fishery va'lues are a'long way from being known. Nevertheless, a

framework for identifying and assessing fishery values now exists, and

methodologies needed to monitor fisheries values are avai'lable and are

discussed in other papers in this seminar.
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FRESITATER FIS}IERIES YATUES AtrT' ITPACT ASSES$IETT

D.J. Jcllyran

Fisheries Research Division, MAF, Chnistchurch

ABSTRACT

The fisheries value of a waterway is defined as the qua'l'ity or
combination of qualit'ies of a fish stock that peopìe regard as
desirab'le or distinctive, such as recreational trout fìshing,
preservation of an endangered fish species, or the pnesence of a
commercial eel fishery. Uttimately it is the gain on'loss of such
fisheries values which determine whether an impact is perceived as
signìficant or not. Types of impact assessment vary according to
whether the impact has occurred (post-impact assessment), has yet
to occur (pre-impact), or occurs during the period of interest
(before and after study). Enphasis is placed on identifying the
important physical and bioìogical components of the study as a
pre-requisite to defining the study objectives. The proposed
study must then be adequately designed to answer these objectives.
The inportance of providing a c'lear interpretation of study
results is also stressed.

The use of fish ìn bio'logical monitoring is reviewed. Fish have a
number of advantages; for instance, as fish are the top predatons
in most aquatic food chains, fish abundance is an indicator of
we'l'l-being at lower trophic leve'ls. 0isadvantages of using f ish
inc'lude their mobi'lity and relativeìy long life which may resu'lt
in severaì years delay between an impact occurring and the results
being evident. Two recent New Zea'land studies ìnvolving use of
freshwater fish in impact assessment are outlined.

IXTROÍITCTI(n

A'lthough New Zea'land is wel'l endowed with f reshwater resources, there are

incneasing demands being made on these resources. The multipìe use concept

is implicit in the 1967 Water and Soi'l Conservation Act, a'lthough,

historically the balance of sharing has been heaviìy ìn the favour of

Biological monitorìng ìn freshwaters: proceedings of a seminar, Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. Water & Soi'l Directorate, Ministry of
Works and Deve'lopment for the Nationaì Water & Soi ì Conservation
Authority, Wellington, 1985. Water & Soil Miscellaneous Pub'lication 83.
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of water for 'industry' (hydro-electric power,

irrigation, food processing, etc). Forests have been fe'l'led, swamps

drained, rivers straightened, and so on; although more 'productive' land

may resu'lt and rivers perform more efficiently as conveyors of flood waters

or wastes, the aquatic ecosystem is the loser. The extinction of one

indigenous freshwater fish, the grayl ing (Prototroctes oxvrhvchus) is
thought to be due to loss of habitat and disp'lacement by introduced fish
species, whi'le the national dec'line in whitebait catches is attrìbutable to
'loss of habitat (McDowal I , 1978) .

Today with 80S of New Zealand's population urbanised, and with increasing

af f 'luence, mobi I ity and 'leisure time. there is an associated increase in
aquatìc recreation. At the same time there ane substantìa'l economic

incentives available from Government to promote further development of

natural resources. Considerable potential exists for conf'lict between

these 2 interests. A'lso with an'increasing public awareness and concern

over envinonmental impacts, there is an obvious need for proper pìanning

and evaìuation of significant deveìopment proposals.

l,¡ithin government the responsib'il ity for environmentaì planning is vested

with the Conmission for the Environment. The Commission has defined
environmental impact assessment as "a process wheneby a conscious and

systematic effort is made to assess the environmental conseguences of
choosing between various optìons which may be open to the decision maker

assessment must begin at the inception of a pnoposal, when there is a

rea'l choice between various courses of action including the altennative of
doing nothing. It must be an integral part of the decìsion-making process

proceeding through al 1 the deve'lopmental stages of a pnoposal through to
actual 'imp'lementation" (Commissìon for the Environment, 1981).

Impact assessment in freshwater fisheries covers a broad spectrum. At a

relative'ly simpìe leve'l it may invo'lve a ìaboratory b'ioassay or a field
survey to study whether a physical obstacle'in a stream impedes fish
passage. More comp'lex assessments are the inpacts of proposed hydro-

electric schemes, or'lignìte mining and process'ing, on fìshery values. Not

onìy may the sca'le of impact change, but the fisheries va'lues affected may

change.
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For the purposes of this paper, the term'fisheries va1ue'is defined as

being the particu'lan qua'l'ity or combination of qual ìties which people

relate to or regard as distinctive. Thus freshwater fish and fisheries can

be broadìy classified as to whether their value is intrinsic (ecological,

scientific, zoogeographicaì, etc. ), recreational, comnercial, or

traditionat (Maori fisheries). Within this classification it ìs possibìe

to further define values (either actua'l or potentiaì). For instance, the

f isheries va'lue of a river could include one or a'll of the fol lowìng : â

recreationa'l trout fishery, a traditional Maori ìamprey fishery, a habitat
for an endangered species, a recreational whitebait fishery.

Identification of these va]ues is cnitica'l at the p'lanning stage to ensure

that the way in which they may be affected is adequately studied. Having

identified the fishenies values of the area concerned, the degree to which

impacts may be allowed wi'll be determined by the sensitìvity of the

vaìue(s) to potentiaì change (a scientific assessment), and the amount of

change that peopìe (f ishery managers, po'liticians, generaì pub'lìc) are

prepared to accept (a value judgement - a reflection of how'important'the
value is negarded to be). For instance, the impact of a particular
eff'luent discharge may be unacceptab'le in river A, where the main fisheries
value is a hìgh quality trout fishery (an ''important'value and a sensitive
species), but acceptabìe in niver B where the main value is that of a

recreational eel fishery (presumabìy a 'less important' va'lue, and less

sensitive spec'ies). The actual amount of change is determ'ined by canryìng

out the appropriate monitoring programme and measuring the appropnìate

var i ab'les .

0f course, in addition to fìshery va'lues, water has various other

'positive' values - agricu'ltura'1, hydro-e'lectric power, industrial,
recreational, aesthetic enjoyment etc. - and 'negative' values - erosion

and fìooding. Impact assessment decisions are based on the gaìns and

losses in these values and it is frequently necessary for decision makers

to balance the diverse ecological, politica'!, and moral values which would

be effected by a certain course of action.

Given the breadth of topic, "Freshwater Fisheries Val ues and Impact

Assessment", the present paper is designed to give an overview of the types

and format of fisheries impact assessment studies and an introduction to
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the extensive literature available. It does not deal with the statistical
features of survey design and data analysis. For information on these

topics, readers are referred to Ebenhardt (1976) and Green (19?9).

TYPES OF ITPACT ASSESSIIEXT

ITæts
Impacts affect fishery values primarily through changes in the quality and

quantity of fish habitats. Types of impacts which affect the qua'lity of
habitats include eff'luent addition, sediment 'loadìng, temperature

variations, dissolved oxygen levels, etc. In addition to these

physico-chemica'l impacts, there are associated aesthetic impacts; for

example, äh effìuent discharge may reduce the appeal of a niven for
recreational fishing. QuantÍty effects on habitats inc'lude the impacts of
water abstraction, drainage, variable discharges, and ìake levels.

A genera'lised list of types of inpacts and their effects on fìshery va'lues

is gìven in Table 1.

Assess¡ents

Types of assessments carried out are determined by a combination of the

avai'labilìty of time, money and resources, and practicality. The simplest
type of assessment invo'lves the intuitive judgement of an experienced
f isheries bioìogist. Such expert opinion is expedient but high'ly
subject'ive. Although wide'ly used in publ ic hearìngs, expert opinion
carries with it the risk of rebuttal by a confìicting expert opin'ion.

'Desk top'assessments may be done based on comparable studies contained in
scientific 'literature. In 'minor' impacts, this is frequently alì that is
ca'lled for; the most frequent concern in this approach is whether the
results obtained in one situation can be app'lied to another. Other types
of assessments involve the manipulation of field data and are

a pre-impact studies;
b post-'impact studies;
c combination of pre- and post-impact studies.

The pre-impact study involves prediction of impacts based on an appropriate
study programme. This is the approach adopted by the Commission for the
Environment and a'llows the assessment of options prior to any impact
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occurring. Recent examples are impact assessments and reports associated
with hydro-eìectric development of the Upper Clutha (e.g., Ministry of
Works and Deveìopnent, 79821.

Post-impact studies involve the neasurement of impacts after they have

occurred. For exampìe, studies on the l,úhakapapa River (Richardson &

Teirney, 1982) and the interactions of native and introduced fishes
(McDowa'l l , 1968) , Combined pre- and post-impact ( "before and after" )

studies enable pre-impact predìctions to be monitored by post-ìmpact
studies. New Zealand exampìes inc'lude the effects of ìogging on f.isher.ies
(Graynoth,1979) and the effects of removing eels on a brown trout
population (Burnet, 1968).

Refinenents of the above types
(sìng'le observations at many sites)
at the same site), use of contro'ls
use of experimental sìmulation,
perturbat i on .

of assessnents are extensive studies
or intensive studies (many observations
( non i mpacted areas ) , use of mode'l 'l i ng ,

and use of smaì I sca'le experimental

The re'lative merits of extensive and intensive studies for assessing
catchment management practices were reviewed by Hail et al. (19?g). They

conc'luded that the extensive post-impact study us'ing controls provided the
¡nost useful information -'it gave the widest perspective both spatialìy and

temporally, aìthough the ]ack of pre-inpact data were a dìsadvantage. Use

of controls is stressed by Green (19?9) who proposed 4 pre-requìsites for
optimal impact study design :

1 both pre- and post-impact data collected (temporal control);
2 type of impact and tine and pìace of occurrence must be known;
3 ab'le to measure al I relevant biolog'ical and environmental variab'les

associated with individual sampìes;
4 a control area is avai'labte (spatia'l control ) .

The pìace of simu'lation modelling in environmental assessment has been

reviewed by Frenkiel û Goodal I (1978) and Lauenroth et al. (198g).
Computer simulation a'l'lows large quantities of data f rom interacting
components of the ecosystem to be stored and processed. While rnodelìing
has considerab'le advantages in identifying key variables and relationships,
comparing a'lternative management strategies and so on, it has 'limited
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predictive capabilities especially for organisns at high trophic leve'ls

like fish. Examples of the use of computer mode'llìng in studies on

freshwater fish stocks in New Zealand are Jeìlyman 6( Ryan (1983)

(time-series modelìing of elver migrations) and Glova & Duncan (in press),

(mode'l'ling of changes of f ish habitats with varying discharge).

Apart from bioassay experiments, experimentaì simulation and perturbation

have not been widely used in New Zea'land fishenies studies. However,2

current fisheries programmes on the lower Waitaki R'iver both involve

experimental manipulation of f'lows in sma'll (<O.S m3 s-1) and large (5-40

m3 s-1) channels. An exanple of experimenta'l perturbation is the recent

simulated low flows in the Rakaia River brought about by the simuìtaneous

shutdown of Lake Coleridge and Highbank Power Stations, resulting in a 39%

reduction in f 'low. Backiel ( 19?1) provides a review of the range of

experimental work carried out on fish popu'lations.

I¡SE OF FIS1I I¡{ BIOLOGICAL }Í'I{ITORIIIG

The va'lue of monitoning aquatic organ'isms as environmenta'l indicators has

been reviewed by various authors (e.g., Burns, 1979; Williams, 1980).

Invertebrates have been widely used as indicator specìes in b'ioìogicaì

monitoring (e.g., Winterbourn, 1981) although the use of fish ptovides

several advantages. For instance, the taxonomy and ecoìogy of fish has

been widely studied, they are the top predators in most food chains and

their abundance is generaìly an indication of we'll-being of ìower trophic
'leve'ls, and they have considerable recreationa'l and commenc'ia'l value.

Disadvantages of monitoring f ish inc'lude samp'ling dif f icu'lties, their
mobil'ity and hence avoidance of po'lìuted waters, seasona'l unavaiìabi'lity
due to migrations, and their ìow density and long life histories re'lative
to invertebrates,

There are various bioìogica'l and socia'l features of fish and fisheries
which can be studied to assess the magnitude of proposed or actuaì impacts.

These are given in out'line form in Table 2 and discussed below as features

related to fish or fisheries.

Fish corunity coçosition
The presence or absence of sensitive indicator species is wide'ly used as a

measune of well-being of aquatic environments. To be of use as a genenal
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indicator species, a fish shou'ld be widespread in geographic distribution,
and non-specific in habitat preferences, but its physical tolerances shou'ld

be well known. Among the New Zealand freshwater fish fauna (Table 3),

brown trout (Sa'lmo trutta) f it these cri'teria best. Unfortunate'ly the

physical tolerances of native fishes are not well known (Church et a'|.,

19?g) and hence presence/absence data on these species is not used

significantly.

TABLE 2: Features of fish populations and fisheries ¡rtrich can be st¡¡died
as indicators of irpact assessrent.

FISH POPULATIONS

1 Community comPosition presence/absence of
spec i es
species diversity

ì nd i cator

2 Abundance

3 Life history

density, biomass
catch per unit ef fort (samP'ling)

feeding (diet, growth, condition)
reproduction (fecundity, spawn'ing
suecess and recruitment)
behaviour (habitat utilisatìon'
induced movements, aberrant
behaviour, mortality rate)

4 Habitat availabí'litY surveys of
habi tat

avai Jable/potential

FISHERIES

1 Usage and catch effort and use statistics
catch pen unit effont ('fishing',
angl i ng )

response surveys2 Perceptions of usens

Atthough the presence of a species indicates that certain minimum

conditions have been met, deternining the significance of absence of a

species is much more rìsky. Reasons for absence may be that there are

unsuitable environmenta'l conditions, that the specìes has not had the

opportunity to colonise, or that another species has fi I led the niche

(Cairns & Dickson, 1980). However, the absence of entire groups of species

with simi lar environmental requirements is a much stronger indicator of

excl usion.
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Although the composition of p'lant and invertebrate communities is widely
used for ca'lculatíng biotic indices, the compositìon of fish communities is
not. At present the on'ly index of community composition used in New

Zealand fisheries studies is a species 'list. However, as the distribution
and habitat requirements of species become better understood, there is
potent'iaì for developing various biotic and diversity indices which could
be of use for making comparisons between modified and non-modified
catchments. (A useful review of fish community data is given by Hendricks

et âl . , 1980) . Tab'le 3 shows the generaì ìsed composition of fish
communities which may be found within different freshwater habitats in
New Zea'land.

Fish abundance

Various measures of fish abundance have been used to indicate environmenta'l

change. Graynoth (1979) and Glova et al. (in press) have used both density
and biomass estimates to compare the effects of logging practices and

f'loods on fish populations. Sampìing catch/effort data are also useful
measunes of re'lative abundance, and units of expression can be devised to
suit cincumstances, ê.g., number of fish per 100 metres of net per hour,
and number of f ish per voìume of water f i'ltered.

FÍsh life history data
A variety of parameters which affect the'life history of a particu'lar fish
species has been studied as indicators of impact assessment. The

composition and avai'labi'lity of food af f ects a'll aspects of f ish
life-hìstories - a lack of food is norma'lly expressed as changes in growth

rate and condition (e.9., Burnet, 1968) which in turn may result in failure
to spawn, induced movements in seanch of food, ìncreased susceptibi'lity to
disease and so on. Changes in water qua'lity wi'l'l bring about changes in
invertebrate composition (e.g., Hirsch, 1958) i atthough invertebrate
þiomass may not change sìgnificantly, a change in composition may mean that
species which are re'latively avai'lable to f ish (e.g., mayf 'lies) ane

replaced by ìess availab'le species (e.g., ch.ironomids).

The susceptibility of fish to changes in the environment varies with
different ìife-history stages. Thus sa'lmonid eggs and yoked fry ìiving
within the interstices of gravel are very susceptib'le to smothering by silt
or scouring by f'loods, while larger fish are able to avoid silted areas and

seek out areas of reduced f lows during f 'loods.
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Habitat availability
Some impacts may resu'lt in complete habitat loss, as ìn the drainage of a

wetland. As many freshwater fish exhibit marked habitat preferences (Tabìe

3), loss of habitat means a corresponding marked reduction or even complete
'loss of certain species. Alternatively, habitat may be reduced in area on

degraded in quality. Changes in water quaìity and benthos are frequently
used to assess habitat changes, while a quantitative assessment of habitat
is obtained by use of the "incremental method" (Co-operative Instneam F'low

Group, 1982¡ Glova, L9821, This latter technique alìows quantitative
determination of changes in potential fish habitats with alteration in
stream flow. However, the method cannot be used to predict effects on

fishery production as re'lationships between physicaì habitat, fish
behaviour, and fish production are not yet wel'l understood and are ìike1y

to be variab'le and site sPecific.

Fisheríes
A downgrading of fishery values in commercia'l and recreationa'l fisheries is
almost invariabìy ref 'lected in either catch-ef fort statistics, overa'll use,

or the users perceptions. For instance, Richmond (1981) examined catch

rates of trout when evaluating the effect of hydro-e'lectric development on

the Tongariro River fishery. Also, angìers have expressed concern at the

detrimental effect of f'low fluctuations on the Tekapo River fishery
(Teirney et al., 1982).

Diffìculties of data collection and interpretation
There are many prob'lems associated with col'lection and interpnetation of

data on freshwater fish. For instance, sampling selectiv'ity of equipment,

trap avoidance by fish, and unequal spatìa'l and temporal distr''ibutions of

fish (the problem of randomness for survey design) pose difficu'lties for
quantitative assessments. Biologicaì problems include inadequate I ife
history data, natural variabil'ity in popu'lation structure and size, and

compensatory mechanisms exhibited when fish popuìations are subject to
stress.

Conpensatory mechanisms are widespread in f ish, but not we'l'l undenstood.

For instance, a fish population subjected to increased mortaì'ity
(harvestìng, predation, poisoning, etc.) might respond by decreasing the

age at maturity, increasing fecundity, or increasing the rate of growth,
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which may in turn affect the onset of reproduction and vulnerability to
predation, etc. In reviewing compensation in fish populations, Goodyear

(1980) concludes that these processes ane "often difficult or impossibìe to

measure directìy" especialìy as environmental impacts usually affect whole

com¡nunities rather than just individual species.

The high natural variability inherent in many physicaì and bioìog'ical
phenomena is the major constraint'in quantitative assessment (Beanlands &

Duinker, 1983). In assessing the impact of an environmental change it must

be possib'le to differentiate between change attributable to the impact and

the dynamics of natural variation. In an extensive review of naturaì

variation in abundance of salmonids, Hall & Knight (1981) concluded that
temporal and spatial variation may be severa'l onders of magn'itude in

extent, and may be sufficient to mask very significant perturbations caused

by such practices as logging and agriculture. Severa'l New Zea'land authors

have recorded ìarge tenporal variations in salmonìd abundance. For

example, Burnet (1959) recorded a 7-fold variation in total popu'lations of

brown trout in the Doìyeston Drain, Canterbury, during 5 years of

observation, spawning brown trout in the Glenariffe Stream showed a simiìar
degree of variation between 1965-1982 (Davis et a]., 1983), and numbers of

quinnat salmon trapped ìn the same stream showed an 8-fo'ld variation
between 1965-1978 (F'lain, 1982).

The fol lowing steps are advocated as a generaì base for impact assessment

studies. Outlines of the 3 types of study are given in Table 4.

Probler definition
At the onset of the study it is most inportant that an appreciation is
gained of the main bio'logicaì components - for instance, what are the

fisheries values of significance, what are the main components of habitat,
what ane the main pathways invo'lved? Compilation of a matrix (e.9., Church

et ai., 1979) may assist in identifying these components. A conceptuaì

model should then be developed which should serve to identify the main

structural and functiona'l relationships of the various components. These

components should then be considered as to their suitabilìty for study by

asking whether they are susceptib'le to change by the proposed impact

(directìy or indirectìy) and whether it is reaìistic to study them. A

"hunch" about a potentia'l impact can be refined and stated either as a
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specific question for which a numerical ansþten is possibìe, or as a

testab]ehypothesis(Beanìands&Duinker,1983).Ahe]pfulquestiontoask
when focusing on major components for study is "what would I do with the

information if I had it?" A literature review shou'ld also be carried out

to see how other workers have approached re'lated problems.

TABLE I : Proposed sequence of events in iryact assesstent stt¡dies.

Pre-impact StudY

Prob'lem definition
l.

Define study objectives
.t

Design study
{.

Base'l i ne study
t.

Impact predìction
I

Repont
.l

IMPACT OCCURS

Post-impact Studv

IMPACT OCCURS
.t

Prob'lem definitìon
t

Define study objectives
+

Design study
+

Base'l i ne study
+

Impact evaluation
l

Report

Prelpost Impact Studv

Problem definition
.t

Define study objectìves
l

Design study
J

Basel ine study
J

Impact prediction
J

IMPACT OCCURS
.1.

Monitonìng
.1.

Report

IÞfine the study objective(s)
"Be ab'le to state concise'ly to someone else what questìon you ane askìng"

(Green, 1979). A testab'le hypothesis shou'ld then be formu'lated. Although

the hypothesis may be left as a general statement it is better refined into

a question or series of questions which require specific and preferab'ly

quantified answers. This type of question can norma'lly be expnessed as a

nul'l hypothesis which can be tested statisticaì ìy. For exampìe, the

fisheries values of a section of river to be subjected to abstraction of

water for irrigation, may be as a pathway for adu'lt qu'innat sa'lmon moving

upstream to spawn. A general hypothesis could be that the passage of

salmon might be impeded by the abstration. This statement could be further
developed to'wi'll the abstraction of ¡ cumecs of water resu'lt in a minimum

depth of less than 32 cm (the maximum body depth of saìmon)?' The nul'l

hypothes'is is then that an abstraction of x cumecs wil'l not resu'lt in waten

depths of less than 32 cm.
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Study design

If quantitative resu'lts ane desirab'le then statistical methods must be

considered at a'l I phases of the study design , ê.g. , gear seìection,
sampling frequency, analysis of resu'lts. Critical featunes of design
inc'lude ensuring that any random sampling required is truly random and

provides the abi'lity to distinguish between variance within samples and

between sampìes. Some preliminary sampling to check on the efficiency of
sampling equipment, the number of samples required, and the possibi'lity of
spatial differences in the distribution of the required organism, is
extreme'ly va1uab'le at this point.

Given the existence of potential ly 'large natura'l variations in f ish
abundance, much care must be taken in both the choice of variables to be

measured and the experimental design. Again the use of controls is
stressed for before and after type impact studies. "An effect can onìy be

demonstnated by comparison with a control" (Green, 19Zg). In pre-impact
studies, controls are appropriate if they form the basis of a post-impact
comparison. For pre-impact stud'ies, emphasis must be on establishíng an

adequate data base from which to predict the outcome of potential impacts.
In practice, time for aquatic pre-impact studies is often short and the
fact that many b'io'logical events occur on a seasona'l basis compounds the
probìem. For obtaining quantitative data on fish populations it is
suggested that 3 years data are the minimum required for meaningful
pred i ct i ons .

Time spent in refinìng study design is invariably time we'lì spent. Upon

starting a programme the dual temptations to immediately commence field
studies and to measure anything and everything, must both be resisted.

Baseline study
For pre-impact and pre-post inpact studies the objective is to estab'lish a

data base against which future changes in time and space can be predìcted
or measured. For post-impact studies the base'l ine study involves
comparison of spatial distribution data and inferring the degree of change

caused by the impact. (This would normaìly involve comparìson of samples
between the affected area and a non-affected area, but comparison of
samples from within an affected area is sometimes used to infer change).
Parameters to be studied will have been defined at the problem definition
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phase. Field studies may ìead to some revision of the hypotheses. At the

compìetion of the study, resuìts are analysed and interpreted.

Iryact prediction
Fol'lowing anaìysis of baseline

1 ikeìy effects of the proPosed

then the report phase fol'lows.

llonitoring
After the impact has occurred further
degree to whìch predicted impacts have

pre-impact study this Phase is not

experimental perturbation is carried
experimenta'l'ly simu'late the impact on a

study data, a prediction is made on the

impact. If the study is a pre-ìmpact one

studies are done to determine the

occurned (hypothesis testing). [n a

possib'le unless sone pi lot sca'le

out, i.e., it may be possibìe to
sma'l 'l scale or over a shont time,

Report

The report must be more than a mere presentation of resu'lts. It must

contain interpretation and any recommendation to reduce or eì imìnate

undesirable effects. In a pre-impact study the implications of alternative
strategies should be clearly spelled out and, if possible, a specìfìc

recommendation made. As with al'l scientif ic writing, nesu'lts should be

presented in such a way that they can be repeated by someone else and the

results verified. Obviousìy, the effective communication of the resu'lts

and recommendations ane essential if environmenta'l analysìs is to influence

decìsion making. As a ru'le-of-thumb, at'least as much effort shou'ld go

into communication as goes into analysis.

IIIPACT ASSESSIIEI{T : ilEl{ ZEALATD EXAilPLES

Impact assessment in the New Zea'land freshwaten environment is in its
infancy. Historically, thene have been many post-impact statements and

descriptions but few delibenate assessments which have had s'ignificant
pred'ict i ve va I ue .

A'lthough ìmpact assessments in New Zea'land can be classified according to

the types of study (pre-,/post-impact), they can aìso be c'lassif ied by the

type of modification involved, i.ê., whether modifications are accidental

or planned. Accidental modif ications râ!, in turn, be natura'l (e.9.,

volcanic enuptions), or man-induced (e,9., toxic 'leaks, accidenta'l release

of exotic fishes, etc.). By definition, assessment studies of accidents
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are post-'impact studies unìess, fortuitous]y, a basel ine study of the area

aìready exists. Planned modifications are the more common type and inc'lude

impacts of hydro-electnic power generation, water abstraction, fonestry,
eutrophication, introduction of new fish species, etc.

Out'lines of studies fon 2 impact assessments are presented. Both are
pre-impact studies and they serve to illustrate the diversity and type of
field studies which can be invo'lved in comprehensive and long-term
programmes.

An assessrent of the use of Chinese Grass Carp (Gtenopharvmodon idetta)
as a ¡reed control rechanisr
The Freshwater Fisheries Advisory Council, a council comprising mainìy
government and acclimatisation society personneì, has established a series
of guideì ìnes to contnol the se1ection and introduction of new spec'ies of
fish into New Zealand. These guidelines incìude a suitable quarantine
period; observations on behaviour, growth, food, parasites and diseases;
and the release of disease-free fish into an iso'lated'lake fon studies of
interactions with native and introduced faunas.

According'ly study phases in the evaluation of grass canp have been as

fo'llows :

a initial introduction and disease and parasite contnol;
b feeding of young grass carp both in the laboratory and in outdoor ponds;

c artìficia'l maturation and spawning techniÇues;

d outdoor tria'ls with control areas in an agricultural drain, a small
reservoir containing native fish, a 'larger drain system, and an

isolated ìake (the latter study inc'ludes impacts on both native and

introduced fishes);
I ike'ly impacts of grass carp on wi ldfowl popuìations.

An overa'll impact assessment and review of prev'ious nesearch and

pubìication is contained ìn Rowe & Schippen (1985).

Assessrent of reduced flus on fish habitats ín the Rakaia River
FRD has been invo'lved in a major studies programme on the Rakaia River for
5 years. The approach has been to carry out a series of integrated
studies, some of which have been base'l i ne studies whi'le others have been
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evaluations of potentia'l methods for studyìng the effects of reduced flows

on instream values. Studies have been i

fish inventony and 'life history studies (distributions, mignations,

densities), ê.g., Davis et al. (1983);

habitat quantif ication (conputer mode'lì ing using the instneam f 'low

ìncremental methodology), ê.9., Glova & Duncan (in press);

habitat quality (invertebrate densities and nates of colonisation,

dynamics of invertebrate drift), ê.9., Sagar (1983);

fishery values (recreationa'l and commercial fisheries, expert angler

evaluation of flow requìrements), ê.9., unwin & Davis (1983).

In addition to the above, complementary studies by the Min'istry of Works

and Development have looked at minimum depth in relatìon to the passage of

fish and jet boats (Mosìey, 1982), temperature modellìng (Jowett 6( Mosley,

1gg3) and catchment hydrology. At present, resuìts of these studies have

been presented at a Nationa'l Conservation 0rder hearing for the Rakaia

River,

DECISIOII IIAKI}IG

The most ìmportant phase of impact assessment is decision mak'ing, i.ê., "So

what? How signifìcant is the impact?" These types of decisions occur at

2'levels - by the bio'logist interpretìng the data, and by the resource

manager assessing the rePort.

In presenting an interpretation of results, it is essentia'l that the

bio'logist presents the facts clearly and that conclusions are both cìear

and logical. The scrutiny of co'lìeagues is strong'ly recommended. "Good

science can be defined as that which is acceptable to the scientific
community as determined by peer revìew" (Bean'lands & Duinker, 1983). There

is no room for personaì bias and the temptation to draw conclusions beyond

those supported by the data must be resisted. Maintenance of scientific
integrìty'is essential .

A common diff iculty for biologists is the tnansìtion from objective

conc'lusions to subjective judgements. For instance, because a relat'ionship

is statistica'l1y sìgnificant, it does not automatically fo'ìlow that it is

bioìogicaì1y meaningful. Statistìcs ane an invaluable aid to decision

making - they do not make decisions but define theìikeìihood of an event
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tak'ing place. As a consequence of the inherent uncertainty of biologicat
prediction it must be recognised by resource managers and the'ljke that it
is unrea'listic to expect biological predictions to conform to the same

degree of precision as engineering calculations. This is especiaì]y so for
animals'like fish which are high in the trophic levels and whose behaviour
is consequently inf'luenced by the welì-being of animals (and pìants) at
'lower'leve'ls.

In discussing how to evaluate whethelimpacts are important, Erickson
(1976) considered that impact assessments frequently provìde quantitatìve
data on environmental parameters but do not address the fundamenta'l
question of whether va'lues are gained or lost. Ultimate'ly it is vaìues
that people relate to. tli'll this development downgrade the wi'lderness
experìence afforded by this river? Wi'll this impact create a significant
new fishery?

Normally impact assessments are reviewed by other agencies - for instance
the board or a tribunal of a reg'ional water board, the Commission for the
Environment. Depending on the extent and sensitivity oÍ the impact, a

variety of other ìmpact assessments, eng.ineering options, pubì ic
submissions and so on may also have to be considered by the agency
concerned. Again subjective judgement ìs called for, with decision makers
frequently having to weigh up and balance contrary viewpoints and mutuaììy
excl usive options. u'l timately, decisions may be based as much on
subjective judgement 'involving va'lues, f eel ings, and bel ìefs, as on the
resu'lts of scientific studies. Again the overalì assessment of whether
values are gained or'lost is re'levant, Erikson (1976) considers that z
very impontant criteria for eva'luatìng and deciding between competing
values are diversity and uniqueness of values - diversity recognises the
desirabìlity of maintaining many kinds of human values and environmental
resources' while uniqueness recognises the re'latively greater worth of
resources and va'lues that are uncommon within any particuìar area.
Beanlands & Duinker (1983) state that impact assessment is concerned with
the perceptions and values of society which may change with time. They
suggest that significant impacts are those which resu'lt in the
irretrievab'le 'loss of ecosystem components (e.g., gene pooìs) on functions
(e.9., primary production) a'lthough the ultimate concern can almost always
be traced to human vaìues.
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FUTURE DIRECTI(re

With increasing interest in the further deveìopment of New Zea'land

freshwater resources for 'industrial' usage, 'impact assessment studies are

essentia'l to present the environmental consequences of developments.

Aìthough water is a renewable resource, fish habitats are seldom renewable.

Before decisions are made which wou'ld result in the downgrading or'loss of
fisheries habitats, the potent'ia1 impacts of development need to be studied

and the results presented to resource managers in a clear and objective
fashion. To enable wise decisions to be made several matters need to be

considered by both fishery bio'logists and resource managers.

llanagers

a Present'ly there is a lack of a national po'lìcy fot^ management of
freshwater resources. As a result it is possib'le that a unìque aquatic

environment, a nationa'l asset, cou'ld be'lost to benefit a pure'ly'local

i nterest .

Frequent'ly inadequate time is avai'lable for appropriate biological
studies. Fisheries studies usualìy need to take into account seasonal

featunes. Also, âs natura'l variations in population abundance are

large, several years data may be required to prov'ide an adequate data

base from which change can be measured. The problem of time is
compounded by changing prionities of developers with the consequence

that forward p'lanning for fisheries researchers and managers is
extremeìy difficult.

Given the comp'lexi ty of bìologica'l systems and the high degree of

uncertainty invo'lved in making def initive predictions, managers wi'll
frequentìy have to accept the subjective judgement of an experienced

and credible fisheries biologist.

Biologists
a Biological inventories are not impact assessments. Assesssments must

inc'lude c'lear statements of the impl ication of a pnoposed development,

as far as these can be ascertained.

Increased emphasis must be p'laced on initia'l conceptual thinking and

design of study programmes. Desk-top studies, 'literature surveys and

review by coììeagues are essential components in ensuring the right
questions are being asked.
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Greater emphasis should a'lso be placed on quantitative simulation

modelling. Mathematica'l modelling can indentify cause and effect
relationships that are not visua'lly obvious while computers al'low large
quantìties of data to be stored and accessed.

Inter-disciplinary studies should be encouraged. Aìthough freshwater

fish species and communities are important as aquatic indicators, their
abundance and well-being depend upon a series of physical, chemical and

biologica'l components. Ideal ly, f isheries studies shou'ld routìne1y

involve hydrologists, water qua'lity personnel, invertebrate biologists,
and statisticians. Aquatic plant biologists, economists and other

speciaì ists should a'lso be invo'lved when appropriate.
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IIET}I(X}S FOR ESTIll,lTI]lG FRES}IT{ATER FIS}IERIES RESfX'RCES

B. Hicks

Fisheries Research Division, MAF, We'lì ington

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews the techn'iques avai'lable for estimat'ing
freshwater fisheries resources, particularly those comnonly used
in New Zea'land. Electric fishing, drift divìng, netting, and
trapping are the most wide'ly used techniques, but aeria'l
observation, echo sounding, poisonìng, and expìosives have a'lso
been used. Anglers may be surveyed to derive fish density from
catch rates and patterns of angling.

Computer data bases can provide useful information about fish
distribution, and Fisheries Research Division, MAF, holds a
comprehensive data base of freshwater fish distribution that
shou'ld be consulted before any sunvey is carried out. Information
f rom any surveys in New Zealand which coì'lect additional f ish
distribution data may be entered into the data base by putt'ing
infonmation onto appropriate forms avai lab'le fnom Fisheries
Research Division.

ITTR(lll[,CTIOII

The information necessary to manage freshwater fisheries includes fish
abundance, ident'ity, population dynamics, habitat, diet, and expìoitation
rates. Gathering this infornation requ'ires the use of 1 or more of the
fo'l'lowing techniques: f ish capture, f ish observation, ang'ler surveys, and

a search of existing data bases. This paper briefly describes each of
these methods and comments on thei n use i n New Zea'l and. Further
descriptions of these techniques are avai'lab'le in Bagena'l (19?8) and

N i e'l son & Johnson ( 1983 ) .

FIS}I CAPTURE ATID (NSEM'ATIOT TEGIIXI(T'ES

Estimates of total fish abundance are made by catching or observing either
alì fish in a given area, or, more usually, a proportion of the population.

Bioìogica'l monitoring in freshwatens: proceedings of a seminar. Eds.
R.D. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. Water & Soi'l Directorate, Ministry of
Wonks and Development for the Nationa'l Waten & Soi I Conservation
Authority, !,le'l'lington, 1985. Waten & Soil Misce'llaneous Publication 83.
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To estimate total abundance fnom a proportional catch, fish are caught,

marked, and released. The reìative rates of recapture of manked fish are

used to estimate the tota'l popuìation (Youngs 6( Robson, 1978).

Alternativeìy, total abundance may be estimated by the "removal method", in

which diminishing returns from a systematica'lly applied capture technique

are used to estimate fish abundance at the start of sampling (DeLury, 1951;

Zippìn, 1956, 1958; Youngs & Robson, 19?8). Capture or observation

techniques can a'lso be used to determine relative abundance of spec'ies and

seasona'l variations of single species. However, if the sampling method is
not l'ike'ly to equaì 1y observe or catch al I f ish of interest, or is not

carried out seasonal'ly, Some species or size c'lasses wi I I be

under-represented or appear absent.

Passive fish capture techniques

Passive capture techniques include nets, traps and pots. These methods

have the advantage that equipment is general ìy sìmp1e and cheap, need onìy

a boat or divens for setting and retrieving, and can a'lso be used in deep,

inaccessib'le water. However, pass'ive capture may be selective for size,

species, and sometimes sex of fish. Relative abundance can be determined

from passìve capture, assuming that catch pen unit effort (CPUE) is
pr^oport'iona I to f i sh dens i ty. However , season , water temperature,

turbidity, and currents can inf'luence CPUE.

Nets can be used to catch most fish species, and the type of net and mesh

size to be used is dependent on the target species and its habitat. Gill
and tramme'l nets (Fig. 1) may be used in lakes or rivers, but in rivers
they are best set paralleì to the current to avoid catching debrìs, which

limits the nets'effectiveness. Hoop nets and fyke nets (Fig.1) function
'like traps, and are less ìike1y to injure fish than gill or trammel nets.

Fyke nets usually have 1 or 2 wings to intercept fish movement, whereas

hoop nets do not. Hoop and fyke nets may be baited or unbaited.

Sol id-f rame traps and pots, such as the traditiona'l ee'l pots or hinakis,
and minnow traps (Fig. 1) may a'lso be used in rivers and'lakes. Salmonid

eggs or salmon food are a common bait for sma'll fish, and experience in

New Zealand with Gee minnow traps showed that they were very successful in

all habitats except fast braided rivers (Davis et a1.,1983; pers. comm.,

G.A. E'ldon, Fisherìes Research Division, MAF. ).
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- nets and traps (fra Sundstror, 1957;
l{ielsen & Johnson, 1983).

Fig. 1:
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Migrating fish can be trapped readily in smal'l to medium-sized rivers using
a weir and trap arrangement. This was the Maori method of catching adu'lt
'lampreys as they migrated upstream to spawn in spring, and is current'ly
used for catching migrating salmonids, Mìgrating sme'lt and ee'ls can also
be caught using a weir and trap of an appnopriate design.

Passive sampì ing methods can be used in studies which estimate growth

rates, reproductive cyc'les, migratory patterns, distributjon, and diurnal
activity, as the fish are usua'l1y collected aìive without damage. The

exception may be gill or tramme'l nets, which can damage fish and lead to a

h'igh monta 1 i ty .

Active fish capture technÍques

Active capture techn'iques (i.e., those in which the samplen is used to
active'ly seek out fish) include trawl nets, seine nets and push nets.
Trawl nets (Fig. 2l are most appropriate for 'lakes and estuaries as they
can be used to sample fish from any depth. The species caught wìlì depend

on the mesh size and depth of the net. Seine nets (Fig.3) puì'led by a

boat or by people wading are useful in lakes, but ane 'less useful in most

rivers because of the current and snags. A g'ilì net can be successfully
drifted downstream by divers and then hauled ashore like a seine net in
some rivers. Push nets are useful for sampling small fish in shal'low

water at lake and riven mang'ins.

E'lectric fishinq
E'lectric f ishing is now a high'ly sophisticated samp'ling method, and

e'lectric f ishing machines have been designed especial ìy for New Zea'land

conditions (Burnet, 1959, 1967). Electric f ishing is genera'l'ly limited by

requirements of safety and efficiency to water 1 m or less in depth, but
gear can be mounted on a boat for use in slow-flowing rivers. A'll e]ectric
fishing has an element of risk, especia'l]y when it is done from a boat, and

it is covered by special legislation which requires that operators are
specia'lìy trained (Part VII, Freshwater Fisheries Regu'lations, Fisheries
Act 1983).

Two e'lectric f ishing systems are commonly used. The most powerf u'l system,
called a "mains set", consists of a 240 volt AC generator and a pulse unit
(which stay on the bank) and a cable reel. The othen system, a "backpack
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set", consists of a lead acid battery and a small pulse unit carried on the

operator's back. In both cases the fìshing field is generated by a hand-

he'ld insu'lated anode, and the current normal'ly returns along the stream bed

and via an earth strap cathode to the machine. Electric fishing is very

appropriate for catching cryptic fish, such as bul'lies, juveniìe trout,
gaìaxiids, and torrent fìsh, and is useful for mark-recapture methods

because it rarely causes 'lasting damage to the fish.

Poi sons

Poisons can be used as effective samp'ling tools in 'lakes. The method has

the 'limitation that it usuaì'ly ki l'ls the f ish. Rotenone, antimycin,

ch]orine, and creosote are typically used as fish poisons. In a successful

exercise in Lake Parkinson, near Hamilton, rotenone was used to e'liminate

rudd and tench, and to capture grass carp in the process. Rotenone is
particu'larly useful because instead of ki'l1ing fish outright it blocks the

oxygen uptake mechanism in the gì'11s, causing the fish to swìm to the

surface'in an attempt to find more oxygen. If they are removed from the

rotenone quickly enough and transferred to c'lean water, their survival

chance is high.

A disadvantage of poison as a sampl'ing technìque, apart from its
destructiveness, is that the toxicìty of a poison to a range of species is

variabìe, and will change wìth temperature, water quaììty, concentration,

and exposure time. Spec'ies such as catfish may need as much as 7 days

continuous exposure to be affected. In addition'it requires a water rìght,
and can cause pub'lic outcry because of ìts destructive nature.

Explosiv_ee

Fish may be sampled using geìignite or explosive fuse cord which stuns

or kills. P'latts (19?4) used 6.4 km of exp'losive fuse cord to sample fish
in a 4.4 km stream reach. This sampling method 'is not, however,

straìghtforward. Stunned or dead fish do not necessarily f'loat, and

therefone divers may have to inspect the samp'l'ing site underwater to

recover a'll fish. This technique was used on the Rakaia River recently,

but it was not very effective and caused adverse réaction from angìers.

The most appropriate app'lication for exp'losives 'is for rapid sampl'ing of

f ish in smal'l streams, in conjunctìon with nets. Exp'losìves have rare'ly

been used to samp'le fish popu'lations ìn New Zea'land, and their use requ'ires

speciaìist training and sometimes permission from'loca'l authorities.
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Físh oòscrvrtion techniqws
Observation methods can be indirect, such as echo sounding, or direct, such
as observation from river banks, platforms, the air, or underwater. To be
effective, all techniques except echo sounding require clear waten, and
shou'ld only be used for larger fish and non-cryptic species. observation
from banks and p'latforms can be a useful technique for studying fish
behaviour (Shirvel I & Dungey, 1993) but is 'less usefu'l for popu.lation
estimates. Aerial observation can be usefu'l for counting aduìt sa'lmonids
and their redds but is expensive and is not generally as neliabìe as
underwater observation.

Underwater observation by drift diving is simp'le and cheap, and is being
used increasingly ìn New Zealand rivers. A list of suggested equipment is
given ín Helfman (1983). The technique requires trained divens wearing
snorkel equipment, and can be used to assess relative abundance, size
classes, distribution, habitat preferences, and behaviour of sa'lmonids
(Northcote & t¡úi lkie, 1963; Griff ith, 1981; Hicks & Watson, ìn press).
Ee]s and bullies may a]so be seen, but, because of their cryptic habits,
those seen will be a small proportion of the total popuìatìon. For optìmum
counting efficiency, water c]arity shou'ld exceed water depth, and in no
ìnstance should underwater visibi'lity be less than 2 m. A convenient way
to assess visibi'lity is to measure the distance at which a Secchi disc
viewed horizontaìty from underwater just disappears from view. The minimum
number of divers required can be calculated as the river width divided by
twice the underwater visibility, €.g.,3 divers for an 1g m wide river
with visibility of 3 m.

The basic method for systematic trout counting is to choose representative
sections of river about 1 to 2 km long (which would take 1-2 h to drift
dive), and to map them, marking the pools and runs at easily identifiabte
points, such as rapids and riffìes, both on the map and at the stream edge.
At the start of a drift dive the divers spread themselves equally across
the river in a straight line, and float downstream with the current.
Divers scan through the area in front of them, identifying and counting aìl
the fish they see. At the end of each pool or run the team stops and the
counts are recorded; the tean then regroups and begins the procedure again.
Divers need to avoid touching the bottom to prevent dislodging sedinent and
algae, both of which reduce visibi'lity and, therefore, reduce counting
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efficiency. Behavioural differences between different spec'ies and sizes of

fish, shadows cast by bright sun, and the nature of the substratum also

affect counting ef f iciency. Co'ld 'limits the time divers can spend in the

Hater, and though most divers in 7 mm wetsuits can cope wìth up to t h in
water above 5 or 6"C, be]ow this temperature, drysuìts are necessany. The

length of the statìon to be drift dived should take the temperature into

account. A rough guide for travel speed, including count'ing stops, is 1km

per hour. During drift dives of over 1 to 2 hours, divers tend to lose

concentratìon and accuracy.

Even under optimum conditions it is difficuìt to estimate the proportion of

the f ish present that have been observed. Thus drif t div'ing usual ly on'ly

gives re'lative abundance, i.e., of fish seen in 1 season compared to

another, or of 1 size class or species compared to another. Techniques

based on mu'ltiple dives have been proposed which may overcome this to some

extent, ê.g., the bounded counts method (Hicks & Watson, in press), but

variations in conditions in each river, and possib]y even at each site,
will lead to differences in counting efficìency. The bounded counts method

assumes that no fish ane seen twice, and that a]l fish are equally likely
to be seen. The abundance is given as twice the maximum number of fish

seen minus the next highest count from a series of 2 or more dives.

In lakes, SCUBA can be used, with divers being towed by a boat to survey

large areas using either a foot stirrup or a manta board. Transect dives

may also be useful.

AretER ST'RVEYS

Surveys of angìers yieìd information about the catch, fishing hab'its, and

anglers. Interviews at the river bank, lake shore, in boats on a 'lake, or

at a ìaunching ramp are the most re'liable method, but are a'lso

time-consuming. Mail and teìephone surveys can be used, and though these

may be statistical'ly more va]id, because a ìarger number of anglers can be

random'ly samp'led more easi'ly than with on-site surveys, the response rate

can be poor. The first survey may need to be fo'llowed by a further effort
to e'licit responses or to find the reason for non-response.

With a measure of the catch and the effort expended by the angler the CPUE

(e.g., f ish per ang'ler-hour) can be calculated and used as an index of
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stock density. However, surveys need carefu'l statisticaì desìgn for this
information to be re'liable. Angler surveys must a'lso have c'learly
formu'lated obiectives in terms of their target popuìation of anglers, the
kind of ìnformation to be col'lected, and the temporal and spatìal limits of
the survey.

TIATA BâSES

Two data bases are held by Fisheries Research Division, MAF, Welììngton,
and the information contaìned in them is avai'lable to any interested
penson. The first is a freshwater fish data base. It provìdes a method of
storìng and netrieving information about New Zea'land fneshwater fish
distribution and habitat (McDowaì I & Richardson, 1993) . Re'liab'le records
extend back to the sixties, and e'lectric fish'ing has led to a massive
growth in the stored information. The data base now has oven 6000'locality
records for both native and introduced fish. Books of data cards are
avai'lable to anyone regu'lar'ly engaged ìn stream surveys and should be used

by everyone who carries out e'lectric f ish'ing. Date, local ìty and species
found are the minimum infornation required, but there is prov.ision on the
cards to record measurements of pH, dissolved oxygen, tempenature,
substratum, bottom fauna, and other relevant information. Provision for a

carbon copy of each card gìves a usefu'l record of sampf ing for those who

complete cards. Retrieval usual'ly fol''lows a written request to Fisheries
Research Division, Box 297, Wellington, stating the stream name, catchment
number (Anon., 1956), species, and reason for request. The data can be

printed as a summary sheet, or can be p'lotted onto smal'l-scale maps with up

to 3 species together'. Processing of requests rarely takes more than 1

week.

Data on registered freshwater commercia'l fishermen and their catches is
also he'ld by Fisheries Research Division. Furnishing a fishing neturn to
the Fishenies Statistics Unit of Fisheries Research Division is a condition
of ìicencing for fishermen, and 227 fishermen currently report their
catches of ee]s and catfish. The data base is divided into acclimatisation
socìety districts and is updated weekly. The catch and number of pots or
nets used can be retrieved for the whole country, for individua'l
districts, or for individual fishermen. Data cannot be retrieved on a

catchment basis.
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of¡ilcLlrsroH;

In attempting to cover the broad and complex field of fisheries resource

assessment, techniques have inevitably been skimmed over or omitted. I

have, however, tried to concentrate on those methods that are most usefu'l

in New Zealand at the moment. These are electric fishing, drift diving,

and netting of various types. A sumnary list of the methods and the

species and environments for which they are appropriate is given in

the Appendix.

No single textbook describes a'l'l f isheries methods in enough detai'l to be

sufficient by itse'lf, although Nielsen & Johnson (1983) is a good starting
point. Anyone who wants to estimate fisheries resources should compare

several textbook descriptions and look at some papers describìng

app'lication of the technique. Final ly, there is
trial of a method to assess its applicability for
situation.
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Techn ique Spec i es Envi nonment

Adult Juvenile Perch Catfish Eeìs Adult Juvenile Adult Juvenile Snelt Torrentfish Bulìies Lake River
salmonids salmonids galaxiids galaxiids ìanrprey ìamprey Deep Shal1ox Deep Shallow

Gill net + + +

Tramnelnet + + +

Hoopnet + + + + + +

Fykenet + + + + + +

++
++
++++
++++
+

(¡)
(rì
(.I

+

+

+

lieir and trap + + +

Traxlnet + + +

Seinenet + + +

Trap net +

Pots, traps

and hinakis +

Push net +

Electric
fishing +

+

++++

+

++++

+++++
+

+++
++++
+++

+++
+++
+++++
++

++

Poisons+++++
+++

+

Explosives + + + + + + + + + + +

Echosounding+ + + +

Bank

observation +

Aerial
observation +

Drift diving + +

Towed diver + +

Angler survey +

++

+

+

++

++++
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BIOASSAYS USII{G FRES}I}IATER FISH FOR

I|ATER qJALTTY HOilTTORTXG AilD ASSESSllEllr

G.J. Riclmld

þ|ildlife service, Department of Interna'l Affains, Rotorua

ABSTRACT

A questionnaire on the usage of fish bioassays in New Zealand

revea'led a relatively 'low level of appl icatìon of these
techn'iques. Most bìoassays have been conducted by regiona'l water
boards and centra'l government agencìes. The resu'lts have

genenally been confined to unpublished reports, aìthough a variety
of papers have been Pub'lished.

Bioassays can be used to establ ish water qual'ity criteria, mon'itor
habitat qua'lity, monitor ef f luent toxicity, screen potentia'l1y
toxic sampìes,- and to provide legaì proof of tox'icity. The

measurab'le responses used'in fish bioassays inc'lude indicators of
performance, bìochemistry, physìology, respiration, behav'iour, and

morta'l i ty.

Standard methods exist for acute and chronic toxic'ity tests, but
behavioura'1, performance and cl inical bioassay techniques are
sti'll at a stage of deve'lopment where standardisation appears
ìmpractica'1. Remote sensor and automated bioassay alarm systems
have neached a ]eve] of commerc i a'l v i ab i 'l i ty ovenseas .

However, the development of b'ioassay techniques and ski'lls ìn New

Zealand appears to be limited by a'lack of knowledge and a lack of
commi tment to provide the resources necessary. Recent and

impend'ing changes to the Fishenies and to the Water and Soil
Conservaiion legis'lation may cata'lyse an increased use of fìsh
bioassays f or toxic'ity assessment.

ITTR(X¡UCTIOT{

The prìmary ìntention of this paper is to provide some basic information on

the existing and potentìal uses of fish bioassay techniques, together with

comment on their app]ications and interpretations. It does not pr^ovìde

B.ioìogica'l monitoring in f reshwaters: pt oceedings or a seminar. Eds.

R.O. Pridmore and A.B. Cooper. lrlater & soi I Dinectorate, Mìn'istry of
Works and Deveìopment fon the Natonal Water & Soi'l Conservation
Authon.ity, We'l'lington, 1985. Water & Soil Misceìlaneous Publìcation 83.
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detai'led methods on f ish bìoassays, â'lthough the sources of such

i nf ormat i on and gu'idance wi I I be d i scussed .

In preparing this paper, I circulated a questionnaire on fish bioassay

usage to al I reg'ional water boards and accl imatisation societies in
New Zealand. The questionnaine was a'lso sent to those universities,
government agenc'ies, and pnivate enterprises in New Zealand which may have

had the need to app'ly b'ioassay techniques. The responses i ndicated that,
aìthough a few organìsations used bioassays regularìy, the majorìty were

either unaware of the potential appl ications of this powerf u'l bio'logìcal
too'l , or daunted by the technical 'l i teratune associated wi th the methods.

This suggested that a review shou'ld start with a few definitions and a

I i ttle phi losophy about the reasons for" us'ing bioassays.

BIOASSI,YS - *IAT ARE THEY?

The first problem is that "bioassay" means one thing 'in America, something

else in Britaìn and Eunope, and could mean either in New Zealand.

Fon examp'le, in the Water and Soil Technical Publication 18 (1979), which

reviews severa'l b'iologìca1 methods for assessing water quaì ity in
New Zealand, 2 papens refer to bìoassays; Jones uses the medica'l and

traditional British definition whi le Burns adopts the ecologicaì and

expanded American usage. Unfortunateìy, these are very different and some

standard definition shou'ld be adopted for use in this country.

The traditionaì British definition of a "b'ioassay" is a test which uses the
observed degree of response of an organism or live t'issue to estimate the
unknown concentration of a chemica'l in water. The British coined the term

"bioevaluation" (Alabaster & L'loyd, 1980) to mean the appì ìcation of
techniques which use the observed responses of a tissue, organism, or
ecosystem to determine the effects of a known concentration of a substance
in water. "Bioassay" is a search for information whi'le "bioevaluation" is
in the context of a seanch for meaning. Toxicity testing is viewed as a

type of bioevaluation in Britain. However, the usua'l American (American

Pubìic Hea'lth Association, TgTt) and frequent New Zealand usage has tended

to apply the tern bioassay as a general umbre'lla f or a]1 3 categories. I
propose to shelter under that umbreì'la in this paper.

A fish bioassay invo'lves the experimental or routine measurement of the
response(s) of fish to known or unknown environmental parameters which
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require eva'luation under control'led circumstances. The intention is to

provide information for either the prediction olinterpretation of tlle

effects of water quality on fish.

Although a variety of organisms have been used 'in bioassays, fish appear to

be used most frequently for freshwater app'lications. This is probabìy

because most concerns about the bioìog'ical consequences of water quality

relate to fisheries and it is desirable to conduct bioassays on the most

sensitive species and l'ife stage likeìy to be present. Where this is
.impractical or when who'le ecosystem nesponses are of ìnterest, then a range

of other organisms may be used.

FUilCTIOI{S OF BIOASSâYS

There are a variety of predìctive or interpretative functions which

bioassays can serve. To a certain extent these can overìap or be

compìementary, but there are some usefu'l distinctions which requine that

dif ferent purposes are discussed separate'ly (A'labaster & Lloyd, 1980).

EstablishirB rater quality criteria
B.ioassay experiments can be conducted to determilre "maximum acceptable

concentrations of toxic substances" (M.A.T.C. ) in water, of even

unacceptab'le rates of change of habitat parameters (e.9., temperature, PH,

f1ow). These findings may be appropriate for on'ly 1 specific water-body

and/or spec'ies of fish, or the studies may be designed to provide criteria
for more general applicatìon. Such cr iterìa may then be reflected in water

qua'l'ity classif ication standards or in water right condi tions designed to

provide a specified degree of protection to fisheries.

Screening tests
S'impìe bioassays can be usefu'l to determine whether a particulan dischange

or chemical is likeìy to be hazardous for fisheries or could have been the

cause of a previous undesirable event such as a fish kil'1. These short-

term experìments are generaììy used as a first step in decid'ing whether

further detailed investigation may be necessany.

Legal tests
Standardised and simp'le b'ioassay tests can be used to pnovide lega'l proof

that discharge conditions have been breached, or that a panticulan event

was or could have been caused by a specific poìlutant or discharge. In
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some countríes (e.9,, Ita'ly) the conditions set on the discharge of
complex ef f luents incìude a requirement that at a'll times a des'ignated
dilution of the eff'luent should not be acutely toxic to fish unden standard
bioassay conditions.

Hence a sìmple b'ioassay test can provide 'legal ìy acceptable proof of
whether a discharge meets a fish toxicity standand. Another form of'legal
bioassay test invo'lves the simu]ation of a pol'lution event to determine if
a particuìan dìscharge was the most probable cause of a fish kil'1, the
nesu'lts being used as evidence in a prosecution.

Effluent ronitorirp tests
Simp'le or sophistìcated bioassay techniques for monitoring wastewater
discharges are becoming increasing'ly popuìar . These can include
non-standard and innovative methods of exposìng fish to raw or di'luted
effluents and observing specific responses. Techniques can range from
monitoring fish in a continuous f'low chamben using photoreceptors and

computer analysis of behaviour, to pìacìng fish into batch sampìes of
effJuent at periodic intervals to test for acute toxicity.

Freshmter habitat ronitoring
Fish can be a practica'l and sensitive indicator of water quaì ity ín
fneshwater habitats. Where water quality is highìy variab'le in location or
fìuctuates with time, fish bioassays can be used to measure habitat impacts
directìy. As with effluent mon'itoring either continuous,or periodic
bioassays may be most practica'1. Generally the who'le habitat is not
monitored but the bioassay is conducted at a representative'location.in a

lake or river, on in a diverted sample or f]ow. The critical question with
habitat bioassays is the choice of the response(s) to be measured.

IIEASURABLE RESFÍ'ÛISES OF FISH

It is important to choose a response for measurement in fish bioassays that
provides unambiguous and usab'le information for the researchens or managers
of water quality, effluents or habitats. The response should be obvious
enough to be detected yet sensitive enough to g'ive warning of risk, should
remedia'l action be required. In general the response chosen will depend on

the purpose or function of the bioassay.

lþrtality
The most observable and irneversib'le response is death, and either acute
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mortality (minutes to days) or chronic mortality (weeks to years) can be

measured in bioassays. Such tests for toxic substances have been used fon

screening sampìes, legaì purposes, setting water quaììty ctiteria, and

monitor.ing of effluents and habitats. Oespite the desirability of us'ing

less drastic responses the u'ltimate letha'l response does have I imited

appì.icat.ions in lega1, toxic substance screening, and water qual ìty
criteria investigations where new information is sought about the

conditions 'lìke1y to cause mortaì ity.

For the purposes of monitoring habitats and effluents, a manager general'ly

aims to protect the hea'lth of fish or an ecosystem nather than just

preventing fish ki'l'ls. Hence it is necessary to monitor sublethal

responses. Hopever, some of these subletha'l responses (e.9., overturn,

f ìashing, sw'inming f ai lure) ane indicators of impending morta'l.ity f rom

which the fish may not recover, negardìess of remedial action. Such

responses are not necessarily variable with concentration or exposune time,

and hence are of timited vaìue in monitoring.

Behavioural responses

Changes in activity rate and orientation or attempts at avoidance or

escapement are not aìways in response to toxic or I ife thneatening

conditions. There are difficulties in the measunement of these responses

using sonar, infra-red perturbations, and voìtage field fluctuations, as

well as prob'lems with acclimation causing a decreasìng response. These

aspects combined with the debate over ìnterpretation mean that behavioural

responses are of limited value for bioassay mon'itorìng at present.

However, it appears that respìratony abenrations constitute one type of

behavioura'l and physiologìca'l response which is h'ighìy sensitive,

measurab'le, and useful as an indicator of stress or poor health.

Respiratory responses

Two nespiratory responses are anaìogous to heavy breathìng and cough'ing.

The variables measured at"e venti'lation f requency (the gì ì I cover movement

rate) and coughing spasm (gi ì I purging) intensity. A variety of

measurement techniques have been developed, includ'ing measurement of

opercu'lar nerve impulses and bioe'lectric potent'ia1s. The use of

microcomputen analysis has permitted the development of commercìa1'ly
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avai lable remote sensors with hazard a'larms. Such bioassay techniques are

highly sensitive and have applications for establishing meaningfu'l water
qua'lity criteria and for continuous monitorìng of effluents and habitat
(So'lbe, 1979; Cairns et a'l ., 1,982i Thompson et al., 1982).

Bi oche¡i ca I /h i sto I og i ca t /phys i oI og i ca I responses

Studies of biochemica'l changes (especiaì1y enzyme inhibition or induction),
histoìogicaì changes (especiaì'ly tissue damage), and internal phys'ioìog'ical

responses (ranging f nom osmoregulatory abi l ity to blood ce'l'l counts) are
forms of bioassay common'ly undertaken on fish. They are valuable for
monìtoring fish hea'lth, investigating the causes and mechanisms of fish
ki I ls, and may become useful in the establ ishment of water qual ity
criteria.

Perfonarrce responses

Two indicators of fish "performance" are often measured for monitoring or
investigation purposes. A neduction of maximum swimming speed in sublethal
but stressf ul conditions can be usef u'l in establ ish'ing water qual ity
criteria. Measurement of growth rate can provìde an integrated assessment

of the health responses of fish to variable habitat conditions.

If growth nate mon'itoring should be undertaken, then as many environmental
parameters as possib'le shou'ld be control led. For this reason growth rate
measurement is usuaì1y carried out under expenìmentaì conditions with
standardised feeding of captive fish which are subjected to changes in only
t habitat variable. Such chronic nesponses can be usefu'l for justifying
water qua'lity criteria on economic grounds.

However, it'is aìso possibìe to undertake growth rate monitoring of wild
fish in natural habitats provided certain conditions are met. In
particu'lar, a ìarge enough sample of individual'ly marked f ish must be

avai'lable for recaptune at regular intervals, as in repeated spawning

migrations. Secondly, the population density and structure must be kept
constant or below the'leve'l at which competition sign'ificantly inf'luences
growth.

Under these circumstances a change in growth rate can then be a response to
modifìcations of important determinants of habìtat quaì ity. such

determinants inc'lude the abundance, distribution and dimensions of prey

a
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items and the physical/chemica'l characterist'ics of the waterbody' This

form of bioassay has potential for deve'lopment as a powerfuì technique for

monitot'ing ecosystem functioning and productivìty'

Life cycle responses

Some effects of poor water quality or sub'letha'l concentrations of toxicants

may not be detected durìng short-term bioassays or with tests on only one

developmenta'l stage of a f ish. usua'lly there 'is a particular stage in the

'life cycìe of each fìsh species which is most sensitive or vulnerable'

Developmental impacts l ike f ai'lure to sexua'l'ly mature, impairment of

fentilìsation success, and deformity and mortaììty at the e99, embryo or

'larva'l stages can be investigated through'long-term chronic bioassays or by

detailed acute bioassays duling the cnitìcal stage. The results of such

ìnvestigations are usefu'l in establishing water quafity criteria, and have

also been used to determine the causes of reproductive fai'lure. Long-term

chronic bioassays are essential to investigate the effects of subletha'l

concentrations of toxìcants on the disease resistance of fish.

Bioaccurulation responses

Fish may respond to environmental conditions in a way that has little

effect on the fish itse'lf, but which reduces the value of the fish to a

human consumer or other predator. In New Zealand the bioaccumu'lation of

mercury is a response which has requ'ired b'ioassay to detenm'ine both the

sources of mercury in the food chain and the recommended maximuln rates of

consumption of dif ferent f ish popu'lations (Brooks et a] . , 1976) . A second

form of bioaccumulation is the tainting of fish flesh with non-toxic

concentrations of chemicaìs rangìng from industria'l phenols to the geosmins

derived from blue-green a'lgae. Determination of the nature and sources of

unpalatab'le flavours often requires bioassay studies'

The phenomenon of bioaccumu'lation through a food chain can make it more

practical (for analytìcaì and sampl ing reasons) to monitor the

concentrations of certain pol'lutants through fish bioassays rather than by

anaìysìs of low and variable levels in water.

sTAt{ftARD llET}lO[x; At{D ]{Et{ TECHXIQUES

t¡,lith such a diversity of reasons for conducting bioassays and such a choice

of responses to measure, it is reassuring to know that some standard
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methods exist. Unfontunately, every country and nearly every re'levant

agency has different standard methods. Until New Zea'land adopts some

standard termino'logy, techniques, and codes of practice, I can on'ly guide

you to the overseas litenatune.

The American text, Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and

Wastewater (American Public Hea'lth Association, 1971) contains detai'led
descriptions of acute toxicity tests for static and continuous f'low

bìoassays. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (19?3)

describes procedures for chnonic bioassays. Wedermeyer & Yasutake (197?)

outline recommended clinical methods for investigat'ing the biochemical and

physiological responses to fish to environmental stress. Alabaster & Lloyd
(ts8o) provide a review chapter on the full scope of fish toxicity testing
pnocedures in Bnitain and a'lso summanise the standard Japanese, Po'lish and

Swiss testing techn'iques. Jones (19?9) rev'iews methodologies f on acute and

chronic tox'icity tests and out'l ines recommended standard methods for
laboratory tests in New Zealand. Solbe (19?9) reviews bioassay studies and

interpretation in Europe and describes the deveìopment of continuous
bioassay pollution alarm systems based on remote monitoring of the heart
beat, venti'lation and coughing of captive f ish.

Perhaps the best introduction to new techniques is the annual review issue
of the Journa'l lrlater Pol'lution Contro'l Fedenation; a comprehensìve chapter
on bioassay pnocedures and resu'lts is based on an extensive review for each

year (e.9., Vo] . 52, No. 6, June 1990). Reponts on recent reseanch show

increasing interest in monitoring fish ventilation frequency, coughing,
aberrant movement and swimming abi'lity using remote sensors connected to
computer ana'lysens and a I arms .

I'SE II{ TIET{ ZEALAT{D

In order to determine the extent of fish bioassay usage in New Zealand, I
carried out a 'literature survey and circu'lated a questionnaire to every
regional water board, acc'l imatisation society and relevant government

agency, as we'll as to those universities and private companies which may

have had the need to apply bioassay techn.iques.

0f the regionaì water boards, L2 out of ZO responded, wìth 4 usens

reporting 20 bìoassay tests. Onìy ? out of 27 acc'limatisation societies
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nesponded with 2 societies reporting 6 tests, of which 4 were in
col'laboration wi th the regional water board. Four centraì government

agencies reported 12 bioassays and 1 university researchen has pub'lished on

bioassay investigat'ions conducted in col laboration with a government

agency. One b'io'logìcal consu'ltancy has conducted an undisclosed number of

confidential bioassays for clients and I know of 1 major industry that has

carried out toxicity testìng of its eff'luents.

Despite the conclusion by Jones (19?9) that there have been "no pub'lished

studies on the effects of poìlutants on aquatic anìma'ls in New Zealand",

there were some publications prior to that time aìthough not as numerous as

the reported uses. Pike (19?1) has pubfished on the toxic effects of

chlor.ine on brown trout in New Zea'land waters and this nesearch has

subsequent'ly been used by the United States Environmental Protection Agency

(19?6) to establ ish water quaì ity criteria. Bioassay responses of

indigenous and exotic fish to elevated temperatures have been investigated

by Simons (1983, 1984) for the Waikato Val'ley Authority. The effects of

DDT on tnout reproduction were reported by Hopk'ins 9L al. (1969), and a

Massey Univensity'investigation of the bioaccumulation of mercury and other

heavy meta'ls in tnout was reponted by Brooks et al, (1976). Severa'l dozen

othen bìoassays are recorded on'ly in unpubl ished f i'le reports, statements

of evidence to courts and tribunals, and confiderrtial reports to clients.

A prelìminar^y anaìysis of the purposes for which the 35 reported bioassays

wene conducted reveals that 9 were screen'ing tests, 10 were to establish

water qua'lity crìteria or water right conditions, 9 attempted habitat

monìtorìng, 2 tested effluents for tox'icity, and 5 were used in fish kill
investìgatìons or prosecutions.

The species of fish tested inc'luded 77 bìoassays us'ing tnout, 14 with

native species and 2 each wìth mosquitofish and goldfish. The responses

investìgated included acute toxicity on 24 occasions, thermal to'lerance in

? instances, chronic impairment of function in 4 stud'ies, 1 assessment of

bioaccumu'lation response and 1 assessment of performance thnough growth. A

varìety of poìlutants and habitat var"iables were investigated. In 21 cases

the study involved a s'ingle known toxicant but 7 explored tempenature

effects, 6 tested complex discharges, 3 evaìuated habitat quaì ity in

generaì and 2 attempted to track down mystery contaminants includìng a

suspected fish virus of substantial concenn.
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FUTURE ITSES OF BIOASSA.YIS

A wide variety of potentiaì ly usefu'l bioassay techn'iques have been

deve'loped and some of these have been app'lìed to waters and f ish in New

Zea'land on a 'limited scale to date. However, an increasing concern about

water qual ity and an apparent change in emphds'is towards bioìogical
monitoring suggest that bioassay usage is 1ìke1y to become more reguìar,
widespread, and sophisticated. Even local body po'liticians have suggested

using fish to monitor the qua'lity of treated sewage effluent waste streams

(e.g., Dr J. Chick in the Taumarunui Gazette o¡:11 September 19S4).

Two'legislative developments may also stimulate managers of fish and water

to use bioassay techniques on a regular basis. The poìlution provisions of
the 1951 Fneshwaten Fisheries Regulations prohìbited any discharge of a

variety of specified substances ranging from oì1 to ch'lorinated hydrocarbon
pestic'ides, and also prohibited the discharge of any other substance to
such an extent as to be ìnjurious to fish. Judicial ruììngs made it clear
that proof of previous or potentia'l injury was not necessary for any of the
I ist of spec'if ied substances (Lowe, t9?6) . However, the pol lut.ion
provisions have been transferred to the 1983 Fisheries Act whjch prohibits
the discharge of any specìfied or unspecified poììutant to the extent. that
fish are detrìmental'ly affected. This suggests that Accl imatisation
Societies may find it necessary to use bioassays more regular'ly to enforce
the provisions of this'legislation and demonstrate detrimenta'l ìmpacts.

Secondìy, the 1967 }.later and Soil Conservation Act contains water qualìty
standands whích prohibit the "destruction of natural aquatic'life by reason

of a concentration of toxic substances". This criterion has tended to
resu'lt in ef f 'luent discharge conditions which on'ly prevent acute mortaì ity.
The pnoposed new c'lassif icat'ion standards of the Water Quaì ity Criteria
Workì ng Party ( 1981 ) are I ike'ly to supercede the old and i nadequate

standards in the near future. The new standards all contain criteria which
prohibit any "substantial adverse effect on the aquat'ic community by

reason of toxic substances", and any excessive bioaccumuìation of toxic
substances. When these criteria are adopted, it wil'l be necessary to have

access to bioassay results based on chronic or behaviour al responses to
toxic substances. Fon most species of fish and othe'r fauna in New Zealand

these data are not avai'lable. Consideration should be g'iven to the type of
bioassay faci'lities and philosophies that would be necessary to obtain this
information.
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EPIL(rcUE

A.B. Cooper and R.D. Pridmre

llater Quatity Centre, llill, Harilton

In the discussion at the end of the conference Dr Taylor presented 3

objectives of NWASCA. These were ?

1 to maintain and enhance water qua'lity;

2 to promote "best use" of water;

3 to protect waterways which have specìal attributes'

Many at the conference were convinced A prior i that the meeting of such

objectives requires biologica'l monitoring. The statutory requìrement of

the Water and Soil Act that "there shall be no destructjon of aquatic life
...,, (at least , for classif ied waters) wou'ld seem to make it incumbent on

those charged with managing our waterways to undertake some kind of

bioìogica'l nonìtoring. The need for b'io1og'ical information in making

management decisions was furthen argued in the papers of McBride and Roper.

These authors emphasised the value of bio'logìca'l monitoring in checking the

adequacy of receiving water standards and in detecting possible water right

vio'lations. They also noted that water managers shou'ld face I itt'le
dìf f icu'lty in justifyìng to their boards and the pub'lìc the need for

bìo'logical monitoring when the biota to be studied are of direct interest

to man, ê.g., recreational and commercial fisheries, nuisance slimes.

Despite a consensus at the conference on the need for b'io'logical monitoring

in managing freshwaters, the paper by Carter po'ints out that few

New Zea'land water boards have a current commitment to biologìca1

monitoring. He notes, however, that there is a bright future for

bio]ogical monitoring in water qualìty surveys and resource management

provìded that:

a some standardisation or guide'line of methods be given;

b the data can be analysed quick'ly and results gìven in a concise form.

In recent years, New Zealand bìo'logists have put considerable effort into

critically reviewing existing bioìogical methods for their appìicability to

New Zea'land waters (Standing Bio'logical I'lorking Party, 1979, 1981) and in
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publishing recommended methods (Biggs et al., 1983). These efforts have

been further extended at this conference, particu'larly by the papers of
Etheredge, Biggs, Quinn & McFarlane, Winterbourn (sampì ing paper),

Davenport, and Hicks. Water managers in New Zea'land are a'lso becoming

we'l'l-served with manua'ls for the identif ication of f reshwater f 'lora and

fauna (e.9., Chapman & Lewis, 1976; McDowal l, 19?8; Taylor, 1980;

l{interbourn & Gregson, 1981; Pridnore & Hewitt, 7982¡ Upritchard, 1985).

Aìthough these papers make useful contributions, in general, biological
methods are not yet sufficiently standardised and rapid to meet the
criteria identified by Carter; for this reason water managers r"equire some

assistance in identifying those methods most appropriate for meeting

specific management objectives. At present, biologists seem reluctant to
provide such a "cookbook" for fear of it being indiscriminate'ly used (e.9.,
see paper by Harper). But the absence of a "cookbook" should not provide
reason for abandoning freshwater biologica'l monitoring. Many of the water

boards (by our reckoning, at least 13 of the 20) already have staff whose

fornal training has been in some field of biology. It is our view that
these people should be capabìe of perusing the conference proceedings and

the avai ìab'le 'literature to decide on those procedures which may assist
them in particular studies. There is no denying, however, that their
decisions would be much easier to defend if the methods they chose were

recommended for use by an appropriate national body (e.g., New Zealand

Lìmnoìogica'l Society, NWASCA, Catchnent Authorities Associatìon) .

An area that has lacked attention by many New Zea'land fneshwater bio'logists
is data presentation. The opinion was expressed during the conference (see

papers by McBride, Carter, Pridmore, Penny, and Stark) and in the

conference discussion that too often biologìsts present their data so'leìy
as specìes I ists. Al though ecosystems are compìex (see papers by

Winterbourn, Towns, and Penny), attempts must be made to simpìify and

codify the information gathered. That this is possib'le has been shown by

several of the conference papers, with Pridmore describìng the use of
Cochran's Q-test for presence-absence data, Quinn & McFarlane and H'lckey

demonstrating the use of phototroph-heterotroph ratios for describing
microbial communities, Biggs evaluating the usefulness of algal indicators
of po]lut'ion, and Stark describing a variety of indices for use with
macroinvertebrate data. The value of these techniques ìies in their
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ability to revea'l differences in biologica'l communities. The chaì'lenge

posed by management needs is to relate such differences to particular

causes and to predict the direction and extent of change in biological

communitìes that will occur upon certain proposed management options being

exercised. The immense va'lue to management of meeting this challenge is
clearly demonstrated by the usefulness of the quantitative relationshìp

established between total phosphorus and alga] biomass in lakes (e.g., see

Pridmore et â'l . , 19S5) as this makes i t possib'le to predict the algaì

concentrations which wil'l occur under different phosphorus loading regimes.

It is incumbent upon research biolog'ists to demonstrate funther

re'lationships (preferably quant'itative) between biological response and

phenomena causing this response. This is necessary if reasoned management

decisions are to be made upon the resuìts of b'iologica'l monitoning.

Futur€ directions
This conference has served to gather together state-of-the-art information

on bioìogical monitoring techniques and the proceedings should serve as a

usefu'l reference document. The conference a'lso highìighted those areas

where further effort is required befone biologica'l monitoring becomes an

integnaì part of water management in New Zealand. The need for a

step-by-step handbook on bioìogica'l monitoring for management was

identified but the special ist bioìogists thought that this was not

curnently feasib'le gìven the extent of present knowledge. It therefore

appears that production of such a handbook must nemain a long-term

object'ive. In the short-term, there'is a need for research bìologists to
demonstrate the management value of their science; viz., more case stud'ies

are required which show how the results of a biolog'ica1 monitoring

programme can be used to suppìy answers to specific management questions'

Research biologists at the conference held the view that to meet this need

water managers must become more involved so that the questions to be

answered are clearly defined.

It is the organ'isers hope that this conference has gone some way to mak'ing

the research biolog'ist and the water managen more aware of each other's
problems and perspectives and therefore served to focus future effonts in

bioìogical monitor ing in freshwaters.
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